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SOURCES AND CONI'ENT OF U.S. COVERNIvIENT FILMS
FOREWORD
Various departments of the United States Government
have prepared motion pictures. Their purpose in preparing
these films is indicated in the motion picture bulletin of
the Department of the Interior, Division of Motion Pictures--
''On the assumption that it is the privilege
of the people to be thoroughly and impartially
informed of the government’s business and the
responsibility of the government to provide the
information, the Department of the Interior has
available for general distribution, a series of
motion pictures of its varied activities".
Some of the other departments of the government have also
produced motion pictures covering activities in which they
are engaged.
The films are of an educational nature and are available
v;ithout rental cost for educational purposes. Schools and
educational institutions might very well make increasing use
of these films. They are particularly suitable for a number
of reasons including the following; they are free and do not^
put a strain on a limited budget; they frequently cover sub-
j
jects not handled by commercial producers or distributors;
the productions are of excellent quality and nev/ films are
being constantly added to cover current topics.
PURPOSE i™ STUDY
It is the purpose of this study to make knoAvn in a con
j
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densed form just what U.S. Government motion picture films
I
are available and where they may be secured. Many prospec-
j
tive users of government films have been hampered by the
j
fact that there is no single publication listing all the
government films and telling how and where they may be ob-
tained.
There is no one agency that assumes full responsibility
for distributing films or for referring inquiries to the
proper office. It is frequently necessary to communicate
with several agencies before the desired information is ob-
tained, An additional difficulty is the fact that it is
usually Impossible to get any information concerning the
suitability of the films for various grade and age levels.
It would be desirable to have more detailed information
about the content of each film. This study does not aspire
to satisfy the need in this direction. V/hen comments are
made by individuals on the suitability of a film, they are
merely repetitions of statements made by distributing
agencies. This information would certainly make for more
effective use of the films, for at present one has to resortj
to "hunches" or reports from those who have seen the film tol
get adequate information concerning its suitability.
VALUE ^ FILIViS ^ TEACHING AIDS j
i
Research has conclusively demonstrated the usefulness I
of the film.
I
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(.)‘JL’he Roulon Experiment showed a superiority of 20,5/6 in
groups studying with the aid of motion picture films as
against a group studying without the aid of the films. On ai
I
I
test given several months later, a superiority of 38,5)^ over
the non-film group was shown.
(j^Arnspiger has shov/n that pupils using sound films in
the natural sciences learned 25% more than those not using
films and 27% more than the students taught by the ordinary
classroom methods.
|
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTiiER RESEARCH AND STUDY
This study does not satisfy all the needs of the
j
teacher. He should know more about the suitability of the
various films if he is to Incorporate them effectively in
his lesson plans. There is a vital need for information of
this sort. It is earnestly hoped that this study will be a|
valuable aid to anyone who undertakes the further step of
evaluating the films and commenting on their suitability for
school use.
j
(1) Roulon, Philip J. - “Sound Motion Pictures in Science
Teaching" - Harvard University Press, Cambridge, 1932,
(2) Arnsplger, V. C. - "Measuring the Effectiveness of
Sound Pictures as Teaching Aids" - Bureau of Publica-
tions, Teachers College, Columbia University, New
York, 1933.
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HOW THE STUDY WAS MDE
It seemed surprising that there was no data available
concerning government films as such. It was necessary to
I
collect information from all governmental departments, of- i
fices and independent establishments and to organize this
material. The most recent publication lists only 19
agencies as having films available but in response to in-
quiries sent to each individual agency, it was revealed that
there are actually 30 sources distributing governmental
films. In the course of the investigation, it was revealed
that two of the agencies listed do not actually have films
for distribution and should not have been included. It was
further discovered that four of the agencies were listed in-
correctly in so far as addresses--ln one case the name of
the agency itself--were concerned. Less than half of the
agencies publish complete lists of their films. Frequently
detailed questionnaires were necessary to elicit all the
desired information. All the available films were listed or
I
form index cards and information concerning the agency it-
self v/as compiled on sheets. This material was then classi-
fied in accordance v/ith the Dewey Decimal System of ulbrary i
v^lassification and a general index was made in order to
facilitate their use.
(3) Koon, Cline M. - "Sources of Visual Aids and Equipment
for Instructional Use in Schools" - U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D. C., December, 1937.
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As interpreted in this study, a government film is one
[
I
which is distributed by a representative agency of the U. S.i
!
Government, Usually these films have been produced under
|
the direction of the agencies which distribute them. In
|
some cases, however, films have been purchased by interested
agencies because of their educational value. For Instance,
!
the film "Polyomelytis distributed by the U. S. Children's
j
I
Bureau of the Department of Labor was not made under the
j
direction of the Bureau, but has been bought by this agency
1
and is now being distributed by it.
At present there are only two films produced by Terri-
|
torial Possessions of the United States. The term "Govern-
ment Film" is interpreted to include these,
mo MAY BORROW U.S. GOVERNMENT FimS
I
Government films are not usually available for use in
private homes. Films are loaned to educational institutions,
engineering and scientific societies, civic and business
associations, clubs, churches and other responsible organi-
zations ,
Some of the films, especially those of the U.S, Dept,
of Agriculture, are designed to aid in the extension and
field v/ork of the Department and coopersting Institutions.
When this is done their primary use is by or under the super-
vision of such workers. When this is the case, the number
of copies of the films is usually Inadequate to meet the re-
ri
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iquests from other unofficial sources. Also in such instance
it is not often possible to assure the availability of films
on definite dates. Requests are given consideration and the
prospective borrower is notified when definite dates can be
li
given.
Users of government motion picture films are not al-
lowed to charge admission to see the films. Motion picture
theaters may use the films if they show them as part of the
regular program and do not charge an additional admission
fee when these films are shown.
HOW TO ORDER U.S. GOVERmiEHT MOTION PICTURES
Requests for films should be made as far in advance as
is possible. The following pages give the addresses where
application should be made for the films available from the
|
various governmental agencies. To facilitate distribution
j
i
and to encourage their e.rtended use, copies of many of the
I
films have also been placed in sub-distributing centers
throughout the country. These are also listed on the pages
that follow.
It is advisable to give a list of several alternative
subjects in the order of preference so that substitutions
may be made if necessary. Each request should state whethei’
sound or silent film is desired. When requesting films, one
must be sure to specify whether 35mm. or 16mm. film is de-
sired. Unless this is specified, 35ram. film is usually sent
.
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IWFORMiVTION REGARDIl^G FILM SHIPIVU^NTS
The ISmin. prints are usually shipped in cardboard con-
tainers if only one or two reels are ordered. If a nuxaber
of reels are ordered or if the film is of 35mm. size, it is
shipped in fireproof metal shipping containers.
j
!
The approxlnate shipping weight of 16mm. subjects is
|
four pounds per single reel with each additional reel adding
approximately one and three-quarter pounds to the weight.
For the 35mm. width: one reel weighs about thirteen pounds
and each additional reel weighs about six and one-half
pounds.
Films are usually sent "Collect" with the understanding
that they be returned "Prepaid". In a great many cases ship'
ments of four pounds or less are usually sent to the borrowe:
free of postage costs in accordance with Section 615 of the
U.S. Postal Laws and Regulations by means of the government
t
franking privilege lable which permits the films to be sent
as "Official Business". In a limited number of cases,
franked lables are supplied by the agency for the return
shipment of the films without the borrower paying postal
|
I
charges. Although this is being done, it is a violation of
i
j




Motion picture film may be sent by means of parcel post
or fourth class mall or through the facilities of the Ameri-
-iier Jb'i^ccfijTeo ctl ^tl&'JZrS ^Aial’^Q .(tcwdi orC;
tadinuiT ft xl .botceiiTio eiw ciXear: ov/vi -lo &ao ^Ino IX ciarXad
cl «: . ."Tffdc: to el ‘mill waj 'li ‘xo he^bdic elee-r lo
'i;*nl aJnOo ?;i.,XfXGqin'n 'loonqenX't ni becqlde
el eJootdyK .iHwQI *i0 Irl^^levr •o.axqqluv- ecJsnlxo'ioqe 9fIT
irttb&ii .I 9e'i XaaOldlLbx* ri.'>e.e rtviJbff X&et el?anle 19,q ebauoq rvol
ofiX od 8AAi/oq 'iodifiiJp“w9 'iri 5f lj.nLi< ano \Xe ji3/xrltO'T-'q-e
ebnirog n96d-T;'dX!’ d;jocfB ari^,lt?w Xaai e<^o uidblw .nanoC add 'lo'i
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1 #.09 # . 12 #.15 #.21 #.27
2 .10 .14 .19 .28 .38
3 .11 .16 .23 .35 .49
4 .12 .18 .27 .42 .59
Sbitun.
1 #.13 #.22 # . 33 #.52 #.75
2 .16 .28 .45 .73 1.07
.20 .36 .59 .98 1.44
.23 .43 .71 1.19 1.76
Rates of postage on fourth class matter are by the
pound according to the distance or zone. A fraction of a !
pound is computed as a full po\ind.
j
In some cases it is desirable to ship films by means ofj
the American Railway Express. Information concerning rates
may be secured from the local express agent. Sometimes it
is often quicker to ship films by the American Railway Ex- |
1
press than by means of the U.S. Postal Service.
j
i
Borrowers may return motion picture films to the sourcel
secured from at one-half the price they paid for express
.ci^^?g®s_w_hen_ti^_£3JjTis_|[:e^re received. Th^ Railway Express
. s e T[ qxl . v; r
w
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,f)/U'oq Xijrj c «e bej/jorcoa c L brci/oq
lo s.^-iior.: yd «piI L i qlna OJ f'.dJA*sle,fib el ol: eee/;u or-.xC'. x'!
ynJrrix^onoo rroIXsr.t'rcy'i.aX , ..?;6nqx:!). yjsiv li. aB: I’lenji
d"?: .eei.'iXernod CGS'cqxe IbvoT -Mil ufC'Tl ao yaii;
yawIX/jB xix'.ol’iy^A er,.X v.d •-nxCb'"! cXds oct aoji? e.t
,0oXv‘i9c; £B."t3C: ,?.o erfj 'to (’n.BSXij' ih-uj'-j Be»'tq
D'ir.iCo * e'lUxtr.r.cr j'/oijom ya/a e^m^x^O'i^oS.
BaeTqxo ^oJt 'jXb.i yericJ eoliq cdJ ll^d-ano dio moi'i bai, ;o9ic
. t)iVi ej £21 sdd rienV ae}2 r[fifiz^
Agency Supplement #14 of the Official Express Classification
#32 reads in part as follows:
"Motion picture films and disc records used
in connection therewith when returned from the
first point of destination to the distributors or
Film Exchanges will be subject to one-half of the
charge assessed on the outbound movement",
"Expires with June 30, 1938, unless sooner
|
cancelled, changed, or extended". '
Borrowers may also reduce express charges by tying film
shipping cans together. \Vhen two or more separate cases of
motion pictures forwarded by express average less than ten
pounds per separate case, the charges are assessed on the
basis of ten pounds for each separate case; hence, two or
more shipping cases averaging less than ten pounds should be
tied together so that the average weight will be ten pounds
or over.
If all of them tied together weigh less than ten pounds
only the actual weight will be charged. Any questions con-
cerning this rule should be referred to the local Railway
Express Agent. Refer to his rule #11.
In case of limited time, if desired, it is often pos-
sible to send films by air express. The local air line of-
fices or telegraph companies will give rates and complete
details. It is very important that you have them check the
weather conditions in order to learn whether or not the
planes are flying and to determine the plane schedule which
will permit delivery of the film in ample time for showing
Under no conditions should the borrower keep the film
tioJ JJL'C CO Hjgio'ini) oria lo fi9jTiorqq.ua. v/jit^. r.
:?:v'.cIXo^ Qfi :iy^q at sbi^«T
feoijj.' tO'ioof-'^ t>elb iifiB cjcl.r t e*T(.fro fq ;i'>r.Xosi'’
9rf,; n>ou/t X,oxiTr.uJr>‘s noriv/ rf q.I ?,'c lotted rrol^bennco ux
*to tj. >»r’'.' C’t 'ic :tnXoq tciVt








arrr’^b ^cf' 3,055 nerlo ^eoiqx.o oouhei b^ixj e'i.ew07'rc6
Xo ptsiio ©xeiaq^B eicm ‘ro owX nerP:: /'roffUep cJ eaoo ;>rfi<rq?xie
n93 rtiifiX &soX a?^£jT9v.t-i .i.ee'iqxo xd £>©ri*i£-vn:o‘i eO'jjiboiq noXboic
oxlct no 5©8ett»a«jB e-io so^^iofyo ajj ^aeao atii’xeqea obnuoc
*10 owb ,aofteri roexio oXij"ii>q©8 x(ofie "lol aX^m/oq neb Ic ciaab
,
"Jcf riXlf-iOffh Eoxiifoq rfab ixarib e&eX ^jni^aiove aaaoo gniqrrxrie ©‘xoci
;
aoruxoq ai;>b ad IXXv,' ba'^tlev/ ©^BT;avB ©ri:f bsdb oe 'lonba^ob ixeXb
i
.*TQvo no
i %lbnir<>q neb njsf{ X/ caoX d^Xaw nadbegob beib xneifj lo i.Xi^ .ir
-noo encXb.saup .Xa^nf^o od XXiw Xri^iew iBi/cros acij yX/io
I.oocX add ob Xennalax ©cT XXuode aXiri eXdb j^nXmeo
. sXfl cb noXen . dnegA aaonq.-ta
•toq nobXo ex bX ,r>on.la©fo IX ^ai.iXX botiSmtl lo eaiac nl
-lo 9£tXX nia X^ooX axiT .oaanqr.e nXs qd a/nXIl X'noa cb ©XdiR
oboXqirioe baa BOb^^n evig, [I tw aaXrisSqinqD nqxrxgaXo.d jo.aay.!:!
Off:} >foorfo modb avijd uoy, bBxfa Sa&d'ioqir.S el bl .eltaSeb
add borr no nodXerfw rrnfioi ob naXno qt 3XiO UXtoco T©xib.^ew
XaXrlY^ .ilr/dodoe 0£r«Xq ©db ooXni'iaboh ob Lnti ,^,nt\L‘i ona eeraXq
.
-iilvYOdf. no'i e/fiXb oXqiiiA nl mXtl ad.T io. \;novXlod bitunovi XXivsr
mlX’i odd qeod no-.YO.Txod sob Jb-ruoiiB edcibXX)no'o on nabnli
longer than the specified time arranged for without securing
permission from the agency supplying the film,
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U.S. OOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS, OFFICES & INDEPENDENT ESTAB-
LISHI^IENTS THAT H/iVE FILMS AVAILABLE FOR DISTRIBUTION.
(Complete lists and further details on pages that follow)
DEPT . OF aCRICULTURE
Div. of Motion Pictures
U.S. Dept, of Agriculture
Washington, D. C.
DEPT . OF LABOR (Cont'd)
women ' s Bureau
U.S. Department of Labor
Washington, D. C.
DEPT. OF COMMERCE NAVY DEPARTMENT
Bureau of Air Commerce
U. S. Dept, of Commerce
Washington, D. C.
Bureau of Fisheries
U.S. Dept, of Commerce
Washington, D. C.
Bur. of For. & Dorn. Commerce
U. S. Dept, of Commerce
Washington, D. C.
DEPT. OP THE INTERIOR
Div. of Motion Pictures











Christopher and Washington Sts.
New York, New York
POST OFFICE DEPARTIvOilNT
Div. of Press Relations




Department of the Treasury
Washington, D. C.
Div. of Sanitary Reports & Stat
.
U.S. Public Health Service
Washington, D. C.
Division of Venereal Diseases





dept i OF labor
Children's Bureau
Editorial Division
U. S. Dept, of Labor
Washington, D. C.
Office of Chief of Air Corps
U.S. War Department
Washington, D. C.
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Farm credit admin ,
Washington, D. C.
FARM SECURITY ADMIN .
Division of Information











FEDERAL HOUSING ADMIN .








NAT » L ADV . COMM . FOR AERONAUT I (S
Aeronautical Research Dept.
Nat'l Adv. Comrn. for Aero.
Washington, D, C.
Div, of Motion Pictures
Dept, of the Interior
Washington, D. C.
WORKS PROGRESS ADMIN .
Div. of Radio & Motion Piet.
Works Progress Admin,
1 Madison Avenue
New York, N, Y.









Note : In the film descriptions listed on the pages that
follow numbers on the right side refer to the Dewey Decimal
System Library Classification numbers assigned to these films !
I
in this study. Numbers on the left side refer to the code num|
ber of the film assigned to it by the distributing agency. In!
ordering the films only the code number on the left should be
given.
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A number of the State Agricultural Colleges and two of
the United States Territorial Possessions also have films
for distribution. These are described on the pages that
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U. S. DEPT . OP AGRICULTURE
DIVISION OP MOTION PICTURES
U. S, Dept, of Agriculture
Extension Service
Washington, D. C,
Note: The Division of Motion Pictures of the Dept, of
Agriculture also distributes the films of the following
branches of the department:
Bureau of Agricultural Economics
Bureau of Animal Industry
Bureau of Biological Survey-
Bureau of Chemistry and Soils
Bureau of Plant Industry
Office of Experiment Stations
Soil Conservation Service
Civilian Conservation Corps
Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quarantine
Bureau of Home Economics
Bureau of Plant Industry
Bureau of Public Roads
Commodity Exchange Administration






The educational motion pictures available from the
United States Dept, of Agriculture deal with important
lines of work in which the department and cooperating
state institutions are engaged. Their function is to ac-
quaint the public with the practical significance of impor-
tant activities, to gain public cooperation, to disseminate
the results of scientific investigation and to spread know-
ledge of improved methods in agriculture, home economics,
forestry, road building, rural engineering and kindred
activities.
METHOD ^ PRODUCTION
The films have been produced by the department with
.c>foC ! o •' •'• i . - :tc;. ‘1C .;3. '.c w-'X 0 .;..'
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the cooperation of state institutions,
TYPE OF AUDIEI^'CE
These films are designed to aid in the work of the
extension and field v/orkers of the department and cooperat-
ing state institutions. Their primary use is by or under
the supervision of such workers. The department does not
have enough copies to meet all requests from unofficial
sources; however, loans are made to schools, colleges,
churches, theatres, farmers' organizations and other
agencies
,
In response to a questionnaire on the subject, the
department v/rltes that none of the films have been produced
particularly for school use,
METHOD ^ DISTRIBUTION
Requests for motion pictures should be addressed to
the Division of Motion Pictures and sent to the address
given on the top of the preceding page. Preferable such
applications should be sent through the local agricultural
agent. Field workers of the department are asked to send
their requests to the Division of Motion Pictures through
their respective bureaus,
SUB-DISTRIBUTING CENTRES ; Copies of some of the films are
also available from the following sources:
States of
Oregon, Washington, Idaho,
Montana, Wyoming - from:
. a.'to.' f. Joiii eJ^Jc "lo noi J^'isqcc r- fij;J
A ^ HY"’
e.iJ Ic r-iiow oiid’ -1 tls cj bert^.ta^fj s'!.: S'.’.CL'X ©cSi P
•irioqooD J.-. s'lo^i'iov; bic-'il bii;i noxaao^xe
'lobfiu TO v;tr £ i: ©ea ’CIOiiT , ©:f£’:t5 ^a.l
Jon oeob Jnsajj-i/i TOl) oriT .»ii©>>iow donp. Ic iic LeJ:v‘ioq>JE; atict
IsJtojt'llonxr jcot:'! ais&jjpe'i '.In leexi cl nalqor) fL^uon.e ev.sxi
.aXeof(o8 ol ebni". -ix; anaol ,/iovDVs'oq :e‘='0ir'C2
'laxido bne 3uoIX:;':iJ:uagi‘X0 ’ r.ior.T:^! ,.8©*iqr‘.ea^ .zono’iJj^>o
. Bsloass^
0dJ ^Jcoldus esiJ no ©’ii:.anfioJI:I«o»/p .i oJ oa^foqat-i nl
60«bG‘iq no©d evjiii anXJt'i Grid lo cKion ianu soJI-itt JrieKd'ia ;ob
locuca ‘lo'i xX'XflXi^old'i.e i
cl bGfiaaTt.bba ad blx/orfs ceitrlolq noJ.lC'i.i ‘ic ‘t alnat/peli
aae'ibba ari;^ cl Jnee, Jbna aoifjloll noiloM 16 itclaxvla anl
doLre elcfa’iSleT:! .-v, sq :5n:bao9‘iq aril ‘Ic qol oril no nevJ^
Is'iixllifc.t'igr. laool ©ill rfgxro'rril inaa ori bLucrie cnoluEoII iqB
biiQz cl Inou.l'iiiqGb QdJ lo s'^xa^f'iow blel'i .Inajia
nollcrj Ito nolaivxCi aril ol 6:r3aA/pe*x '‘iJcril
.eiTXiO'iu-cr ©vllooiaoi ^xaril
0*18 sjxiil aril 'io a/xoa lo solqoO trywirixO UriI'I“ TX>iTrUq -' '8














Borrowers are required to pay transportation charges
from and to the shipping point. There is also a small
service charge when films are secured from the above two
sources.
(September 1, 1937)
UNITED states DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
MOTION PICTURES CIRCULATED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF CALI-
FORNIA, IN THE STATES OF ARIZONA, NEVADA, UTAH and
CALIFORNIA
When any of the films listed below are desired,
application should be made to the Depart-
ment of Visual Instruction, University
of California, Berkeley, Calif.









Big Game and the National Forests
Building Forest Roads






Coop. Clarketing-Eggs & Poultry
Cougar Hunt, The
Dynamite - Concentrated Power
Exploring the Upper Air
Forest Fires - or Game

Forests and Streams
Forest and Health, The
Forest and V/ater, The
Forest and Wealth, The
(jrame Management
Good Posture Wins





Highway of Friendship, A
Home demonstration Work in
the Western States
Horses and Bots
How to Grow Hogs
How to Get Hid of Rats
How and Way of Bird Banding, The
How Seeds Germinate
Persimmon Harvesting and Storage
in China
Pop Goes the Weevil
Producing Quality Chicks
Porcupine Control in the Western
States
Profits from Cull Oranges and
Lemons
Quality Milk
Realm of the Honeybee, The
Rabbit Farming
Regulated Deer Hunting
Road Building in the U. S,
Roads from Surf to Summit
Road Goes Through, The
Roads to V/onderland
Rocky Mountain Park Hoads
Road Out of Rock, A
It Might Have Been You
John Smith vs. Jack Frost
Layers or Loafers
Lest We Forget
Low Cost Road Surfaces-First Stage
Low Cost Road Surfaces-Second '*
Saving the Soil by Terracing
Selective Logging
Screw Worn®
Shed Lambing in the West
That Brush Fire
This Little Pig Stayed Home
Tunneling to Yosemite
Travellers* Toll
Turn on the Water
Maintenance of Roads
^on Who Build the Roads, The
Million Dollar Pockets
Mosquitoes
Hew Roads in Ranler
On a Thousand Hills
Our Wild Life Resource
Unbumed Woodlands
What the Forest Means to you
V/hen the Cows Come Home
V/by Moths Leave Home
We Can Take It
Yosanite*8 Hew Roads
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55ngD» Sound Filins Irrigation - A Brief Outline
It Might Have Been You
Plyways of Migratory V/aterfowl
16mra. Silent Films
Lest We Forget
A B 0 of Forestry, The
Beavers at Home
Brick Pavements
Building Truck Trails in Hat'l Parks
Carry Onl
Cliaparral
Club College - Farm and Home
Concrete Hoad Construction
Conveying and Measuring Irrigation
Water
Duck Farming
Forest and Health, The
Forest and Water, The
Forest and Wealth, The
Forests and Streams
Forest Fire





Men Who Build the Hoads, The
Mosquitoes
naturalized Plant Immigrants
Hew Roads in Ranier
Horris Dam, The
Our Wild Life Resource
Porcupine Control in Western
States




Realm of the Honeybee, The
Regulated Deer Hunting
Roads from Surf to Summit
Rocky Mountain Park Roads
Roads in Our National Parks
Roads to Wonderland
Road Out of Rock, A
Highway Beautification
Home Demonstration Work in the
Western States
Home is V/hat You Make It
Horse and Man, The
How to Got Rid of Rats
How to Handle Foxes
How Forests Servo
How and Why of Bird Banding, The
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16ian. Silent glims Hegulated Deer Hunting
What the Forest Means to You
What Price Fire
Will and the Way, The -
Why Save the Elk
16mm, Soxmd Films Trout Stream Improvement
A B C of Forestry
Salt of the Earth
Stop Forest Fires





Forest and Health, The
Forests and Men
Forests Serve Man
Forest and ?/ater. The
Forest and W'ealth, The
Forest Fires or Game
Fungi Snare and Destroy Nematodes
Game Bird Farming
Highway Beautification
Home Demonstration Work-What It Is
And Does




National Poultry In^fdvement Plan
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UNITED STA.TES DEPARTl.IiNT CF AGRICULTUEE
MOTION PICTURE FILMS DISTRIBUTED BY THE DEPARTIdENT OP VISUAL
INSTRUCTION, OREGON AGRICULTURAL COLLIDE, CORVALLIS,
OREGON, IN THE STATES OP OREGON, T/ASHINGTaT, IDAHO,
MONTAITA AND WVQMING
When any of the films listed below are desired, residents
in the above-mentioned States should make application
to the above address.
Note* Most of these films are described on the pages that follow.
55mm. Silent Pilms




Behind the Breakfast Plate
Beware the Japanese Beetle
Blister Rust - A Menace to
Western Timber
Blood Will Tell
Breeding for More and Bigger
2ggs
Brooding and Rearing Chicks
Building Forest Roads
Building Truck Trails
Care of Baby Chicks
Carry On!
Clean Herds and Hearts
Clearing Land
Concrete Road Construction
Conveying and Measuring Irrigation
Water
Coop. Marketing-Dried Prunes





Exploring the Upper Air
Pood Makes a Difference
Forest Fire, The
Forest Fires - Or Game?
Forest and Health, The
Forest and V/ater, The








Harvesting Uncle Sam*s Timber
Haymaking
Home
Home Demonstration Work in the
Western States
Home is What You Make It
Hot Mixed Bitiuninous Pavements
How Federal Inspection of In^orted
Seed Protects the Farmer
How Forests Serve
How to Grow Hogs
How to Handle Foxes
Impact of Traffic on Roads
Exit Ascaris Irrigating Field Crops
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55mm» Silent Films
John Smith vs. Jack Frost
Keeping Out Bad Food
Lamb>4Iore Than Legs and Chops
Layers or Loafers
Low Cost Road Surfaces-lst Stage




Men Who Build the Roads * The
Milk for You and Me
Mixed-in Place Bituminous Surfaces
Mother Takes A Vacation
Naturalized Plant Immigrants
New Roads in Rainier
New Woods for Old
On a Thousand Hills
Orchard Irrigation
Penetrating Bituminous Macadam









Road Goes Through, The
Road Out of Rock, The
Roads from Surf to Summit
Roads in Our Nat*l Parks
Roads to Wonderland
Rocky Mountain Park Roads
Save the Soil
Saving the Soil by Terracing
Selective Losing
Shed Lambing in the West
Sheep in Psalm and Sage
Testing Seeds in Soil
That Brush Fire
The CCC At Work-Mosquito Control
The CCC At Work-Oregon and
V/ashington
This Little Pig Stayed Home
Travellers Toll
Turkey Business, The





Why Moths Leave Home
Wool - Marketing and Manufacture
Yo Semite’s New Roads
SSmm. Sound Films
A B C of Forestry, The
Forest and Water, The
Forest and Wealth, The
Forests and Men
In the Beginning
Salt of the Earth
The CCC At Work-Erosion Control
Trout Stream Inqprovement
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Wapiti of Jackson Hole, 2?h0
ISimiu Silent Films





Big Game and the national Forests
Breeding for More and Bigger Eggs
Brick Pavements












Forest Fires - Or Game?




Good Turns for our Forests
Highroads and Skyroads
Highway Beautification






How To Get Rid of Rats
How and V/hy of Bird Banding, The
Irrigating Field Crops
It Might Have Been You
Lest We Poi^et





Men Who Build the Roads, The
Mosquitoes
Naturalized Plant Immigrants
New Roads in Rainier
Norris Dam, The
Orchard Irrigation
Our Wild Life Resource
Porcupine Control in the
Western States





Realm of the Honeybee, The
Regulated Deer Hunting
Roads from Surf to Summit
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16nim. Sllant Films 16mn« 3Quad Films
Saving the Soil by Terracing
Screw Worms
Smoke





Under the 4-H Flag
We Can Take It
What the Forest Means to You
What Price Fire
When the Cows Come Home
Vifhy Save the Elk
Y/ill and the Way, The
16mm. Sound Films





Forest Fires, Or Game?
Forest and Health, The
Forest and Water, The
Forest and Wealth, The
Forests and Men
Forests Serve Man
4-H Club Work~V/hat It Is and Does








Prevent Forest Fires, Trailer #1
Prevent Forest Fires, Trailer #2
Prevent Forest Fires, Trailer #3
Regulated Deer Hunting
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To State Agricultural Colleges and other distributing
agencies, including public schools, farmers’ organizations,
development associations and boards of trade--reputable
organizations of every sort— is offered a plan for purchas-
ing prints from the Department of Agriculture negatives at
relatively low cost. Under this plan individuals or
organizations may be authorized by the department to buy
copies of its films from a commercial manufacturer at
contract prices--the result of coit5)etltive bidding. The
prices vary somewhat from year to year. They are
approximately as follows:
35 mm. safety stock - $22.50 per reel
16 mm. " ” - flO.OO “ ” (sound)
16 mm. ” " - $ 6.00 ” ” (silent)
Purchasers are required to pay transportation charges
on new prints from the commercial manufacturer's laboratory,
and in some case they must pay for the transportation of
the negative from the laboratory in Washington to the
contractor. Titles in foreign languages, if desired, may
be secured at additional cost.
The conditions governing purchases are that no changesi
be made in the subject matter of the films without the
approval of the department, that credit to the department
be retained and that no commercial advertising raatter be
added or inserted in the film.
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The following is the form to he used in requesting
prints for purchase:
(Form will he supplied hy the department on request).
(Request for authorization to purchase
Official Motion Picture Film)
(Place)
(Date)
Chief, Division of Motion Pictures,
Extension Service,




I (or we) desire to purchase (number) silent
print(s) on 16ram. 35mm, width safety stock of the following
motion picture(s) produced hy the United States Department
of Agriculture;
I (or we) agree that payment for the print(s) called foi'
above will he made without unusual delay to the commercial
laboratory manufacturing prints from your negatives; and
that the folloviring conditions will be observed:
1. That no change will be made in the subject
matter of the film (or films) without
explicit approval obtained from your office.
2. That credit to the United States Department
of Agriculture will be retained in the film
(or films )
.
3. That no commercial advertising matter will










16mm. - 1 reel
35mm. - 1 reel
A story of land use and abuse in the Southwest, Shows
conditions v/hen the white man came and how his two great
industries, grazing and farming, depleted soil-binding
vegetation, resulting in destruction of the soil by floods








16mm. - 1 reel
35mm. - 1 reel
Lectures on the work of the Civilian Conservation
Corps. Portrays representative activities throughout the
country.




16mm. - 1 reel
35mm. - 1 reel
Pictures the Civilian Conservation Corps at work on
gully erosion control.




16mm, - 1 reel
35mm. - 1 reel
The story of the Pickens Csinyon Fire and the Montrose






35inni. - 1 reel
Pictures the establishment of CGC #1 near Luray, Va.
"THE civilian CONSERVATION CORPS ^ WORK-- 333.7
ARIZONA'^’ 31
Silent
16rnm. - 1 reel
35rani. - 1 reel
On various phases of Civilian Conservation Corps work.
"THE CIVILIAN CONSERVATION CORPS ^ WORK -- 333.7
COLORADO, VifYOMING AND SOUTH DAKOTA^ 34
Silent
16mm. - 1 reel
35nmi. - 1 reel
On various phases of Civilian Conservation Corps work.
" T^ CIVILIAN CONSERVATION CORPS ^ WORK— 333.7
MONTANA AND IDAHO" 35
Silent
16mm. - 1 reel
35mm. - 1 reel
On various phases of Civilian Conservation Corps work.
"THE CIVILIAN CONSERVATION CORPS AT WORK-- 333.7
UTAH AND SOUTHERN IDAHO*" 36
Silent
16ram. - 1 reel
35mm. - 1 reel
On various phases of Civilian Conservation Corps work.

X”THE CIVILIAN CONSERVATION CORPS ^ WORK-
-




16nim. - 1 reel
35niin. - 1 reel
On various phases of Civilian Conservation Corps work.




16inm. - 1 reel
35inin. - 1 reel
"A B C OF FORESTRY”
Silent
ISmm. - 1 reel
35mm. - 1 reel
Sound
16mm. - 1 reel
35mm. - 1 reel
333.7
39
Teaches the fundamentals of tree grov/th and good
foresxry practices.
Silent
”1/¥E CAN TAKE IT” 333.7
40
16mm. - 2 reels
35mm. - 2 reels




LAKE STATES ” 333.7
41
Silent
16mm. - 2 reels
35mm. - 2 reels
Activities in the National Forests of the Lake States,
such as nursery operations, reforestation, recreational





"TROTO STREAM IMPROVEFiENT '* 333
12
16mm, - 1 reel
35mm. - 1 reel
Shows types of structures and control means used to
restore trout streams and the rearing and planting of trout.
Step by step construction of dams, deflectors and covers in




"BIG GAME IN THE NATIONAL FORESTS " 333
3
Silent
16mm. - 1 reel
35mm. - 1 reel
Brings out the relation of the national forests to the
preservation of big game and discusses management problems.
"FOREST FIRES- -OR GAl^ " 333
4
Silent Sound
16nim. - 1 reel 16mm. - 1 reel
35mm, - 1 reel 35mm, - 1 reel
An exposition of forests as a home for game, forest
streams a home for fish. Forest fires and unrestricted
hunting and fishing destroy both the occupants and the home,
"GAME IvlANAGEivlENT " 333
5
Silent
16mm, - 2 reels
35mra, - 2 reels
An exposition of the need for and methods employed in
managing deer on the Kalbab National Forest, Arizona.

silent
”^iraY SAVE THE ELK” 333
6
ISinin, - 1 reel
35niin. - 1 reel
A plea for the maintenance of the American elk herd in
the Jackson Hole country.
Sound
"THE V/APITI OF JACKSON HOLE” 333
7
ISrnm. - 1 reel
35mm. - 1 reel
The story of the elk- -striking views of the great herd
of the Jackson Hole country. A lecture picture.
Silent




16mm. - 2 reels
35mm, - 2 reels
Shows damage done by deer
and methods of control.
16mm. - 2 reels
35rmn. - 2 reels




35mm. - 1 reel
"CASSENa”
Silent
How the cassena (yaupon) plant is grown and may be
used in riiaking a beverage.
Silent
“NATURALIZED PLANT imil GRANTS ” 633
2
16mra. - 3 reels
35mm. - 3 reels
Shov/s important crops established and industries
developed by plant introduction and how imported plants are
handled to prevent the Introduction of plant diseases and
peata.
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ISrnm. - 2 reels
35ium* - 2 reels
Little-known fruits and ornamental plants now growing
in this country as a result of the work of agricultural
explorers in Ceylon, Sumatra and Java, where scenes were
taken,
"BAIVIBOOS--THE GIANT GRASSES 633
OF THE ORIENT"^^ 4
Silent
16irun. - 1 reel
35mm, - 1 reel
The economic importance of bamboos; photography made by
department explorers in the Far East,
Silent
"DATE CULTURE IN IRAQ" 633
5
35ram, - 2 reels
Shows methods used,
"SAGO MAKING O PRIMITIVE NEW GUINEA " 633
6
Sound
16mm, - 1 reel
35inm, - 1 reel
Shov/s with explanatory lecture how sago, a starchy
product similar to tapioca, is produced by the savages of
New Guinea,
"SOY BEANS ^ HONIE " 633
7
Silent
35mm, - 2 reels
How the soy bean is grown, harvested and handled in




"PROFITS FROM CULL ORANGES AND LEMONS" 634
Silent
35mm, - 1 reel
Research work to develop uses for culls; establishment
of by product plants to minimize the loss.
SEEDS
"HOW SEEDS GERMINATE" 631,531
1
Silent
16rnm, - 1 reel
35mmo - 1 reel
Shows the actual germination of crimson clover and
spring vetch over periods of from three days to an entire
week: made by taking pictures or frames at intervals of
three to seven minutes.
"TESTING SEEDS IN SOIL" 631.531
2
Silent
16mm, - 1 reel
35mm. - 1 reel
Contrasts the older methods of testing seed in blotters
with the newer method of making seed- germination tests in
soil. Shows how the soil tests are made,
"TIME- -LAPSE STUDIES OF PLf^NT GROV/TH " 631.531
3
Silent
16mm, - 1 reel
35mm. - 1 reel
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16mm. - 1 reel
35mm. - 1 reel
The story of wheat cleaning and the operation of wheat-




“BANISHING THE BARBERRY" 632
1
35ram. - 2 reels
How government forces operate to eradicate the common
barberry to control the spread of the black stem rust.
632
2
16mm. - 2 reels
35mm. - 2 reels
"RUST"
Silent
How the black stem rust, spread by the common barberry,
affects small grains. The story of a wheat farmer ruined
through crop failure caused by rust.
Silent
"WHY STRAWBERRIES GROW WHISKERS " 632
3
35mm. - 1 reel
Suggests methods of handling In transit on the way to




"THIS LITTLE PIG STAYED ^ HOME " 619.4
Silent
35mra. - 2 reels
Method of control of hog cholera set forth In story
form
7.C
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it 619.5”T. B. ^ NOT T. B.
Silent
35inm. - 2 reels
Fowl tuberculosis and methods of combating a plague
that is taking a high toll among the flocks of Midwestern
States.
WILD LIFE DISEASES




16mm. - 2 reels
35mm. - 2 reels
The malady that has killed millions of water fowl and
shore birds. Discovering the true cause of the disease and
the means of controlling it.
Silent




16mm. - 1 reel 16mm. - 1 reel
35mm. - 1 reel 35iimi. - 1 reel
Shows how game bird farming is conducted and how to
control disease on game bird farms.
"HOW TO HANDLE FOXES " 619.9
Silent
16mm. - 2 reels
35mm. - 2 reels
Shows approved methods of catching and holding as
practiced on fox farms and is of special Interest to
veterinarians
.
BOyg AND GIRLS' CLUB V/ORK
" C^xRRY ON" 630.717
Silent 1
16mm. - 2 reels
35ram. - 2 reels
Experiences at the nat'l encampment of 4-H Clubs

"THE CLUB COLLEGE- -FARM aND HOME" 630.717
2
Silent
16mm. - 1 reel
35mra. - 1 reel
The relationship of an agricultural education to
practical farming and homemalcing.
"4-H CLUB WORK-
-
WHAT ^ ^ DOES " 630.717
3
Sound
16mm. - 3 reels
35mm. - 3 reels
A lecture film presenting the fundamentals of 4-H club
work. Designed primarily for adult audiences.
"UHDER THE 4-H FLAG " 630.717
4
Silent
16mm. - 4 reels
35mm. - 4 reels
Film based on John R. Case’s novel of the same name.
Sound
COUNTRY LIFE
"SALT OF THE EARTH" 630.1
1
16mm. - 2 reels
35mm. - 2 reels
The farmer and the farm as the basis of civilization ancl
their contribution to national wealth and the other topics ol'
general interest.
Silent
"THE WILL AND TliE V/AY" 630.1
2
16ram. - 2 reels
35mra. - 2 reels
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16nim. - 2 reels
35rr]m. - 2 reels









16ram. - 2 reels
35mm. - 2 reels
16mm. - 2 reels
35mm. - 2 reels
The scope of home demonstration work; representative
scenes in various parts of the country.
Silent
"THE Master farmer" 630.1
5
16mm. - 2 reels
35ram. - 2 reels
The master farmer movement as exemplified by results
in Oklahoma.
clearing land
" clearing land " 631.5
Silent
16mm. - 2 reels
35mm. - 2 reels
Shows various methods of stump removal.
IRRIGATION
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The use of gates, flumes, and siphons; methods of
proportioning water; type of weirs (including the Parshall
flume); and the value of the soil tests.




16mm, - 2 reels
35mm, - 2 reels
Up-to-date practices in various methods of irrigation.




IGmm. - 1 reel
35mm, - 1 reel





16mm, - 2 reels
35mm, - 2 reels
Up-to-date practices in orchard irrigation by contours
and terracing and by the pressure, basin and overhead sys-
t ems •
Silent
"PREPARING TO IRRIGATE" 631.7
5
16mm, - 1 reel
35mm, - 1 reel
Shov/s irrigation farmers the use of different types of
ditch-making machinery; the best location for field ditches
and the necessity for keeping ditches free from moss and
weeds
.
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ISrrim. - 3 reels
35inin. - 3 reels
Shows in detail the construction of one of the govern-
ment’s great projects to develop the water and other natural
resources of the Tennessee River watershed.
"DANGEROUS DUSTS " 551.55
Sound
16rnni. - 1 reel
35iiim. - 1 reel
Shows the effects of some of the most damaging dust
explosions on record and stirring scenes of resulting fires;





"THE BABCOCK TEST" 637
1
35mm. - 1 reel
This film brings us the voice of the late Stephen M.
Babcock describing how he invented the Babcock Test.
Silent
"QUALITY MILK " 637
2
16mm. - 1 reel
35mm. - 1 reel
Approved methods of dairying for high quality produc-
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“HARVESTING COTTON m SLEDDING ”
Silent
35rnm. - 1 reel
631.55
1
A short film illustrating "sledding” as developed thus




16mm. - 2 reels
35iTmi. - 2 reels
Various methods of making hay, with special reference
to the modern labor-saving systems.
FOREST ?iiiNAGEMENT
Silent
”NEV/ WOODS FOR OLD” 634.928
1
16mm. - 2 reels
35mm. - 2 reels
Shows how a farm woodland of eastern hardwood should
be handled as a crop.
"TWO GENERATIONS ” 634.928
2
Silent
16mm. - 4 reels
35ram. - 4 reels
The handling and utilization of woodlands.
FOREST FIRE PREVENTION
"FRIENDS OF |M” 331.82351
Silent 1
16mm. - 4 reels
35mm. - 4 reels
A story picture designed to discourage the practice of

"burning off" • Includes spectacular scenes of forest fires*
331,82351
"GOOD TURNS FOR OUR FORESTS" 2
Silent
16mm. - 1 reel
35inm, - 1 reel
How the Boys Scouts of America are aiding forest con-
servation through preventing forest fires. A BoysScout
pageant in V/ashington.
"IT MIGHT HAVE BEEN YOU " 331.82351
3
Silent
16ram* - 1 reel
35mm. - 1 reel
Portrays a disastrous forest fire and shows what the







16ram. - l/lO reel
35mra, - l/lO reel
A good woodsman in the woods.




16mm, - 1/5 reel
35mm. - l/5 reel
The careful fisherman.




16mm. - 1/5 reel




"STOP FOREST FIRES" 331.82351
7
IGram. - 1 reel
35inm. - 1 reel
A general discussion of the problems of the forest




16mm. - 1 reel
35mm. - 1 reel
An exposition on the uses of green forests.
Silent
"V/HAT PRICES FIRES" 331.82351
9
IGinm. - 2 reels
35mm. - 2 reels
A forest fire film made in California and especially
applicable to the west coast.
LUMBERING




IGmm. - 2 reels
35mm. - 2 reels
Disposal of mature timber in the national forests; how





16mm. - 2 reels
35mm. - 2 reels
The f-undamentals of timber marking, using western yel-




ISiTim, - 1 reel
35inm. - 1 reel





'*TRAIL RIDERS OF T^ WILDERNESS " 634.925177
Silent
16nmi. - 1 reel
35imn. - 1 reel
The record of an American Forestry Association tour of




"FOREST AND HEALTH" 634.9232
Silent
16mm. - 1 reel







16mm. - 2 reels
35mm. - 2 reels
Sets forth the value of chaparral cover on watersheds
in the all-important water supply problem of Southern
California.
Silent









IGnmi. - 1 reel
35iiim, - 1 reel
634.9232
1




16mm. - 1 reel
35mra. - 1 reel
634.9232
2
Designed to teach the values of the forest to mankind
and the importance of proper management of the forest.
CROP INSECTS
"beware THE Japanese beetle"
Silent
16inra. - 1 reel
35mm. - 1 reel
632.7
1
A popular picture containing the important points of
the two pictures listed above and designed especially for
use in public schools.
Silent
"CORN aND THE BORER" 632.7
2
35ram. - 1 reel
A history of the European corn-borer infestation.
Quarantine and inspection methods en^Dloyed to check the
spread of the insect.




16mm. - 1 reel
35mm. - 1 reel
This picture portrays various methods of using machinery





35imn. - 2 reels
Methods of grasshopper control, featuring life history
and the poison bait method; illustrating also a community
campaign, including a big "mixing-bee".





aND SPREaP " 5
Silent
16mm. - 2 reels
35ram. - 2 reels
Shov/s origin and date of introduction of this pest and
how to identify it; life cycle of the beetle, extent of
damage done.
"THE JAPANESE BEETLE-- 632.7
I^hqdS ’OfTontrOl "' 6
Silent
16ram. - 2 reels
35mra. - 2 reels
Shows in detail all present methods used in combating
the beetle.
"PARASITES OF THE EUROPEAN 632.7
“gLiRN BTWR'^ 7
Silent
35mra. - 3 reels
Combating the corn borer by the use of imported para-
sites; includes scenes depicting the life habits and action




"POP GOES THE weevil" 632.7
8
16mm. - 3 reels
35mm. - 3 reels





35mm. - 1 reel
The whys and wherefores of barnyard sanitation.




16ran. - 2 reels
35mra. - 2 reels
Shows methods of control of various injurious hog
parasites, thornheaded worms, nodular worms, roundworms,
lungworras, and kidney worms.
Silent
"HORSES AND BOTS" 632.7
11
16nim. - 2 reels
35mm. - 2 reels
Shows the three types of botflies; how they attack
horses and mules also methods of treatment and how botfly






16mm. - 2 reels
35rara. - 2 reels
16inm. - 2 reels
35inm. - 2 reels
Shov/s the life cycle, typical cases of infestation and
methods of control of this insect which annually causes
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MISCELLANEOUS INSECTS




35imn, - 1 reel
The wormhole bored, pinhole bored, and other insects








16mm. - 2 reels
35mm. - 2 reels
The life history of the **17 year locust'*. Unusual
cinematography of an unusual subject.





35mm. - 1 reel
A description of introduced parasites of gypsy and browjji-
tall moths; how they are bred and how they work.





35mm. - 1 reel
A description of introduced parasites of gypsy and




PUBLIC ENEMY " 632.7
Sound 17
16mm. - 2 reels
35mm. - 2 reels
Discusses the mosquito as a pest affecting man and






16mm. - 3 reels
35nim. - 3 reels
Points out the baleful influence of mosquitoes on both
human and animal life, traces their life history, and dis-
cusses methods of control. Is of general interest.




16ram. - 4 reels
35inm. - 4 reels
Life history of the honey bee, containing some unusual
close-ups.
Silent
"WHY MOTHS LEAVE HOME"
35ram. - 1 reel
632.7
20
Shows damage done by clothes moths to fabrics, feathers




16mm. - 2 reels
35inm. - 2 reels
632.7
21
The boll weevil damages cotton crops to the extent of
millions of dollars annually. The best way to exterminate
these Insects is by spraying powdered poison on cotton
fields from an airplane. This method is even less expensive
than with the use of machinery, and is by bar more effective
The method used by commercial companies for "dusting" cotton
fields is shown, together with its advantages.

cows
"THE COW BUSINESS" 637.121
1
Silent
16mm. - 2 reels
35iimi. - 2 reels
Beff cattle industry in the western United States, con-
trasting methods of the early cow man with present practice.
The cutting gate, branding and vaccinating chute, dipping




16inm. - 1 reel
35ram. - 1 reel
Shows how and why forage on range is depleted by over-
grazing and how stock should be distributed seasonally.
637.121
2




35mm. - 2 reels
Shows how the drought of 1934 affected crops and cattle
in texas and how the drought-stricken cattle were salvaged.
"SOUTHERN CATTLE- -YESTERDAY AND TODAY" 637.121
4
Silent
16mm. - 1 reel
35mm. - 1 reel
The story of the gradual eradication of the cattle
fever, tick, from infested Southern States and the improve-
ment in beef and dairy herds that has followed.
"BLOOD WILL TELL " 637 . 121
Silent 5
16mm. - 1 reel
35mra. - 1 reel
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"VifflEN THE CO¥/S COME HOME"
Silent Sound
16mm. - 1 reel 16mm. - 1 reel
35ram. - 1 reel 35inra. - 1 reel
Discusses the work and progress of dairy herd Improve-
ment and Illustrates studies which show factors Influencing
dairy productlo^n.
POULTRY
"BROODING AND REARING CHICKS " 636.5
1
Silent
16mra. - 2 reels
35mra. - 2 reels
Designed to show up-to-date procedure In handling
chicks In the brooder house.
Silent
"CARE OF BABY CHICKS"
16ram. - 2 reels
35mm. - 2 reels
636.5
2
Pa and Ma Stubblefield enter the early chick business.




16nmi. - 1 reel
35mm. - 1 reel
Breeds of ducks; farm flocks; commercial duck farming
on Long Island.
"EIvIBRYOLOGY OF THE EGG " 636.5
Silent 4
35rnra. - 1 reel
How the hen’s fertile egg develops into the chick and
the infertile egg does not, A short plcturlzation of the
beginning of life.
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"LAYERS OR LOAFERS" 636.5
5
Silent
35mi7i. - 1 reel
Characteristics that determine whether a hen should be
kept or sold. How the Jones family increased egg produc-
tion by culling.
"National poultry improveivEnt 636.5
PLAN" 6
Sound
16mm. - 3 reels
35ram. - 3 reels
Description of plan for improvement of poultry in the
United States.
"PRODUCING ^b'ALITY CHICKS" 636.5
7
Silent
35mm. - 1 reel
Shows how the up-to-date hatchery safeguards its out-





35mm. - 1 reel
Shows where turkeys are raised for market and modern
methods of feeding and management.
SHEEP




16mm. - 2 reels
35mm. - 2 reels
Shows how the open-herding and one night bedding system
1
is carried out with burros as pack animals.
1

"ON A THOUSAND HILLS" 636.3
2
Silent
16nim. - 1 reel
35inni. - 1 reel
How to save range pasture by deferred and rotation
grazing.




35ximi. - 1 reel




16ram. - 1 reel
35mm. - 1 reel
The significance of sheep to man- -economically and
spiritually; great flocks in the West give a general idea
of the Industry.
SWINE
"SHEEP PSALM AND SAGE "
Silent
Silent
"HOW TO GROW HOGS" 636.4
1
16mm. - 2 reels
35mm. - 2 reels
Shows points to be considered in the selection of hogs
for breeding purposes, the care of the sow before and after
farrowing and the feeding and handling of pigs up to market-
ing time. The scenes were talcen at the Bureau of Animal













16ram, - 2 reels
35nim, - 2 reels
658.83
1
Shov/s what has been accomplished by cooperative organi-
zations and gives, in detail, every in^ortant step in pick-
ing, packing and marketing prunes.
"COOPERATIVE FARMING—EGGS AND POULTRY" 658.83
2
Silent
16mm. - 3 reels
|35mm. - 3 reels
|
I
The poultry industry on the Pacific Coast and methods i






16mm. - 2 reels
35mm. - 2 reels
Methods follov/ed by farmers’ cooperative organizations




16nmi. - 2 reels
35mra. - 2 reels
Methods followed by the cooperative cotton marketing
associations, showing the progress of the grower’s bale from
the gin to the mill or to the seaboard for export shipment.

INSPECTION




16mm. - 2 reels
35mm. - 2 reels
Shows the various steps in canning beans in a modern
cannery and how the government inspects and grades beans
under federal grades. Teaches the housewife the difference




35imii. - 2 reels
Methods of procedure followed in inspection and grad-
ing of grain.
"HOW federal inspection of 614.31
imported seeds protects the FARIvlER '* 3
Silent
35mm. - 2 reels
Gives a brief history of the origin of the Federal
Seed Act and shows how it is enforced and how purity and
germination tests are made.
POULTRY MARKETING
"EGG MARKETING INDUSTRY IN TIffl U. S . " 658.83
5
Silent
35mm. - 2 reels
Shows every step in egg marketing from the time the
eggs are gathered by the poultry man through the marie ting
channels until they reach the consumers breakfast plate.

"INSPECTION AND CANNING OF POULTRY" 658.83
6
Silent
35mm. - 1 reel
The methods used in canning whole chicken and various
chicken products from the time the poultry is received at
the cannery until it is cooked, labeled and packed; also
shows in detail the new method of marketing full drawn
poultry.




16ram. - 1 reel
35mm. - 1 reel
Points out the necessity for culling on the farm; con-
trasts old marketing methods with the modern; shows care of
live poultry en route to market; government inspection of
poultry; marketing and killing and dressing in the city
slaughter houses—of general interest.
"PREPARATION AND MARKETING OF LIVE POULTRY" 658.83
8
Silent
16mm. - 2 reels
35mm. - 2 reels
Methods of grading live poultry at country feeding
stations; methods of feeding and care of feeding room; pick-
ing, pre-cooling and packing; a short synopsis of the Long
Island Duck Industry; cold storage of poultry; governriient
grades for dressed poultry.
WOOL MARKETING
"WOOL MARKETING AND IvLANUFACTURING" 658.83
9
Silent
35mm. - 3 reels
The handling of wool from the fleece to the finished
fabric. Covers the whole process of manufacture- -of inter-
est to the general public.

MARKETING




ISirnn. - 1 reel
35imn. - 1 reel
Shov/s how a large farm women’s market is managed to the
advantage of both producer and consumer.
WEATHER
"EXPLORING THE UPPER AIR " 551.5
1
Silent
16iam. - 1 reel
35inm. - 1 reel
Flights by Weather Bureau meteorologists in airplanes,






ISinm. - 2 reels
35rnm. - 2 reels
Shows how the United States Weather Bureau gathers
forest fire weather data and distributes warnings of fire
hazards.




35mm. - 2 reels
Orchard heating with particular reference to frost





16inm. - 3 reels
35min. - 3 reels
Weather forecasting for river navigation and flood







IGmm. - 2 reels
35inm. - 2 reels
16rma. - 2 reels
35imno - 2 reels





35imn. - 1 reel
From the quarry to the finished pavement in large
cities
.




35mm. - 1 reel
The essential features in the design and construction
of "hot mixed" bituminous surfaces, including coarse affre-
gate asphaltic concrete, fine aggregate asphaltic concrete
and sheet asphalt.
"LOW COST ROAD SURFACES- -SECOND STAGE" 625.8
4
Silent
35ram. - 1 reel
Shows representative bituminous treatments necessary
on low cost surfaces where the traffic exceeds 500 vehicles
per day.
-Ct
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"MAKING PAVING BRICK" 625.8
5
Silent
16inin. - 1 reel
35inm. - 1 reel
Sound
IGimn. - 1 reel
35min. - 1 reel
Shows the progress of clay, from the time
from the deposit to the finished product.





35ram. - 2 reels
Construction of the mixed- in-place bituminous surfaces
in the far Western States, the alternate "plant-mixed” type
as used in California and the retread surface as developed




"BUILDING THE MOUNT VERNON
AND MEMORIAL HIGHWAY^
Silent
16ram. - 2 reels
35mm. - 2 reels
Shows how the highway was constructed.






16mm. - 1 reel
35mm. - 1 reel
Lowering the cost of constructing truck trails in
national forests by the employment of modern machines.
"NIAINTENANCE OF ROADS " 625.7
Silent 3
16mm. - 2 reels
35mm, - 2 reels
Emphasizes the lir?)ortance of keeping roads in good
condition and ways in which it might be done.
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**1VLEN WHO BUILD THE ROADS '*
ISmiii. - 1 reel
35mm. - 1 reel
A tribute to the courage and Ingenuity of the builders
of mountain highways; glimpses of the builders engaged in
the task of penetrating the rocky barriers of the Glacier
National Park with a modern road.




35mm. - 1 reel
How the western road builder builds the modern road of
our national forests and federal aid highway systems.
Silent
*‘A ROAD OUT OP ROCK" 625.7
6
16mm. - 1 reel
35mm, - 1 reel
How engineers and road builders overcome obstacles to
construct a modern highway through Glacier National Park.
I
"HIGHWAY GLIMPSES OF COLUMBIA
:
Am T^ DUTCH WEST INDIES '*
Silent
35mm. - 1 reel
Street and rural road scenes in the vicinity of
Colombia and Barranquilla in Colombia and traffic at
stad on the island of Curacao in the Carribbean Sea.




35inm. - 1 reel
i The superb highway system of the island, the natural
i bituminous deposit of Asphalt Lake, source of material for
I
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"HIGmiAYB OP ARGENTINA” 625.7
9
55rrmi. - 1 reel
A sightseeing tour of the capital of Buenos Aires; and
an inspection trip of the rural road construction in the
Provinces of Cordoba, Sante Fe and Entre Rios.
Silent
"HIGHWAYS OF PERU" 625.7
10
16mm. - 2 reels
35ram. - 2 reels
Remains of the early highway system laid out by the
Incas, the modern highway system under construction, follow
Ing the plan of the Incas and the great natural obstacles
to road construction--of general interest.
Silent
"HIGHWAYS OF URUGUAY" 625.7
11
35mm. - 1 reel
The well-paved and lighted avenues of Montevideo, the
roads radiating into the agricultural and cattle-raising
regions and characteristic scenes of the country.




35mm. - 6 reels
Designed to illustrate the many types of highways in





35nim. - 3 reels
Shows how the public pays for good toads; how the
gasoline tax serves the same purpose as the turnpike toll.
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Silent
“AMERICANS GREilT BRIDGE TESTS'* 625.7
14
35mra. - 1 reel
A study of the tests made to determine the strength
of a modern reinforced arch bridge.
"IMPACT OP TRAFFIC ON ROADS" 625.7
15
Silent
35mm. - 1 reel
Tests to determine accurately the effect on highways




16mm. - 2 reels
35nmi. - 2 reels
Sound
16rara. - 2 reels
35mm. - 2 reels
Suggests way to preserve and enhance the beauty of
roadside plant material and otherwise beautify highways and
add to the safety and comfort of travel.
"HISTORICAL SCENES ALONG THE MOUNT 625.7
VERNON IviEMORIAL HIGHWW^ 17
Silent
16mm. “ 1 reel
35mm. - 1 reel
Contains views of many historic colonial homes and
public buildings and the re-enactment of colonial events.
"N'E'W roads in RANIER" 625.7
18
Silent
16mm. - 1 reel
35mra. - 1 reel
A picturization of the work of improving the highways
that make the wonders of Mt, Ranier National Park easily




‘'roads from surf to smmiT"
Silent
16inni. - 1 reel
35inm. - 1 reel
Scenic wonders of the national forests of the Pacific
Coast States now revealed by modern highways,
"ROADS IN THE NaTIONaL PARKS" 625.7
20
Silent
16mm, - 1 reel
35rmn. - 1 reel
A panorama of the service performed by the Bureau of








16ram, - 1 reel
35rnm, - 1 reel
16mm, - 1 reel
35rnm, - 1 reel
Scenic spots reached by roads that are built by the
federal, state and county governments; Mt, Hood in the
Oregon National Forest and Crater Lake and Yosemite National
Parks.
"ROCKY mountain PaRK ROaDS"
Silent
16mra, - 1 reel
35mm, - 1 reel
625.7
22




"TIOTELING TO YOSEMITE” 625.7
23
16inm. - 2 reels
35mm. - 2 reels
Shows construction of the Wawona Tunnel In Yosemite
National Park and striking scenic views of this beautiful
park.




16mrii. - 1 reel
35mm. - 1 reel
The planning and building of new roads into the Yose
m' te National Park.
"CONCRETE ROAD CONSTRUCTION "
Silent
16mm. - 2 reels
35mm. - 2 reels
625.7
25
Shows the principal operations in the most advanced
methods of concrete pavement construction.
BIRDS




16mm. - 2 reels
35mm, - 2 reels
Routes followed by waterfowl in annual migrations are
disclosed by banding records as converging into four major
flyways.
"THE HOW AND WHY OP BIRD BANDING " 598.2
Silent 2
16ram, - 2 reels
35mm. - 2 reels
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"BEAVERS AT HOME" 626.9
2
ISmra, - 2 reels
35mra, - 2 reels
Beavers at work repairing dams and felling trees;




16rnm. - 1 reel
35mm. - 1 reel





16mra. - 2 reels
35mm. - 2 reels
Breeds of domestic rabbits; rabbits of various types;
possibilities of rabbits for meat and fur.
predatory animals and rodents
Silent
"THE COUGAR HUNT" 590
1
16iiim. - 1 reel
35mm. - 1 reel
*
Methods followed by government hunters in predatory





"HOW TO GET RID OF RATS" 590
2
16inm, - 1 reel
35rran. - 1 reel
Various methods of rat control. Some unusual views of
wild rats in action.
"MILLION DOLLAR POCKETS "
Silent
16mm, - 2 reels





The pocket gopher, its habits, damage to the alfalfa
crop and methods of control.




16ram, - 2 reels
35mm, - 2 reels
Shov/s ph^iTslcal characteristics of the porcupine; damage'
done; control methods.
Silent
"ROUTING RODENT ROBBERS" 590
5
16mm, - 2 reels
35mm, - 2 reels
Shows why and how cooperative control of ground
squirrels and prairie dogs is conducted,
MISCELLANEOUS
"FOOD MAKES A DIFFERENCE " 612,392
Silent
16mm. - 2 reels
35mm, - 2 reels
The results of proper nutrition for children and how
laboratory tests are conducted to determine the defects of
various foods; development and growth of flesh and bone.

"FUNGI SNARE AND DESTROY NEMaTQDES" 616.965
Sound
16mm. - 1 reel
35mm, - 1 reel
Discloses under the microscope how certain fungi catch
and devour nematodes in the process by which organic matter
is broken dovm to enrich the soil.
Sound
"IN THE BEGINNING" 611.015
1
16mm, - 2 reels
35mm, - 2 reels
Portrays the mysterious prologue to life—the ovulation,
fertilization and early development of the mammalian egg.
Scenes of spermatozoa attacking the ovum and remarkable









16mm, - 2 reels
35ram. - 2 reels
Cinemacrographs of spermatozoa attacking the ovum and
cell division in the fertilized egg.
"LIFE OF PLANTS "
So\ind
16mm. - 1 reel
35mm. - 1 reel
631.53
5
ohows by Slow motion photography how seeds germinate
and how roots, stems, leaves and flowers develop.
"LIFE SAVING" 614.868
Sound
16mm. - 2 reels
35inm. - 2 reels
Depicts and explains the requirements, adaptation,
personal safety, approaches, carries, etc., etc.
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"THE STORY OF THE BLUE CRAB" 595.3
Silent
16mm. - 2 reels
35mm. - 2 reels
Discusses the life history, dispersion and food value
of the blue crab.
"THE U. S. DEPaRTIAENT ^ AGRICULTURE 351.823
ITS FIELDS AND SERVICES**
Silent
18mm. - 1 reel
35mri. - 1 reel
Discusses the major activities of the department and
points out their significance--of general interest.
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U. S. DEPT. OF COm®]RCE BUREAU OP AIR COMVIERCE
U. S. Dept, of Commerce
Washington, D. C.
It was not possible to secure adequate information on
the film distributed by this agency. However, at the
present time the Bureau of Air Commerce has only one film
which shows the construction, operation and maintenance of
the Federal Airways System.
The film available for short periods only and all re-
quests should be directed to the above address. As far as
can be determined, the film is not available from sub-dis-
tributing centers. Information regarding sale was not
available at the time the survey v/as made.
" FEDERAL SKYWAYS " 629.145
Silent
16mm. - 4 reels
A typical flight over a Federal Airway by a modern air
liner is illustrated. Shows the preliminary work necessary
to the establishment of a new Federal Airway.
The first part of Reel 3 deals with the completed field
and its equipment. Than it follows the establishment of an
airways rotating beacon; the completed beacon and its opera-
tion; the various types now in use. When an airway is com-
pleted, it is turned over to an Air Navi^tion District
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U. S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE U. S. BUREAU OP FISHERIES
Dept, of Cormnerce
Washington, D. C.
INTRODUCTION AND METHOD OP PRODUCTION
All the films available depict various activities of
the Bureau directed toward conservation of fish life and
seals. The films were produced independently by the Bureau,
TYPE OF AUDIENCE
The films are intended for specialized audiences, con-
sisting of scientific or technical conservation groups,
sportsmen’s organizations, or groups Interested in fisheries
conservation in general. In response to a questionnaire on
the subject, the statement was made by the Bureau of Fish-
eries that NONE of their films have been produced for school
use and none are available that are appropriate for this
purpose.
METHOD ^ DISTRIBUTION
The films are available from the address given above.
Certain films are available from: U. S. Fisheries Labora-
tory, 2725 Montlake Boulevard, Seattle Washington. No
films are for sale.
Films are available by applying direct to the Bureau
of Fisheries at V/ashington. Prints are limited and re-
quests are quite numerous which makes the availability of
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film somewhat uncertain. The film is not available from
sub-distributing centers.
The U. S. Bureau of Fisheries Laboratory at Seattle,
Washington has a film, too. There is, however, such a
great demand for this film that it is never permitted to be
sent out except with someone from the office who assumes
responsibility and charge of the film. This laboratory has
requested that no publicity be given to the film as ''to
list the film would create unnecessary correspondence, con-
fusion and disappointment". The film is not for sale.
"activities op the U. S. bureau of fisheries" 333
9
Silent
16mm, - 4 reels - 1600’
35mm, - 4 reels - 1600’
Depicts the Bureau’s hatchery activities and salvage
rescue of fish in the upper Mississippi Valley.
or
"ALASKAN activities OP U, S. BTO , OP FISH ," 333
10
Silent
16mm, - 2 reels - 800’






16mm. - 4 reels - 1600’
35mm. - 4 reels - 1600’
Shows the life history and artificial propogation of
trout with special reference to stream survey and stream
improvement in connection with the stocking of trout.
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U. S. DEPT. OP COMMERCE DIV. OP POR. & DOM.
COMMERCE
Div. of Motion Pictures
U. S. Dept, of Commerce
Washington, D. C.
INTRODUCTION AND IVIETHOD ^ PRODUCTION
The film available is the first consumer film produced
by the U. S. Dept, of Commerce to instruct the general pub-
lic on the advantages of Poreign Trade. It is the first
film to be produced by any governmental department on
Poreign Trade. The cost of the film was borne by several
||
|i
trade associations. The continuity was written by an i!
attache of the Department of Commerce. Pathe News, a com-
mercial motion picture producing concern, cooperated in the
production. It was released during 1936.
TYPE OF AUDIENCE
The film is educational and designed for showing in
schools, colleges and theatres. Film may also be used in a
study of civics.
METHOD OP DISTRIBUTION •
The film is available from the address listed above.
It is also available from a number of film distributing
sources that have prints available for circulation. The
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UNIVERSITIES OR COLLEGES HAVING A
PRINT OF
" COiaiERCE AROUND THE COFFEE CUP ’*
FOR DISTRIBUTION
16rnni,
Unlv, of Kentucky, Div, of Unlv, Extension, Lexington, Ky,
Univ. of Texas, Visual Instruction Bureau, Austin, Texas
Univ. System of Ga., Div. of Gen. Extension, Atlanta, Ga.
Dept, of Education, Visual Instruction, Columbus, Ohio
Univ. of Arizona, Univ. Extension Div., Tucson, Arizona
Univ. of Kansas, Bur. of Visual Instruction, Lawrence, Kan.
Univ. of Illinois, Div. of Univ. Extension, Urbana, 111.
State Univ. of Iowa, Dept, of Vis. Instruction, Iowa City, I i.
Indiana Univ., Bur. of Vis. Instruction, Bloomington, Ind.
Univ. of Missouri, Visual Ed. Service, Columbia, Missouri
Univ. of V/isconsin, Bur. of Vis. Instruction, Madison, Wis.
Univ. of California, Extension Division, Berkeley, Cal.
Iowa State uollege. Visual Instruction Serv., Ames, Iowa
The film is also available from the following regional,







325 New Post Office Building
242 Federal Building
1800 Custom House
Chamber of Commerce Bldg.
It It It 11

Cleveland, Ohio 1704 Terminal Tower Bldg,
Chicago, Illinois 333 N. Michigan Avenue
Dallas, 'fexas Chamber of Commerce Bldg.
Detroit, Michigan 371 New Federal Building
Houston, Texas Chamber of Commerce Bldg.
Jacksonville, Florida Federal Building
Los Angeles, Cal. 235 Chamber of Commerce Bldg
Minneapolis, Minn. 201 Federal Office Building
New Orleans, Louisiana 408 Maritime Building
New York, New York 602 Federal Building
Philadelphia, Penn. 422 Commercial Trust Bldg.
St. Louis, Missouri 635 New Federal Building
San Francisco, Cal. 311 Custom House
Cooperative Offices
Indianapolis, Indiana Chajnber of Commerce Bldg.
Baltimore, Maryland Association of Commerce
RULES AND REGULATIONS GOVERNING SALE
Copies of the film are for sale at f9.51 per reel for
the 16imn. version and $25,50 for the 35inm. version. Appli-
cation for purchasing the prints should be made direct to
the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce in Washington,

'‘COMMERCE AROUND THE COFFEE CUP" 382
Sound Sound
16iran. - 1 reel 35inm. - 1 reel - 850'
Film seeks to present in an entertaining manner answers
to common questions about foreign trade and "reasons why" of
imports and exports. How foreign trade affects the indivi-
dual is depicted in a clever and educational compilation of
facts concerning international trade.

u. s. Dept , of INTERIOR DIV. OP MOTION PICTURES
U. S. Dept, of the Int.
Washington, D. u.
Note ; The Division of Motion Pictures also handles the
distribution of films for the following member branches of
the Dept, of the Interior;
National Park Service Farm Credit Administration
Bureau of Reclamation Veteran’s Administration
Bureau of Indian Affairs Civilian Conservation Corps
U. S. Geological Survey
Although the Bureau of Mines is a member branch of the
Dept, of the Interior, the Division of Motion Pictures does
not handle any of its films. Requests for these films must
be made direct to the Bureau of Mines Experiment Station
(See Page which gives complete information and lists
Bureau of Mines Films).
INTRODUCTION
On the assumption that it is the privilege of the
people to be thoroughly and In^artlally Informed of the
government's business and the responsibility of the govern-
ment to provide the Information, the Dept, of the Interior
has available for general distribution a series of motion
pictures of its varied activities.
METHOD OF PRODUCTION
These films have been produced by the Division of




The films are educational and are good for any type of
comparatively intelligent audience. They are shown in
schools, colleges, churches, theatres and to interested
organizations, groups and individuals. In response to a
questionnaire on the subject, it was stated that none of the
films have been produced particularly for school use. They
are not closely allied with intermediate classroom activi-
ties and are not vocational in the popular sense of the word
METHOD OF DISTRIBUTION
Requests should be sent to the Division of Motion Pic-
tures at the above address. A number of prints are avail-
able from sub-distributing centers.
The following colleges and extension centers have some
of the Dept, of the Interior films available for distribu-
tion:
University of California, Berkeley, Cal.
"
" Colorado, Boulder, Colo.
”
” Illinois, Urbana, 111.
"
" Indiana, Bloomington, Ind.
"
" Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa
"
" Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas
”
” Kentucky, Lexington, Ky.
"
" Missouri, Columbus, Mo.
"
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University of Texas, Austin, Texas
” " North Carolina, Chapel Hill, N. C.




" Arizona, Tucson, Arizona
Boston University, Boston, Massachusetts
Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah
Board of Education, Chicago, Illinois
Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa
Washington State College, Pullman, Wash.
San Diego City Schools, 833 13th St., San Diego, Cal.
Kansas City Public Schools, 9th & Locust Sts., Kansas City
Mo
.
Oregon State Agricultural College, Corvallis, Ore.
National Film Library, Los Angeles, Cal.
University System of Georgia, 223 Walton St., Atlanta, Ga.
Motion Picture Bureau of the National YMCA, New York and
Chicago
Besides these outlets, the Division of Motion Pictures
of the Dept, of the Interior loans prints of its films to
independent theatre circuits, individual independent
theatres, CCC camps, city school systems, individual schools
civic and social groups and organizations, churches, educa-
tional centers of foreign countries and American Embassies
in foreign countries.
RULES GOVERNING SALE
Prints are for sale. Requests for purchase of films
n .xiG^ . luG . '.lo y/u '
, .
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should be made in writing to: Director of Motion Pictures,
Room 6635, U* S. Dept, of the Interior Building, Washington,
D. C. The request should Indicate clearly the use to be
made of the films, A full 35mm, reel costs about $18,00
and a full 16mm, reel costs about $9,00, Also, no change
may be made in the subject matter of any film without ob-
taining prior approval of the Division of Motion Pictures,
"PRICE OF PROGRESS " 333
1
Sound
16ram, - 2 reels - 699’
35mm, - 2 reels - 1747
»
The story of the white man's destruction of America's
natural resources, his late awakening to the fact that these
[
resources must be saved and his present efforts to do some-




"A VETERAN OF THREE WARS " 333.7
2
Silent
16mm. - 1 reel - 334'
36mm. - 1 reel - 835'
CCC work incident to the restoration of Fort Frederick,
near Hagerstown, Maryland as the center of interest in one
of the Maryland State Parks, Recording the historical im-
portance of the Fort in relation to the French and Indian
War, the War for Independence sind the War Between the States
" OUTDOORS IN T|ffi GARDEN STATE " 333.7
(New Jersey) 3
Silent
16mm. - 2 reels - 592'
CCC work in improving various public recreational areas
in the state of New Jersey.
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"WINTER SUN AND SUMMER SEA--FLORIDA" 333.7
4
Silent Sound
IGinm. - 2 reels - 710’ 16mra. - 2 reels - 719’
35mra. - 2 reels - 1796’
CCC work in the state and country parks of Florida with
a prologue and scattered sequence of atmospheric and loca-
tion shots of important historic, toplgraphlcal and civic
and commercial features of the state.
"LiiND ^ Tiffl OIANTS (CAL.)" 333.7
5
Sound
16mm. - 2 reels - 969'
35mm. - 2 reels - 2424’
Scenic and CCC work record of state park development
and extension in Cal. Areas covered California Redwood,
Humboldt Redwood, Calaveras, Mt. Tamalpais, San Jacinto
Mountains, Rubicon, Prairie Creek, Big Sur, Cuyamaca, Morro
Bay and Russian Gllch State Parks.





16mm. - 2 reels - 586'
35mm. - 2 reels - 1465'
Especially prepared for exhibit use at the San Diego
Exposition. Classifies CCC work in parks under broad head-
ing of Conservation, Restoration and Rehabilitation. Work
examples chosen from more than twenty states in the Union.
Sound




16mm. - 1 reel - 392'
35mm. - 1 reel - 980
'
Scenic and CCC work record in Vi^arm Springs and Indian
Springs State Parks, Georgia. Theme- -Importance of medicinal
waters in cultural and recreational development of a country
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"OLD LMDS- -NSW USE (S. C.)" 333.7
8
16mm. - 1 reel - 390’
35mm. - 1 reel - 975’
COG work in the state parks of South Carolina with a
prologue and scattered sequences of atmospheric and location
shots of important historic, topographic, civic and commer-
cial features of the state.
"COG ACCOLIPLISHMENTS IN PENN." 333.7
9
Sound
16mm. - 2 reels - 721’
35mm. - 2 reels - 1802’
COG work in the state and county parks of Penn, with a
prologue and scattered sequences of atmospheric and location
shots of important historic spots, topographic, civic and
commercial features of the state.
"PILGRIM FORESTS ( NEW ENGLAND )" 333.7
10
Sound
16ram. - 2 reels - 727’
35mm. - 2 reels - 1817
’
CCC work in the state and county parks of New England
with a prologue and scattered sequences of atmospheric and
location shots of important historic, topographic, civic and
commercial features of the state.
"FOR A GHANGING EMPIRE (GA.)" 333.7
11
Sound
16mm. - 1 reel - 372’
35mm. - 1 reel - 930’
GGG work in the state and county parks of Ga. with a
prologue and scattered sequences of atmospheric and location
shots of lnportant historic, topographic, civic and commer-
cial features of the state.
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‘‘TAMING THE DESERT (N. M.)" 333.7
12
16min. - 1 reel - 359
'
35miii. - 1 reel - 897 ’
CCC work in the state and county parks of New Mexico wit
a prologue and scattered sequences of atmospheric and loca-
tion shots of important historic, topographic, civic and
commercial features of the state.
1





16mm. - 1 reel - 352’
35mm. - 1 reel - 881
CCC work on the north shore of Minnesota with a prologu|^
and scattered sequences of atmospheric and location shots of
important historic, topographic, civic and commercial featurl^s
of the state.




16mm. - 2 reels - 660’
35mm. - 2 reels - 1650’
CCC work in north central and southern Minn, with a
prologue and scattered sequences of atmospheric and location
shots of important historic, topographic, civic and commer-
|
cial features of the state. i
"CRADLE OF THE FATHER OF WATERS (MINN.)" 333.7
15
Sound
16mm. - 1 reel - 374’
35mm. - 1 reel - 935’
CCC v/ork in north central Minn, with a prologue and
scattered sequences of atmospheric and location shots of
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"WHERE THE TRADE WINDS BLOW CCC ACTIVITIES" 333.7
16
Sound
ISmra. - 1 reel - 297’
35mm. - 1 reel - 742’
A picture record of the work of the CCC in the Virgin
Islands showing general conditions and work projects. Narra
tive and interesting musical background.
"TREES AND STONES THAT SPEAK ( ALA . ) " 333.7
17
Sound
16mm. - 1 reel -« 360’
35mm. - 1 reel - 899
’
I
Record of CCC v/ork in Alabama state parks.
"CCC m CREaT SMOKY MOUNTAINS NATIONAL PARK" 333.7
18
Sound
16mm. - 1 reel - 387’
35ram. - 1 reel - 968
The work of the CCC in the national park which lies atop
the purple high country of North Carolina and Tennessee with
many scenes of the highest peaks east of the Mississippi.
Mountain streams, wild flowers and the life of the southern
mountain people.





16mm. - 1 reel - 308’
A pictorial record of CCC work in Rocky Mountain Nat’l
Park photographed in October, 1934.
"MORRISTOWN NATIONAL HISTORICAL PARK " 333.7
( CCC activities ) 20
Silent
16mm. - 1 reel - 359’
A pictorial record of CCC work in the restoration and
preservation of this interesting historical area.
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"A DAY IN VIRGINIA CAMPS'* 333,7
21
16nim, - 2 reels - 678'
35nim, - 2 reels - 1695'
Scenic and CCC work record In Seashore, Westmoreland,
Staunton River, Hungry Mother and Fairy Stone State Parks in
Virginia. CCC canp life and recreation.
"SAVING THE BEAUTY OF ALABAM " 333.7
22
Silent
16nnn. - 1 reel - 212
'
35ram. - 1 reel - 530
Scenic and CCC work record in Geneva State Park, Geneva
County, near Hacoda, Old Creek Indian Trails, reforestation
and erosion control.




16imn. - 1 reel - 416'
35inm. - 1 reel - 1040'
Scenic and CCC work record in Longfellov/ Evangeline
Memorial Park, St. Martinville, Louisiana. Evangeline Oak,
famous egret bird sanctuary and other pictorial representa-
tions of country described in Longfellow's "Evangeline".
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"CCC IN A CRISIS" 333,7
25
16iimi. - 2 reels - 720*
35mm. - 2 reels - 1800’
Work of the CCC in combatting destructive work of the
Mississippi and Ohio Rivers during the 1937 spring flood.
"RECLAMATION AND THE CCC " 333.7
26
Sound
16mm. - 3 reels - 1103’
35mra. - 3 reels - 2758'
Reclamation of desert land in the West and Southwest
through projects like Boulder and Grand Coulee, featuring
the impetus given this work by the CCC. Spectacular con-
struction, desert, water and agricultural scenes. Music,
commentation and sound effects.
CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES
General Activities
"TEMPLES AND PEACE " 571
Sound ( ALABAMA ARCHEOLOGICAL SXCaVaTIONS )
16mm.
- 2 reels - 670’
35mm. - 3 reels - 1674’
The archeological excavation in Alabama of an amazing
prehistoric people who knew no war, three thousand skeletons
stored on shelves, a valuable collection of artifacts, men
at work in age-old burial grounds,
"HmM CROP " 796.54
( ORGANIZED CAMPING )
Sound
16mm. - 1 reel - 371
’
35mm. - 2 reels - 928’
The story of the adaptation of worthless farmland into
organized camps for under-privileged children, featuring the
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IGrran. - 3 reels - 1311'
35inm. - 4 reels - 3251’
Construction of the v/orld’s highest dam from start to
finish; spectacular work shots, desert and water scenes and




" GRAND COULEE DAM " 627.5
2
Silent
IGnim. - 2 reels - 712'
35mm, - 2 reels - 1780’
Current construction of this greatest of all dams in the
Columbia River Basin in the state of Washington; story back
of construction. Heavy machinery and building feats.
"RECLAMATION TO TIffi ARID liVEST " 631.67
1
Sound
16mm, - 1 reel - 391’
35mm. - reel - 978’
A short story of the reclamation of the western deserts
through projects like boulder and Grand Coulee Dams. Big
construction, broad scenes, new farms. Music, commentation
and sound effects.
INDIANS
"TO CIL--“( WATER ’ GRASS’)" 970.1




3 reels - 1005’
3 reels - 2513’
Life and labors of the Navajo Indians on their great re
servation in the Southwest; desert scenes with sheep and irfjiA
gation projects; intimate glimpses into the customs of the na-
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16mm. - 2 reels - 743'
35mm, - reels -• 1856'
Life and customs of the Pueblos, the Indians who live
in villages; Southwest desert scenes of these picturesque
villages, the Pueblos' cooperative plans for farming and a
prologue on the invasion of Coronado and the Gonquistadores.
Music, commentation and sound effects.




16mm. - 4 reels - 1329'
35mm. - reels - 3323'
General coverage of the modern American Indian, his lifi),
customs, labors and relations to his government. Scenes fro
parts of the West; a prologue on the origin of the Indian an
the voyage of Columbus; and a climax featuring the famed Cro
Indian Fair. Music, commentation and sound effects.
VIRGIN ISLANDS
"IN Tm WAKE ^ TIffi BUCANEERS " 917.297
(St, Thomas) 1
Sound
16mm, - 1 reel - 383'
35mm, - reel - 958'
Scenic and action treatment of the Island of St. Thomas
Virgin Islands. Complete musical background.
"SUGAR
.





16mm. - 2 reels - 724'
35mm. - reels - 1811'
The story of the rebuilding of the sugar industry in thdi
Virgin Islands interspersed with scenic beauty and intimate
glimpses into the lives of the people of the Islands,
a
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16inm. - 1 reel - 366'
35inin. - reel - 889
'
Unusual treatment of the remains of what was once a
great industry in the Virgin Islands crumbling walls, aban-
doned machinery and empty fields with an historical back-
ground .
NATIONAL PARKS




16mm. - 1 reel - 404' 16mm. - 1 reel - 378'
35mm. - 1 reel - 945'
An interesting picture of T/Vhlte Sands explained what
they are and how they happened. This picture contains many
unusual desert and mountain scenes.




16nim. - 2 reels - 402'
35mm. - 2 reels - 1005'
Scenes in Yo Semite, noted for the beauty of its water-
falls, valleys, monoliths and sequoias; a year-round play-
ground .




16ram. - reels - 756'
35ram. - reels - 1891'
Part I--Scenlc glinpses and animal life in Yellowstone,
Yosemlte, Rocky Mountain and Grand Canyon National Parks.
Part I I- -Outstanding features in Glacier, Lassen Volcan:
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16mm. - 2 reels - 670'
35mm. - 2 reels - 1425'
The most numerous, notable and best preserved cliff
dwellings in the world are in Mesa Verde National Park,
"LOOKING BACK THROUGH THE AGES " 711
(Mesa Verde) 5
Silent
16mm. - 2 reels - 618'
35inm. - reels - 1546'
A detailed presentation of the archeological story of
Cliff Dwellers who formerly inhabited Mesa Verde.




16mm. - 1 reel - 367'
The geological story of Glacier National Park told in
animation and direct photography.
Silent
"NATIVES OF GLACIER"
16mm. - 1 reel - 390'
711
7
Intimate pictorial glimpses of the interesting types of
flora and fauna of Glacier National Park.
"SEEING GLACIER NATIONAL PARK "
Silent
16mm. - 1 reel - 323'
711
8
A movie trip to some of the most Interesting scenic
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"Natives of yqsemite" 711
9
16ram, - 1 reel - 405'
35inm. - 1 reel - 1013'
Scenes showing the interesting types of flora and fauna
of the park, closing with pictures of Yosemite Indians in
native costumes.
" CARLSBAD CAVERNS ( NEW IVIEXICO )" 711
10
Silent
ISram. - 1 reel - 402'
35ram. - 1 reel - 1005'
Viev/s of the interior of the Caverns, with pictures of
\
Interesting plant and animal life of that area and an ani-
|
mated explanation of the formation of the Caverns and of the
interesting formations within them.
"THE OLYfvIPUS COUNTRY {m. OLYT/IPUS ) " 711
11
Silent
16mm. - 2 reels - 783'
35mm. - 2 reels - 1958'
Variety of scenic material, including mountains, trees,
etc., photographed in proposed Mt. Olympus National Park in
the state of Oregon.
"BIG BEND N/\TI0NAL PARK PROJECT" 711
12
Silent
16mm. - 1 reel - 357'
35ram. - 1 reel - 892'
A trip through one of
the United States recently
turing mountains and hroad
Texas national resources.
the wildest, strangest spots in
made a National Park Project; fea-
desolation with a prologue on
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16mm. - 1 reel - 371’
35mm. - 1 reel - 927’
Scenic views in Virginia's new National Park featuring
the world-famous Skyline Drive.




16mm. - 2 reels - 616’
35mm. - 2 reels - 1540’
A camera journey through an area known all over the
world because of the fact it lies below sea level. Remnants
of the days of the gold rush. 20 mule team wagons and moderji
facilities for seeing this strange land.
"YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK” 711
15
Silent
16mm. - 2 reels - 773’
35mm. - 2 reels - 1930’
The natural wonders of the oldest and largest National
park in the United States, featuring the geysers, hot springjfe
and the magnificent canyon— "Old Faithful” in all her glory.
Silent
"GLACIER NATIONAL PARK”
16mm. - 2 reels - 786’
35mm. - 2 reels - 1964’
711
16
The most spectacular of the National Parks as seen by
the camera from many angles and out of the way places.
Tov/ering snow-covered mountains, sparkling lakes and rambll
Swiss Chalets.
n 5
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STATE PARKS
"HEART OP THE CONFEDERACY”
(Alabama)
Sound
16inm« - 1 reel - 379’
35mm. - 1 reel - 946’
Development and use of state parks In Texas with varied
scenic views and an introductory history of the largest stat^ i
in the Union.
"PARKS UNDER THE LONE STaR " 711
(Texas) 18
Sound
IGmra. - 1 reel - 354’
35mm. - reel - 883’
711
17
CCC development under state parks in Texas with varied




16nim. - 1 reel - 382’
35mm. - reel - 955’
711
19
The development of state parks with CCC labor around
Birmingham, Alabama with a prologue and scattered sequences
of atmospheric and location shots of important historic, tope
graphic, civic and commercial features of that area. Musical
background throughout the picture.
"DOWN MOBILE WAY" 711
TAlabama ) 20
Sound
16mm. - 1 reel - 384’
35mm. - reel - 960’
The development of state parks with CCC labor in the
southern pert of Alabama v/ith a prologue and scattered se-
quences of atmospheric and location shots of Important histor
topographic, civic and commercial features of that area.
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16inm. - 2 reels - 520’
35mm. - 2 reels - 1300’
West Virginia’s natural resources and recreational
facilities.
Special films distributed by the Department and not
regularly listed:
Films of
U. S. Geological Survey
U. S. Veterans’ Administration
U. S. Farm Credit Administrp tion
Consult lists of these agencies for list of films and
descriptive matter.
"A TRIP DOWN THE COLORaDO RIVER'* 917.18




35mm. - 1 reel
Depicts a survey party boat trip down the Colorado Rive
under the direction of Colonel Birdseye.
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U. S. BUREAU OF MIMES EXPERIfffiKT STATION
U. S. Bureau of Mines
4800 Forbes Street
Pittsburgh, Penn.
Mote : Although the Bureau of Mines is a branch of the U. S.
Dept, of the Interior, the Division of Motion Pictures of
the department does not distribute its films and the Bureau
handles its own distribution of films.
INTRODUCTIQM
All the U. S. Bureau of Mines films, to date, are
"silent" and depict mining operations and related manufac-
turing processes: they show where minerals are found and
how they are extracted from the earth, manufactured or re-
fined into useful everyday products, utilized and conserved.
The prevention of accidents and the protection of human
lives have been given special attention, and several pic-
tures deal specifically with this important subject.
FiETHQD OF PKODUCTIQM
These films were produced londer the direction of the
Chief Engineer, Information Division, U. S. Bureau of Mines.
The cost of production is paid by cooperating industrial
concerns, but the films are free from trade marks, trade
names or other direct advertising material. They are cen-
sored by a board of review selected from the technical staff
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films are also approved by the Pennsylvania State Board of
Censors. Production is in charge of supervising engineer.
Motion Picture Section, U. S. Bureau of Mines.
TYPE OF AUDIENCE
The films were produced primarily for educational pur-
poses for the general use of student bodies and are avail-
able to educational institutions, engineering and scientific
societies, civic and business associations and other respon-
sible organizations. The subjects are suitable for advanced
elementary grades up through adult students and non- students
of mature years.
METHOD ^ DISTRIBUTION
The main distributing center for the films is the U. S.
Bureau of Mines Experiment Station at the j:"ittsburgh address
given on the preceding page. Requests for films should not
be sent to the vVashington office of the Bureau as shipments
are not made from that point. A complete library of all
pictures listed is maintained at the Pittsburgh center.
Distribution is in charge of the Supervising Engineer,
Graphic Section, Bureau of Mines.
In addition, for the convenience of borrowers distant
from Pittsburgh, copies of certain films are deposited at
sub-distributing centers that have selected with regard to
accessibility. Requests for the films in deposit at these
centers should be made direct to the nearest one. Rules and
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regulations governing the distribution of films from these
centers must be obeyed. In most cases a small service
charge is made for each film or shipment of films.
The following is a complete list of the sub-distribut-
ing centers which have certain copies of the Bureau of Mines
films for distribution. Films available are listed accord-








(IGimn. ): 71, 74, 88, 90, 100, 106, 115, 114, 115, 120,
139, 140, 144, 145, 146, 147, 148, 150, 153,
156, 157.
(35mm.): 71, 74, 76, 90, 100, 109, 112, 114, 115, 119,
120, 134, 137, 139, 140, 142, 143, 144, 145,









(16mm.): 71, 74, 100, 106, 137, 140, 153.
(35mm.): 71, 99, 100, 120, 139, 143, 144, 145, 151, 153.
Birmingham , Alabama , U. S. Bur , of Mine
s
, Federal Bldg .
(16mm.): 71, 74, 100, 106, 140, 142, 144, 145, 146, 153.
(35mm.): 71, 74, 114, 115, 117, 119, 120, 139, 140, 142,







Vis. Inst. Bur., Ext.
Division
(16mm.): 71, 74, 100, 106, 140, 148, 149, 150, 151, 153,
156.










VI, 74, 76i, 88
,
89
114, 115, 120, 122
136, 137, 139, 140





99, 100, 106, 109, 112, 113,
126, 127, 128, 129, 134,
142, 143, 144, 145, 146,





Col,, University of Colorado , Bureau of Visual
Instruction . Extension Division
(ISrnm. ): 71, 74, 76, 88, 89, 99, 100, 106, 113, 114, 115,
120, 122, 134, 136, 137, 139, 140, 143, 144,
145, 146, 147, 148, 149, 150, 151, 152, 153,
154, 155, 156, 157, 158, 159.














71, 74, 89, 100, 106, 163, 156.












(16imn. ): 71, 74, 76, 88, 89, 99, 100, 106, 111, 113, 114,
115, 120, 122, 128, 134, 136, 140, 142, 143,
144, 145, 146, 147, 148, 149, 151, 152, 153,












(16mm.): 71, 74, 100, 103, 106, 109, 112, 140, 143, 144,
145, 146, 147, 148, 149, 153, 156.










77th Street and Central Park West




99, 100, 103, 106, 111, 113
114, 115, 120, 122, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130
134, 136, 137, 139, 140, 142, 143, 144, 145
146, 147, 148, 149, 15Q 151, 152, 153, 154
155, 156, 158, 159.













Provo, Utah, Brigham Yoiing University, Bureau of Visual
InstructlonV Extension Division
{16mm.): 71, 74, 75, 76, 88, 89, 100, 103, 106, 111, 113^
114, 115, 120, 122, 127, 128, 129, 134, 136, 13^
139, 144, 145, 146, 147, 148, 149, 150, 151,




Salt Lake City, Utah, U. S. Bureau of Mines, Inter-Moimtain
Experiment Station , University of Utah
(16mm.): 71, 74, 100, 106, 156.
(35ram. ): 71, 117, 143, 144, 145, 146, 148, 153.
Seattle
,






(16mm.): 71, 74, 76, 100, 106, 120, 140, 144, 145, 146,
147, 148, 149, 151, 152, 153, 156.
(35mm.): 71, 74, 76, 99, 100, 109, 112, 137, 140, 142,
143, 144, 145, 146, 149, 151, 153, 154, 156.
Trenton
.
N. J., N. J. State Mus eum
(16ram. ): 71, 74, 76, 88, 89, 99, 100, 157, 158, 159.






Univ . of 111 . , Vi sual Aids Service , Division
of University Extension
(16mm.): 71, 74, 89, 100, 106, 113, 114, 115, 136, 137,
140, 144, 145, 146, 147, 148, 149, 150, 152,





Application for the purchase of any particular subject I
must be made to the agency that sponsored the film. The
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subject in the regular Bureau of Mines catalog of motion
picture films. Below are listed the names of the films and
the names of the various agencies cooperating with the
Bureau in the production of the various films.
Texas Gulf Sulphur Co,
New York, N. Y.
Johns Mansvllle Gorp.
New York, N. Y.
The Carborundum Co,
Niagara Falls, N. Y,








Champion Spark Plug Co.
Toledo, Ohio
St. Joseph Lead Co,
New York, N, Y.

















The Story of Gasoline
|
Stor^/ of Lubricating Oil I
Automobile Lubrication !
Stor;/ of the Storage Battery i
Oxygen Breathing Apparatus
The Making of a Safe Miner
12 Points of Safety
Story of a Spark Plug
Lead Mining and Milling
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Copper & Brass Research
Association
New York, N. Y,






U. S. Steel Corp.
New York, N. Y.
Universal Atlas Cement Co.
Chicago, 111.
Edward G. Budd Jifg. Co,
Philadelphia, Penn,
Sinclair Refining Co.
New York, N. Y.
The Pure Oil Con^any
Chicago, 111.
Ford Motor Car Company
Detroit, Michigan
Through the Oil Lands of
Europe and Africa— Germany,
France, Spain, Morocco and
Algeria
Through the Oil Lands of
Europe and Africa--Italy,
Hungary, The Danube and
Roumania
Through the Oil Lands of
Europe and Africa—Poland,
Greece and Egypt
Story of |L Mexican Gusher
Through the Oil Fields of
Mexico
Story of Copper Mining
” " ” Milling
” " " Smelting
" "
" Refining
" " the Fabrication of
Copper
Metals of a Motor Car
Carbon Monoxide- -Unseen Danger
Live and Learn—Value of First
Aid
Refining the Crude
Valves --Their Manufacture and
Uses
The Story of Steel
(entire series)
From Mountain to Cement Sack
Construction that Endures
Making an All Steel Auto Body
Evolution of the Oil Industry
Shenadoah National Park
Petroleum, The Liquid Mineral
Making a V-Type Engine
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New York, N. Y.
Atlas ’/ifhite Cement Bureau
Universal Atlas Cement Co,
Chicago, 111.
The Linde Air Products Co.
Union Carbide & Carbon Corp
New York, N. Y.
Nickel
Follow the lyi/hite Traffic
Marker
Modern Metal V/orking v;ith
the Oxyacetylene Flame
The cost of the films ranges as follows:
16mm. - from il2 to SisiO per reel
35mm. - *' i^O to $30 " "
Number on left side of film description refers to the
code number of the film assigned by this agency and should be
given when requesting films.
89
Silent
16imn. - 2 reels




Shows early methods of transportation: man walking,
beasts of burden, slaves pushing sled, dogs pulling the sled
of today, the first vehicle on Y/heels, the small two wheel
cart, early forms of four wheel transportation, the prairie
schooner and stage coach, first American built steam locomotiv
the Tom Thumb. Pictures Benjamin Franklin, the discoverer of
electricity and George Westinghouse, the man who harnessed it
and set it to work to serve all mankind; pictures interior of
works where the most pov/erful locomotives of the v^orld are
built and compares steam and electric locomotives. Shov/s elec
trie locomotives entering and emerging from Cascade and Hoosac
Tunnels
.
Shows advantages of electrified railraods and types of
electric locomotives.
PRACTICAL AND EXPERIIffilNTAL CHEMISTRY
161
Heating with Gas
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35mm, - 2 reels
Shows how acetylene gas is produced by the chemical ac-
tion of water and calcium carbide, shows how the oxycetylenii
flame is produced and shows the oxyacetylene process is usedi






16mm, - 2 reels
35mm, - 2 reels
Shows views of mining town, powerhouse and sulphur well
equipped for pumplngs. The Frosch Process for extraction of
sulphur is described. The method of obtaining sulphur is
shown and is illustrated in detail by animated drawings.
General animated flow sheet diagrams the entire series of
operations. Scenes show removal of sides of vat when stored
sulphur has reached desired height; blasting; and loading inj
gondola and box cars for shipment. Animated drawings depict!
many uses of sulphur,
}
PETROLEUM !
122 "THE STORY OF A f^XICAN GUSHER" 553,28
Silent '
16mra, - 2 reels
|
Illustrates discovery of bubbling seepage of petroleum '
in Mexican jungle; Mexican workmen cutting down heavy jungle!
growth, excavation for sump hole to receive bailings from i
well and storage tanks; "spudding in"; and stages of drilling
v/ell 2,040 feet deep. Dramatic scenes in connection with
|
bringing in of Tierra Blanca #54 well one of Mexico's larges;
gushers- -rush of gas from well, twisted iron rope snapping
and 2-ton string of tools catapulted through top of derrick
and falling; tremendous column of "black gold" gushing far
above top of derrick but brought under control with modern
oil-saving equipment.
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153 "THE EVOLUTION OF THE OIL INDUSTRY" 553.28
2
Silent
16ratn. - 3 reels
35nmi. - 3 reels
Traces the development of petroleum industry from earli-
est times and emphasizes importance of petroleum to modern
civilization. Presents details of bringing in Drake Well,
first producing well in America, 1859. Shows pioneer days oi*
the American oil industry. "Spring Hole" method of drilling)
first use of kerosene; early use of petroleum as lubricant on
trains; use of gasoline as fuel for internal combustion en- j
gines, successful laying of 4 mile pipe line in 1865. Shows]
transportation of oil by specially constructed tank ships.
Shows pipe line pump station; panorama of oil storage tanks,'
modern refineries embodying latest improvements in refinery
practice; use of fuel oil in Diesel engines, instead of coal
on steamships and railroads.




16mm. - 4 reels
|
35ram. - 4 reels
Shows exploring for oil; pictures cable tool drilling,
balling, "shooting", pumping, by a central power plant and
motor-driven machine pulling rods and tubing. Shows "air
lift" compressing air at low pressure gas; "gas lift", oil
refining centers and main truck lines, transportation, stora 5
Illustrates recovery of gasoline from natural gas. Depicts
prevention of evaporation from tanks, tank farm, transporta-
tion by river boats, barges and rail.
EARTHLY ECONOMIC MINERALS
74 "ASBESTOS " 553.62
Silent
16mm. - 1 reel
35mm. - 1 reel
Shows sources of asbestos. Scenes show asbestos-bearing
rock; combing for longest and finest fibers; remaining rock
being loaded into dump cars and crushed; removal of moisture
from crushed rock in special driers; screening rock and sand
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pieces to silken fiber, bagging and shipment of fiber to
factories. Scenes follow showing making of textiles--cardin^
asbestos fiber into roving, which is twisted into yarn, and
looms weaving asbestos brake linings; making asbestos tubing
packings, fireproof rope and packings for steam engines, air
brakes, automobiles. Shows rubber cement being mixed with
asbestos fiber to make packings; vulcanizing machines mold-
ing sea ring making gaskets from asbestos cloth and rubber
cement pulping fiber for manufacture of asbestos paper.
PUBLIC HEALTH
"CARBON MONOXIDE; THE UNSEEN DANGER" 614.721
134 Silent
16mra. - 1 reel
Pictures man going to garage for car. As he starts the
motor, the doors blow shut and he is overcome by carbon mono
ide but is saved by his son, a boy scout, through prompt use
of artificial respiration. Doctor also assists and fire de-
partment supplies oxygen inhaler. Other examples of carbon
monoxide victims shown. Shov/s source of danger from carbon
monoxide in home.
A-
614.88150 "LEARN AND LIVE-
-
VALUE OP FIRST AID "
Silent
35mm. - 1 reel
Emphasizes value of practical knowledge of first aid
methods. Scenes Illustrate the dangers incurred in reckless
automobile driving. First aid instruction by Instructor ex-
plains that the four most important points of first aid are
artificial respiration, control of bleeding, treatment for
shock, and application of sterile dressing for all wounds.
The Schaefer method of artificial respiration is demonstrate
160 "FOLLOW THE WHITE TRAFFIC MARKER" 614.862
Silent
16mm. - 1 reel
36mm. - 1 reel
Depicts ni merous automobile accidents: automobiles
colliding with trains, trucks forcing automobiles over em-
bankments, collision of two cars due to passing near crest o
/ 02-
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hill, pedestrian being struck by machine at street crossing,
child on a bicycle Injured by truck. Shows various safety
signs which aid in preventing accidents. Illustrates the
important part played by white traffic markers in the center
of the road--the ingredients and method of making these
markers, their utilization, from coast to coast in the streelj
highways and school and railroad crossings and at safety is-
lands and curbings.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
100 "THE STORY OF 0^ STORilGE BATTERY " 621.354
Silent
16mm. - 2 reels
35mm. - 2 reels
Introduces Prof. Alexander Volt in laboratory demonstra"!
ing facts to friends with condensing electroscope. First rei
chargable storage battery is next shown. Views follow of
modern study, compact battery such as is used in automobiles
i
and various stages in manufacture- -making grids from antimoni
al lead m'xlng lead oxides for plates and manufacture of
wooden insulators. Shows wooden insulators being treated to
remove organic acids; making of rubber insulators; testing o:^
containers Impact test of cases and covers; assembling of ba
terles; electrical testing for short circuits; testing termij
nals for reverse cells; sealing v/lth wax; welding connectors
con^ressed air test for leaks; filling batteries v;ith acid;
and packing for shipment. Animated drawings visualize actioi[.
in battery charging and discharging.
120 "THE STORY OP LUBRICATING OIL" 621.89
1
Silent
16mm. - 2 reels
35mm. - 2 reels
Stresses importance of lubrication to machinery; shows
stills and explains theory of operation by animated drawings
pictures treatment of crude lubricating oil to remove Impuri-j
ties; shows removal of paraffin wax, which would be a harmful
constituent; illustrates separation of oil into various grade
in reducing stills, followed by filtration. Separation of
petroleum by centrifuges and blending of various grades and
gypes of oils to make lubricants for every purpose; shows
flash and viscosity tests in laboratory and application of
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151 ‘'AUTOMOBILE LUBRICATION "
Silent
16mni. - 1 reel
35nim. - 1 reel
/ 0 >^
621.89
Details of automobile lubrication beginning with close-
i
up view of crank case oil flowing over a glass slide showing I
dirt particles; cleaning of crank case and draining of old !
oil in transmission and differential; special lubricants forj




76 "MANUFACTURED ABRASIVES " 621.92
j
Silent
16mm. - 3 reels
36mm. - 3 reels
Experiment that led to discovery of carborundum is
shown; shows use of power generated from Niagara Falls in
manufacture of carborundum and aloxlte; gives views of Falls
and depicts crushing and sizing of manufactured abrasives
and making of abrasive wheels. Pictures Inspection and test'
ing of wheels; manufacture of abrasive paper; and uses of
abrasives in making automobiles and in foundries and machine
shops. Shows uses of manufactured abrasives—in making doll^,
tools; in marble, granite, plate-glass, cut-glass and furni-
ture industries; in polishing final finish on automobiles anj^
in sharpening hand tools at workshop, farm and home.
140 "VALVES: THEIR MANUFACTURE AND USES" 621.1854,
Silent
16mm. - 3 reels
55mra. - 3 reels
I
elves close up views and cross sections of angle, globejL
gate and check valves with salesman demonstrating use in I
home to his family, explains how valves are made and his
story is illustrated by scenes of manufacture at plant.
Other scenes Illustrate making of iron and steel valves, in-
cluding forging operations; give close up views of automobll'j
engines, with cross sections of important valves and depict
,
passage of ship through Panama Canal with 7 foot gate valve
,
regulating water level in locks. Shows plant where helium !
is extracted from natural gas and valves are indispensable
,in controlling separation of helium from natural gas and in
no.
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storing separated helium in tanks while awaiting shipment*
Important part of valves in fire fighting also shown*
MINING ENGINEERING
142 ‘'WILDWOOD '* - -A 100/^^ MECHANIZED MINE " 622*33
|
Silent
16rara* - 3 reels
35mm* - 3 reels
The story of a 100^ mechanized Penn* mine* Testing for!
explosive gas hy observing flame of flame safety lamp and
|
testing roof for weak places; shows loading and carrying of i
coal; continuous stream of coal passing over screens; in-
cludes views of air-cleaning plant seizing and remixing; re-
tail bins; coal being loaded into railroad cars; sampling of
each car of coal being analyzed in laboratory; material and
machinery hoist; fanhouse; repair shops; storerooms; first
aid instructions being given employees; and first aid and
mine rescue teams*
I
126 "THE STORY OF COPPER MINING " 622*34
3ilent
16mm* - 5 reels
Shows prospecting along Copper River Valley, Alaska; ^
discovery of important copper deposit; staking out claim;
"grubstaking"; and modern view of same mine developed with
present engineering skill and machinery* Depicts open pit
mining in Nevada and Arizona and smoldering ore; shrinkage
stopping at Kennecott, Alaska; drilling, loading, collecting
cars by motor trains, haulage to ore pockets and dumping oro
into pits; railroad carrying copper concentrates from mill
|to smelter* Illustrates mill stopping; sh8.ft station; hand-
ling cars of ore and waste; use of pumps in wet mines, large'
compressor plant which supplies air for drills and train of
j
forty five eight ton cars carrying ore down canyon to mill i
20 miles away* Concludes with scenes pertaining to health,
[
sanitation and social work*
109 "THE STORY ^ LEAD MINING AND MILLING " 622*34
2
Silent
16mm* - 3 reels
35mm* - 3 reels
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j
-nx jenoe'ioe ^evo grticeaq laoo lo litBS^rd'a eiiOJxnj.Cjrrco jIbod
!-©’i i^nlixlnoi b£iB ^niTJea c^fteXq gnixixseXvO-’Tl q T:o .?vfdlv aequr©
Xo ^nXXgjTiBa ic;*iao £)bot;XXb‘i oirr.f bebBoX pj;ttoof Xbco ;v.nJtd I£b-J
bna bos'v:lBfiB ^^niscT Xcco Xo 'm© do:;©
cfeixl i einoc'i&io.l 0 ^rjqorie lisqa'i jeaLorfnriX itslori. '^/j.3n,tdciBm
baB bis bnxj ; Cqnto nsvl^ pnlocf eno ^. JOx'i,lanI .51 a
. eniBod oi/o e &'i ecilji
i-b.sb^o
’’i-'jiAiyii 'io Ti :)Tb fed I' .a 5;»i
jj.i.eX Xq
I
oXcP‘1 5 - .rtmidl
i
(GdBBlA ,y,©XIbV 'iov.*:K 'Teqqor ^nola ^aljoe qso'ni 5?;cr.ff:
jrxlBXo Xijo gnixBXa ‘^Jlsoq^b teqqoo Xnfic^icqnX io '^‘lav’-coaXiJ
ricriii? i;0c:cX©V9b ©nifii Ofitesi lo vjbIv riiobers iuie ; ‘ dBXEcm;^”
c^Xq noqo sXoxqoCi ,T*ionJ:fioBin bim XXiAs ^anXioenlgrto Xneeo'iq
o^ri^B'Arri'ina ;©io i^i.nX'tQjbXoms brus aaosXTii baa abavoK nx gnlnXm
g.axioaXXoo ,|^£il.bB0X ,§r£XIXI-^ ;a:^aBXA- , tXooOfirto;' Jb ^riXqqoJE
eio i^aXqnixfb baa Eje:';ooq ©ao oj ^ .-.nia'id’ T-oXoni \’:d bieo
XXiffi 3i,oo:X o©ctB»xJjn©onoo 'loaqco gnJtXdiBo baC'iXXe's ;a:}.tq oj.nl
-bnaa jaoljBje JlBiie jqalqqoja IILu e© j.xi jaaXXI .'rejXome. oj
©b-ibX .EOrilM je’.v al scfcxsjq Xo oea jajB.aw bna eio Xo ©aso jinl.E
Xc i.lEBj baa alX.bib ‘TcX 'tIb neXIqra/e rioidv/ jruXq 'iopae'ina'ico
XXlm oj noinso iv.vob eno ,wil v;b'is o e‘ixo aoj jrf^l© avll y.j'toX
.rijlaod oj snlalaj'i&q seneos rijlw aebxrXoaoO .v.ar^'B a&Iltu
.
'laov; Lt< iooB baa no Xj^jiiiBS
^G.-:sa ' rnxijxi:fei cijiA hSTTOx d.Ainj go ^£^’‘ eoi
jnqXlfi
aXt^‘1 b “ .ciQtoX
rX©©*! £ - .ioixrbe
Ata eoI/v.jrgjQf- vd hftoX Xo nol j oubo^cr oj
states; prospecting with diamond drill; driving of tunnels td'
new ore bodies; miners being lowered into mine; and mining
and loading. Shows haulage of mine cars to shaft by electri^;
locomotive; emptying cars by rotary dumps; hoisting ore to
mill; crushing ore; and concentration on tables. Depicts
concentrating tables; and stacking of tailings; regrinding oi'
middlings; filtering and drying; community scenes.
103 "THE ivLAKING OF A SAFE IvHNER" 622.86
1
Silent
16mm. - 2 reels
|
35mm. - 2 reels
j
Story of a capable but careless miner who later becomes'
converted to carefulness and safety observance through personiil
experience with first aid following an accident in a bitumlni-
ous coal mine. Subsequently, the lives of his fellow miner s[
who have been entombed as a result of an explosion, are savejl
through his leadership and knowledge of safety methods. A i
number of scenes show a U. S. Bureau of Mines rescue team ini
action and stresses the necessity of first aid training and
mine rescue work for those engaged in the industry.




35mm. - 1 reel
Stresses some important safety measures in connection
with daily operation of coal mines.




35mm, - 1 reel
Shows detail of operation of Paul, Gibbs, Fleuss-Davis i




Rl0ru;w:t lo ;XX lib br.a'caifo [i^iw 8^X;^cM!5 qaoig {s.t'J’fids
^T’/tlaXot bnfi ^Ofilm o^.nX oen^woX Gioitlm ^eatbocT 010 ysea
t*x^oeie x'^ d"1 aria o;t bibo onlin. lo <»^&lij.p.ri encrfS .^olbBoI djlIb
oi *>‘10 saX^alcd ;E^/ttr/ib v;iflc^c'i "^'cf ';Kni7:rfqiii:e ;evXdomoDoX
ciioXqfeCi .eeCdeq do aoXd’xitdfiooaco bfxfe jeio giticfEjj'io ^Xlltfi
o ;«dXbili*ijae'i ;EP,nXXii‘i tc 5sni:iO.‘3qE bus. jeeXcfB^ ctei^nectfioy
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136 "THE POWER WITHIN" 692.2
1
Silent
16rnm. - 2 reels
35rnin. - 2 reels
Shows uses of power produced by Internal combustion en-
gine in lighting homes. Pumping water, plowing fields and
operating automobiles, boats, airplanes. Explains in detail
by animated drawings name, location and operaLion of esch
part of motor. Illustrates assembly of automobile engine an<|,
gives views of burned out bearings, scored cylinder walk’s anc
work gears due to improper lubrication, telling how this dif-
ficulty may be avoided.




16mm. - 2 reels
35mm. - 2 reels
Shows unloading of ore boat, storage of iron ore, charg'
ing and tapping of blast furnaces, hauling of molten iron,
charging electric or air air furnaces, adding alloys, build-
ing molds, casting molten iron. Other scenes picture heat
treatment and machine operations on various parts of the en-
gine, as well ss checking the finished parts for accuracy.
The picture concludes with views shov;ing assembly of the
various parts to complete the engine which is tested and
placed in the chassis of an automobile.
106 "ALONG THE FIRING LINE OR THE STORY OF 629.2546
THE SPARK PLUG""
Silent
16mm. - 2 reels
35mm. - 2 reels
I
I
Illustrates operation and use of spark plugs in gasoline:
engines, fire trucks, airplanes, motorboats and tractors with
animated drawings showing action of spark plug and value of
good Insulator. Also depicts mJ^ning of silllmanite in Cali-
fornia; transportation by donkey, motor truck and rail; grinc
ing and pulverizing of ore ; removal of moisture by filtering;
aging of filter cakes; and passing of material through puggir
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turning machines, glazed and baked in tunnel kilns and when
completed being subjected to heat and chill test, pull-test,
i
electric test; illustrates making of brass caps and elec-
|
trodes, with assembling, point setting and packing and gives
j
suggestions of proper operation of spark plugs.
POWER
!
Ill STORY OP VOmR" 631.37
Silent
ISmra. - 3 reels
35mm. - 3 reels
Pictures early development of steam engine and demon- I
strates modern uses of electricity, giant electromagnets,
street and sign lighting and electric locomotive. Map indi-!
cates distance power is transmitted from Big Creek power '
plant in Sierra Nevada Mountains, Cal. Animated drawing show
how Faraday discovered that alternating current was produced
|
by rotating magnet between two coils of wire and how pov/er tc
turn magnets is derived from steam and falling water. Shows!
Niagara Palls, compares them with fall of water at Big Creek!
more than 12 times as high as Niagara, and gives view of
plant at Big Creek and of power plant and dam on Mississippi
River at Keokuk, Iowa. Map shows distribution of water powe::*
resources in United States and coal fields underlying 500,00|»
square miles of land. i




16ram. - 2 reels
35mm. - 2 reels
Shows early methods of utilizing the energy of falling '
water by floating logs, rafts and boats and by water wheels.
i
Animated drawings picture power of Niagara changed into
electrical energy one of the large power-houses and the
operation of its giant generators in converting water power
into electricity are pictured.
Shows use of electricity in pumping water for irrigation
in smelting ore, in the paper Industry and in the use of
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99 "TllE STORY OF GASOLINE'* 644.23
1
Silent
16mm. - 2 reels
35nim. - 2 reels
Opens with data on annual consumption of gasoline in
United States; continues with panoramic views of oil fields,
storage, tanks and pumping stations to give idea of scope of
industry; presents map of pipe lines of United States; shows
percentages of naphtha, kerosene, gas oil, lubricating oils,
fixed gas and coke per barrel of crude oil; pictures by
photographs and animated drawings show these products are ob-[
talned; and concluded with steps in manufacture and refining
of gasoline. Depicts additional treatment of gasoline to
prepare it for commercial use; shows cracking process in de-
tail by animated drawings; pictures tests to determine wheth^
finished product meets specifications; and gives steps in
transportation of gasoline from refinery to consuraer.




16mm. - 4 reels
35ram. - 4 reels
Shows intricacy and magnitude of modern oil refinery; thie
many products obtained by refining petroleum; and uses of some
of these products in everyday life. Crude petroleum is traced
from oil well to refinery and through process of straight dig
tillatlon. Pictures cracking process, shows separation of w
for market; and refining of lubrication distillate; separatic(|i
of wax from paraffin base crudes; laboratory tests employed
control Intricate refining process; Illustrates safety, firs
aid and fire fighting methods and equipment; shows building olf





125 "THE EXPLOSIVES ENGINEER
,
FORERUNNSR OF PROGRESS "
622.2
Silent 1
16mm. - 1 reel
Shows great blast __at Quarry ^Explosives Experiment Sta.^
I
ov
ni ©Kj.Icexsj;, 'to .ficiiqtrafs.'ico lidJxxn'i? no ilj.'v/ e^^eqO
,, ‘io ew 3 j.v o.!:iiiB‘t'''n;riC} ridiw -'.auxi!; ii*oo ;poJi2.:5'o beoxnu
io aqooE lo BSlii: od- an^xjBd'a bae £*f/u.vt ,a^/3'-focte
av'cna jaed-a.-jg hadln'J "to eon.fl oqiq ‘ic qstw ; ,.'TdT-jjJdf'f
,allc 7;?viM£oXM<lf/I ^l.to e,B73. .cneao'raji ^Gfldrifran lo ee^^xs Jnoa-Tsq
X6 ae'ixxv '^.v: * lie- lo Le':'it^d -leq^oxXo-o biia s.e?^ boxi'i
l*do o'':o 8 J’oixX)C’'Tq ai-.en.t vveria r.'^nxvvsib D8d.«mxrr i bna fcdQxe^r.odorio
Snixtlte'T bnxi x-iod.OB'lurxBfri r’: eqed s b0D0 Co>'XCn biiii ;De,r'f.r>d
O'X oalXo8tt?3 'io dnoraJ.^aii Ibho' dib/^a edolqev. .enXr.ocfijj to
afo ni: aaeootq ;[^,frX3{0 3^o ai' Orfs *;>8i/ Xelo'ionuuoo *j.Ox dX errBqexq
•ilrlderfv; oxi twiedaX od ecthgcI oe"iiJdct.q xe^tltwe'xfc ije.tAfr.trrB ^
rtX F.qadfi eavt^t .^’rt£ : arioXjaox^ r. '' -qo Kodaitr dox/boTf' bario^rt-ci
.'roiTu/aHOo od Y*Yaf£xra*i mcx't erriXoaBS^ lo nolo xxi'ioqarra'xd
’i^A - -1
X
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Tests of dynamite for "strength" in ballistic pendulum, testa
for "quickness" or rate of detonation" by D’Autriche method,
demonstration that dynamite shoots with equal force in all
directions, panorama of U. S. Bureau of Mines Experimental
Mine at Bruceton, Pa., tests of explosives for permissibility!,
and demonstration of cushioned blasting in coal mining to pro-
duce more lump coal. Depicts use of explosives in subway
j





143a "THE STORY OP’ STEEL-
-
MINING
, AND THE 669.1 |
MAKING OF PIG IRON AND STEEL INGOTS^ 1
Silent
I
16mm. - 2 reels i
35mm. - 2 reels I
ji
Shows geological and geographical distribution of iron
j
ore deposits; open pit mining, underground mining; transpor-
tation of ore to docks; operation of coke ovens; views in
Gary, Ind., typical steel town; and precautions taken to safe
guard workmen in mills.
Reel 2 pictures operation of blast furnace in detail, in
eluding charging, removal of slag, and drawing off of molten
iron and making of steel in Bessemer converters and open
hearth and electric furnaces, including pouring and moulding.
144a "THE STORY OF STEEL- -MFR. OF RAILS, PLATES 669.1
and OTHER HOT-ROLLED PRODUCTS" 2
Silent
16mm. - 1 reel
35mm. - 1 reel
I
Film is devoted to details in manufacture of rails, rods!
and plates and picture steps in process through to final in-
spection, cutting and finishing for market.
145a "THE STORY OF STEEL- -MFR. OF WIRE PRODUCTS" 669.1
Silent
6mm. - 1 reel
i5mm. - 1 reel
Shows manufacture of wire products; preparation of rod;
drawing of wire; galvanizing of wire; making wire fence; wind-
^ng of fine wire; and cole rolling of flat stock.
5ue9o ,miJlJJbuaq nl *xo1: o^larsrttXJ 'lo cd'soT
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16inm. - 1 reel
35imn. - 1 reel
Depicts manufacture of pipe; rolling and cutting of
blooms; rolling, trimming, beveling and bending skelp into




147a ”THE STORY OF STEEL— IviFR. OF SHEET STEEL
MS IM PLATS'”^
Silent
16mm. - 1 reel
35mm. - 1 reel
Shows manufacture of steel sheets and tin plate and il-
lustrates heating and rolling of bars into sheets, trimming,
pickling, annealing cold rolling and coating with pure tin.
Galvanized sheets are made similarly, but coated with zinc.
127 ”THE STORY OF COPPER MILLING ”
Silent
16mm. - 1 reel
669.3
1
Shows mills and smelters in Nevada, Arizona and Utah; rd)
tary car dumper; curshlng of ore and separation by revolving
screens; treatment of ore on concentrating tables; leaching
of oxidized ores; precipitation; stripping sheets of precipi-
tated copper from lead cathodes; dredging oil tailings of
concentration mills from bottom of lake; retreating by am-
monia leaching; ammonia regenerator; concentration by flota-
tion; gyratory crusher; fine grinding in tube mills; use of
classifiers; agitation of ore in water; skimming of froth
carrying fine particles of copper minerals; and shipping of
j
concentrates to smelter. I
i
128 ”THE STORY OF COPPER SMELTING” 669.3 |
2
Silent
16mm. - 1 reel
Presents general views of smelter in Nevada, Utah Ari-
zona and Montana; unloading of coarse ore in blast furnaces
and pure ore and concentre tea in reverberatory furnaces;
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charging converters; pouring slag; pouring blister copper;
casting anodes; and cooling and shipment of castings.




16inm. - 1 reel
|
Shows unloading of blister copper from boat and cars at
Baltimore, Md. refinery; charging into refining furnace with
copper scrap; raking slag off surface; tapping furnace cast-
ing into anodes; cooling; further refining by electrolysis;
a sluge into which has fallen gold, silver and platinum is
removed from tank melted and formed into fullion bars; pure
copper cathodes are melted and cast into commercial shapes,
130 "THE STORY OF 1^ FA BRIO- T ION OP COPPER " 669.3 i
4
Silent
16mm. - 2 reels
Shows loading of copper cakes into platform in front of
ram which pushes them into and through heating furnace to ge ;
red hot, takes them from furnace, and places them on breaking
form rolls where they are reduced to slabs about one fourth
inch thick; shearing into definite sizes and lengths; hot and
rolling into thin sheets; annealing, pickling, washing and
drying; cold rolling for proper hardness; polishing and bund-
ling; smoothing and leveling of sheets; trimming to proper
size and buffing. Shov/s rolling of copper rods and drawing
wire
,




16ram, - 2 reels
I
35mm. - 2 reels
Shows smelter at Herculaneum, Mo.; mixing of concentrates
and fluxes; sintering (roasting) charging of blast furnace;
and haulage of crude lead to refinery.
Pictures smelter at Alton, 111., and roasting of concenjf
trates in pots to drive off sulphur; removal of impurities
from cured lead; running refined lead into molds; and trans-
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16inm. - 2 reels
|
35mra. - 2 reels
|
I
Shows how nickel ore Is being mined loaded Into cars, '
hauled to the bottom of the shaft, crushed and passed throughj
a number of processes; concentrated by flotation and smelted i
In reverberatory furnaces and converters. Film portrays the
j
Increased Importance of nickel alloys, shows the operation of;
an electric furnace In which the alloys are made. Other i|
scenes portray handling of Ingots, pre-heating of blooms, an-|j
neallng furnaces, rolling mills, a pickling plant and other
|
Incidental manufacturing operations. The film ends with
|
scenes showing how nickel Is utilized In Industry, In sports
;
and In the home.
j
ARTICLES IVIADE ^ I^BTALS
j
152 "MAKING AN ALL-STEEL AUTOMOBILE BODY" 672 |
1 !
silent
16mm. - 2 reels
35ram. - 2 reels
Shows mining of Iron ore, smelting ore In blast furnace,'
conversion of Iron Into steel. Illustrates use of steel In
|
battleships, skyscrapers, ocean liners and modem passenger
|
trains. Shows steps In construction of all steel automobile
|
shaping wooden patterns for metal dies, making mold of wooden
pattern In sand, pouring white-hot metal Into sand mold to
form metal die, and after metal cools breaking molds to form
!
metal die and removing sand from die by bumping, machining anj
polishing dies, and die In massive press. Shows "quarry
tests" of completed car by twice causing it to fall over a i
precipice with no apparent harmful results to its operating
mecbanism.
i
154 "THE METALS OP A MOTOR CAR" 672
2
Silent
16mm. - 2 reels
35mm. - 2 reels
Opens with views of automobile chassis, with pointer and!
labels Indicating various metals and metal alloys used In the
construction at each location. Parts of engine are next showi
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in detail and function of each is explained, as well as ne-
cessity for use of metals that withstand v/ear, shock, fric-
tion, extreme heat or corrosion from gaseous products of com-
bustion. Other products ir the car shown and the metals and
alloys needed to meet specific requirements of each are showh.
BUILDING IVIATERIALS
149 "CONSTRUCTION THAT ENDURES " 691,3 I
Silent
16mm. - 1 reel
SSmra, - 1 reel
Animated graphs show proportions of cement stone, sand
and water that will give best results; effect of too much
water in mixing strength of concrete; and rapid increase in
mileage of concrete pavement.
148 "FROM mountain TO CEIvlBNT SaCK" 691,5
Silent
16mm. - 1 reel
35ram. - 1 reel
Scenes picture most important of 80 processes involved
in cement manufacture, Portland cement is defined and paral-
lel drawn between bread baking and cement making. Views fol
low the quarrying, loading, crushing and grinding of lime-
stone and preparation of clay, slag and shale. Device is
shown picking up sample for testing and typical laboratory
scene follows. Concludes with final steps in preparing ce-
ment for market tying and filling sacks.
TRAVEL
158 "GLIlEPSES OP TEXAS— ITS NATURAL RESOURCES AND
j





16mm. - 1 reel i
35mra, - 1 reel '
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"THE SHENADOAH NATION/iL PARK" 711
13
JJA.
16nmi. - 1 reel
35inni. - 1 reel
113 "THROUGH OIL LANDS OF EUROPE AND AFRICA-- 914





IGram. - 2 reels
j
35imji. - 2 reels
Shows oil field at Wietze, Germany; Celle oil field;
Pechelbronn field near Strasbourg, Alsace, with drill in
action, and production of oil by mining oil sands; docks at
Havre, France with views of tankers and storage tanks; and
shipping of oil in Paris by barge on Seine and by truck* In
eludes scenes in Madrid and irrigation water wheel outside
the city with peasants washing clothes and views of the na-
tives; and Alhambra at Granada, with close up views of
richly carved walls and ceilings. Methods of stripping bark
from cork oaks and its transportation by carts and donkeys
to manufacturing centers are shovm, as well as Moroccan sea
port Ceuta, across straits of Gibraltar, and market place
at Tangier. There are also views of Fez, capital of
Morocco, Oran and Medjillah oil fields near Tlluanet,





THE DANUBE AND ROUNiANIA " 2
Silent
16ram. - 2 reels
35mm, - 2 reels
Opens v/lth panorama of Naples, Mount Vesuvius and har-
bor and also shows oil fields of Villeja, views of glass-en-
closed reservoir where mud, water and gas are separated fron
oil; and scenes in Venice, Views are given of market place
of Mezokovesa, Hungary; Hungarian soldiers; people in fete
day costumes; floating mills in Danube River below Budapest
with machinery driven by current; transportation of oil froa
Roumania fields on Danube by barge; oil port of Giurgiu, Ron-
mania; and Russe across the river in Bulgaria. Shows train
of oil tankers at Ploesit, an Important refining center of
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of supplies to oil fields by bullock wagons; field storage
tanks of wood reinforced with reed; gypsies; modern steel
derricks at Balcoi field; Bustena.ri field with its many hand
dug wells; and v/oraen raising and lowering pipe by hand.
115 "THROUGH THE OIL LiiHDS OP EUROPE & AFRICA— 914 !
POLAUD
.
GREECE ARP EGYPT " 3
Silent
i
16mm, - 3 reels
!
35inm. - 3 reels
Shows Schodnlca field in western Galicia, transportation
by steel tank cars and cans and wooden tanks on carts; primi-
tive life of Polish peasants; and in Greece the Acropolis at
Athens, ruins of old t envies, shows many Egyptian views Inclu
Ing gates of Cairo street scenes, Egyptian women, tombs of
caliphs, Egyptian wedding procession; manufacture and trans-
portation of pottery; raising of water by primitive means and
plowing, scenes in Valley of Knigs, tankers laden with oil
produced near Red Sea and refined at Suez passing through
Suez Canal; transportation of oil to interior in tank cars;
and delivery of gasoline and kerosene in Cairo.
i-
137 "THROUGH OIL FIELDS OF MEXICO" 917
Silent
ISmrn. - 3 reels
35mm, - 3 reels
Reel 1 offers general views a-*^ound oil fields of Mexico,
first oil burning locomotive. Also shows two of world’s best
known oil wells—Potrero del Llano and Dos Bocas, Pictures
modern canp with beautiful surroundings at Apapapote Nvineq,
results of fire which burned 3 months at Dos Bocas well;
bringing in of Tierra Blanca # 54 well, one of Mexico's
largest gushers; gas absorption plant and pung) station. Ship
ping of petroleum products by tank car from Vera Cruz to
Mexico City, street scenes in Mexico City and in Tampico and
arriving at Baltimore, where it is gaged, tested and pumped
by hose into pipe line connected with shore tanks.

u. s. bureau of prisons bureau op prisons
U. S. Dept, of Justice
Washington, D, C.
INTRODUCTION AND ])/IETHOD OF PRODUCTION
Film was produced with the cooperation of an industrial
concern and depicts the rehabilitation program of the Bureau
of Prisons. It was made for use as a principal part of the
Bureau of Prisons exhibit at the Great Lakes Exposition.
TYPE OF AUDIENCE
Film was produced for no particular type of audience.
In response to a questionnaire on the subject, the statement
was made that the film has not been produced particularly
for school use, Ho¥/ever, it may be shown in schools and
many have done so. It may be used in connection with the




Requests should be made direct to the above address.
At the present time prints are not available from any other
source then the above address.
RULES GOVERNING SALE
The film is not for sale. However, word has been re-
ceived that if a school was Interested, it would be per-
mitted to use the negative and sound track in procuring a
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U. S. WOMEN » S bureau WOFlEN’S BUREAU
U. S. Dept, of Labor
Washington, D. C.
INTRODUCTION AND METHOD OP DISTRIBUTION
The work of the Women’s Bureau in investigating condi
tions, formulating standards and showing industrial causes
of human waste with its widespread effects on the nation and]’




is shown. The film was made by commercial producers for thej
I




According to the Women’s Bureau, the films are suitable
for school use. They may be combined with a talk on the
women’s work in the community or a club or university
program on labor conditions.
METHOD ^ DISTRIBUTION
The films are available from the above address. To
facilitate distribution, copies of the films have been
placed in film distributing centers, a few of these are
listed below:
Behind the Scenes in the Machine Age (35mra.
)
School District of Philadelphia, Parkway at 21st Street, !
Philadelphia, Penn.
Visual Education Division, Board of Education, Los Angeles
,
California. (He asked that v/e refer no requests).
Visual Instruction Bureau, Unlv. of Texas, Austin, Texas.
I
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Visual Instruction Dept., Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa.
University System of Ga., Flm. 10, 223 Vi^alton St., KV/.,
Atlanta, Ga.
16mm . width film
School of Education, Boston Univ., 84 Exeter St., Boston




Bureau of Visual Instruction, Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison,!
Wise.
Bureau of Educational Cooperation, University of North
Dakota, Grand Porks, N. D.
Visual Education Center, Public Schools, San Diego, Cal.
Bureau of Visual Instruction, University Extension Div.,
University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas.
School District of Philadelphia, Parkway at 21st St.,
Philadelphia, Penn.
Extension Div., Univ. of California, Berkeley, Cal.
Visual Education Div., Board of Education, Los Angeles,
Cal. (He asked that we refer no requests).
National Film Library, Inc., 837 S. Flower St., Los
Angeles, Cal.
Adult Education Dept., Board of Education, iwinneapolis,
Minn.
Western Sound Service, Inc., Skinner Bldg., Seattle, \¥ash.
Los Angeles Library, 832 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal.
County Schools, San Diego, Cal.
Garrison Film Distributors, Inc., 729 7th Ave., New York.
univ. of Hawaii, T. I.
Motion Picture Bureau, National Council, YlvICA, 347 Madlsor
Avenue, New York City.
Extension Division, Univ. of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas
Univ. Ext. Service, Univ. of 111., Urbana, 111.
Univ. System of Ga., Rm. 10, 223 Walton St., NW., Atlanta.
Visual Education Service, 131 Clarendon St., Boston, Mass.
Visual Education Section, Board of Education, Chamber of
Commerce Bldg., Los Angeles, Gal. (2nd set"
Division of Adult & Continuation Education, Dept, of Ed., '
311 State Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.
Cooperative Educational Film Library, Syracuse Univ.,
!
Syracuse, N. N. '
Bureau of Visual Instruction, Ext. Div., Univ. of Col.,
|
Boulder, Col.
Bureau of Visual Ed., Brigham Young Univ., Provo, Utah. i
What ' s In A Dress . This film was released only a short tlmej
ago. At the present time of writing no
prints were placed in deposit for dis-
tribution.





Div. of Vis. Ed., Bd. of Ed., Ramsey Bldg., Pine St.,
below 12th, Philadelphia, Penn.
Visual Ed. Div., Bd. of Ed., Los Angeles, Cal.
Visual Instruction Bureau, Unlv. of Texas, Austin, Texas
Visual Education Section, Bd. of Ed., Los Angeles, Cal,
Unlv, System of Ga,, 223 Walton St. F.V,, Atlanta.
16mm .
Extension Service, Unlv. of Hav/aii, Honolulu, Hawaii.
Visual Education Section, Bd. of Ed., Los Angeles, Cal,
Visual Ed. Center, San Diego, City Schools, San Diego, Cal.
School of Ed., Boston Univ., Boston.
Visual Aids Service, Univ. of 111., Urbana,
Motion Picture Bureau, YMCA, New York, N. Y.
Los Angeles Film Library, 832 Wilshlre Blvd., Los Angeles.
Visual Education Bureau, Bd. of Ed., Los Angeles, i
Western Sound Serv., Skinner Bldg., Seattle, Wash,
j
San Diego County Schools, San Diego, Cal.
j
Garrison, Film Distributors, Inc., 729 7th Ave., New York.!
Visual Ed. Serv., 131 Clarendon St., Boston.
Extension Div,, Unlv, of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas.
Univ. System of Ga., Rm, 10, 223 Walton St. NV/., Atlanta.
Extension Division, Univ. of Cal., Berkeley, Cal.
Research Director, Adult Ed., VifPA., 143 Baxter St., N. Y.
j
Div. of Adult & Continuation Ed., Dept, of Ed., 311 State !
Bldg,, Civic Center, Los Angeles, Cal.
Visual Ed. Section, Bd. of Ed., Chamber of Commerce Bldg.,
Los Angeles, Cal. (2nd set)
Cooperative Educational Film Library, Syracuse Univ.,
Syracuse, N. Y.
|
Bureau of Visual Instruction, Extension Div., Univ, of
|
Col., Boulder, Col,
Bureau of Vis. Ed., Brigham Young Unlv., Provo, Utah,
School Librarian, Orange County, Sante Ana, Cal.
j
Story of the Women * s Bureau (35mm.
)
Visual Ed, Div., Bd, of Ed., Los Angeles, Cal.
Div. of Vis. Ed., Bd. of Ed,, Philadelphia, Penn,
Visual Instruction Bureau, Univ, of Texas, Austin, Texas.
Ext, Div., Univ. of Col., Boulder, Col.
Univ. of Ga., Atlanta, Ga.
16mm .
Motion Picture Service, 347 Madison Avenue, New York,
Visual Ed. Center, San Diego City Schools, San Diego, Cal.
Ext, Div., Univ. of Cal., Berkeley, Cal.
School of Ed., 84 Exeter St., Boston Univ., Boston,
Bureau of Visual Instruction, Univ. of Wisconsin, Ext,
Service, Madison, Wise.
Western Sound Service, Inc., Skinner Bldg., Seattle, Wash.
f
Visual Education Section, Bd. of Ed., Los Angeles, Cal,
Bureau of Visual Instruction, Ext, Dlv., Univ. of Col.,
Boulder, Col,
Acting Director, Univ. of Hawaii, Honolulu, T. H,
Adult Ed., WPA., 143 Baxter St., New York.
Extension Dlv,, Univ. of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas.
Garrison Film Distributors, Inc., 729 7th Ave., New York.
Director, Coop. Educational Film Library, Syracuse Univ.,
Syracuse, N. Y.
RULES GOVERNING SALE
Copies of the films are for sale. Prints may be pur-
chased from a commercial concern holding the year’s contract
with the permission of the Bureau.




16mm, - 1 reel
35mm. - 1 reel





16mm, - 2 reels
35mm. - 2 reels
En5)hasizes in the story of Dad’s shirt the part played
by women in the country’s mass production and business. It
begins with the picking of cotton; follows it through the
fascinating processes in the mills by which the raw cotton i
turned into thread, then into cloth; goes to the factory
where the cloth is turned into a shirt; pictures the steps bi-
v/hlch the garment is shipped to the store where it is sold t^'
the customer.





16inm. - 3 reels
35nini. - 3 reels
Deals with the general theme of h\iman waste in industry
particularly as related to women workers. Special emphasis
is given to technological changes as a possible factor in
unemployment unless a well-planned program of adjustment of
workers displaced by machines is adopted. The efforts of th4i
Women’s Bureau to help avert human waste through its investi-
gations of conditions pertaining to employed women and its
standards formulated to promote their welfare are stressed.
"¥/HaT’S IN A DRESS" 331.4
4
Silent
16mm. - 1-^ reels
35mm. - li reels
Sound
ISinm. - 1^ reels
35mm. - 1-|- reels
Deals with old problems in the dress Industry and new
ways of solving them. It pictures legislative action and
cooperative efforts of enqployers and employees as responsibl^i
for the shorter hours and better wages now in force for most
workers engaged in making dresses. In contrast are the
scenes of sweatshop conditions and industrial home work whlc][^
still prevail in some places. The possibility of solving
these and other problems, such as seasonal unemployment,
chiseling, and the speed-up system through the help of all
concerned- -manufacturers, employers, workers and consumers
—
is stressed. The interest of the Women's Bureau in this
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U. S. CHILDREN » S BUREAU
TDept . of Labor!
Editorial Division
U. S. Children’s Bur
Washington, D. C*
Note : This Bureau does not distribute other films of
the Dept, of Labor.
INTRODUCTION AND METHOD OF PRODUCTION
The various films have been produced v/lth the coopera-
tion of hospitals, clinics. State Depts. of Public Health,
universities and doctors. Some of the films are of a tech-
nical character and require the assistance of a commentator
who is thoroughly acquainted with the subject matter.
TYPE AUDIENCE
The films are intended for physicians, physical educa-
tion teachers, athletic directors, recreation leaders,
parents and general audiences.
The first reel of the film on Posture is particularly
adapted for children and parents.
The film on Prenatal Care is intended for showing to
expectant mothers.
The film on Polyiomelithis is of a technical character.
The first and fifth reels are intended for professional and
non-professional audiences. The second, third and fourth
reels are intended for physicians, students of medicine,
orthopedic nurses and physical therapists.
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and are of a very technical nature that makes them unsuited
for general audiences.
METHOD OF DISTRIBUTION
Requests for the use of the films should he sent to the
Editorial Division of the U. S. Children’s Bureau at Wash-
ington which has a complete set of the films for loan pur-
poses. The film on Polyomelitis is lent only on the
authorization of the Crippled Children’s Division of the
Children’s Bureau. The films on Obstetrics are loaned only
on the authorization of the Maternal and Child Health Divi-
sion of the Children’s Bureau.
Many of the films are also available from other distri-
buting centers, but it v/as Impossible to secure a list of
these sources for inclusion in this survey.
RULES GOVERNING SALE
The Children’s Bureau authorizes the purchase of prints
of its films by responsible organizations who often in turn
I
distribute the films. The approximate cost of the Posture i
film is |18.00 for the two reels, not Including cost of reel
|
and can. The other films are not available for sale from
the Children’s Bureau but may be purchased from the follov/-
ing sources:
Judy ’ s Diary - -Bureau of Visual Instruction, University
of Wisconsin, Madison, Wise. The price
is foO.OO for the two reels.
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Prenatal Care- -Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.
Cost is !ji)20.00. Before making arrange-
ments for this film, a notification
should he sent to the Bureau of Maternal
and Child Health, Michigan Dept, of
Health, Lansing, Michigan v/ho have the
negatives.
Obstetrics Joseph B. DeLee Obstetric Motion Pictures
Company, 5841 Maryland Avenue, Chicago,
Illinois. Prices are |:40.00 per reel for
the 16mm. width and ijjjGO.OO per reel for
the 35nira. width,
Safe Home Dr. Herbert Ashley Durfee, 24 Clarke St.,
Delivery Burlington, Vermont at price of $70,00
per copy.
News Reel Company, 1707 Sansom Street,
Philadelphia, Penn, at moderate cost.
The actual price could not be secured. Ik
is probably necessary to secure permissio^'i
for the purchase of the films from Dr. P.
Brooke Bland, 1621 Spruce St,, Philadel-
phia, Penn,
I
Maryland League for Crippled Children, '
9 East Franklin St,, Baltimore, Maryland.




16inm, - 2 reels




A film presenting material on good posture and its rela-
tion to physical fitness. The film was produced under the
close supervision of Dr. Armin Klein, Director of the posture
clinic of the Massachusetts General Hospital and of posture
clinics for the health department of Boston, Either reel may
be used separately, the first as a general introduction and
the second showing important posture exercises. Animated
drawings show the effect of posture on the bony framework of
the body. Glimpses of well-known athletes and others are use
to Illustrate good posture. The film is Intended for physi-
cians, physical-education teachers, athletic directors and
recreation leaders, but is also used for a general audience.
The first reel is particularly adapted for parents and childron.
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16imn. - 2 reels
A film presenting a day in the life of a normal child six
months of age, from time of waking up at 6:00 A.M. to bedtime




16mm. - 1 reel
The purpose of the film is to eii^haslze to the expectant
mother the necessity of adequate prenatal care,
"THE TREATIviENT OF ASPHYZIa NEONATORUM " 618.2
1
Silent
16mm. - 2 reels
"THE TREATIVIENT OF BREECH PRESENTATION " 618.2
2
Silent
16mm, - 2 reels
" GOJ/IPLICATIONS OF THE SECOND STAGE "
Silent
16ram, - 1 reel
"CRANIOTOMY m DEAD CHILD "
Silent
16ram. - 3 reels
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“THE TREaT^IEMT ^ FACE PRESENTATION
"
Silent
ISinm, - 3 reels
"THE FORCEPS OPERATION"
Silent
ISmin. - 4 reels
"INJURIES OF THE NETOORN"
Silent







"THE PHYSIOLOGY AND CONDUCT NQRJVIAL LABOR " 618.2
9
Silent
16mm. - 4 reels
"POSTPARTUM HEMORRHAGE "
Silent
16mm. - 1 reel






16mm. - 2 reels
Preparations of the bed for delivery. The minimum setup
of instruments and their arrangement, placing of the patient,
anesthesia and the actual delivery of a primipara, repair of
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16nim. - 5 reels
A film demonstrating methods of examination, protection
and treatment of cases of poliomyelitis.

U. S. NAVY DEPARTMENT NAVY RECRUITING BUREAU
U. S. Navy Department
Christopher and Washington
Streets
New York, N. Y.
INTRODUCTION AND METHOD OP PRODUCTION
The United States Navy through its Navy Recruiting
Bureau has a number of films available for public showing.
These films have been prepared by both Navy photographers
and private concerns.
TYPE OF AUDIENCE
These films were intended for showing to prospective
applicants, their parents and organizations Interested in
Naval activities. Although they were not prepared particu-
larly for school use they are in demand for high schools as
a matter of interest and to acquaint pupils with life in the
Navy,
m'mOD DISTRIBUTION
The Navy Recruiting Bureau whose address is given above
does not distribute films direct from this address. The
Bureau has, however, placed films in deposit at the main
Naval Recruiting Stations for distribution in the territory
covered by them.
The following is a list of the main Navy Recruiting











































New Post Office Bldg.
Faller Bldg., 8th & Walnut Sts.
Old Post Office Bldg.
Post Office & Court House
U. S. Custom House
Old Post Office Bldg.
Nev; Federal Bldg.
Post Office Bldg.











N. Side Post Office Bldg.
U. S. Custom House
U. S. Court House






U. S. Court & Customs House
RULES GOVERNING SALE
Information as to the possibilities of purchasing
prints of films and rules and regulations governing such
sales were not available.
.
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I123 "IN Palestine"
Silent




16mm. - 1 reel
35mm. - 1 reel
Scenes of the River Jordan, Sea of Gallilee, Jerusalem,
Bethelem and scenes of the crucifixion.
124 "AN EGYPTIAN ADVENTURE" 359
2
Silent
IGirnn. - 1 reel
Sound
16mm. - 1 reel
35mm. - 1 reel
Scenes of Cairo, Alexandria with a trip to the Sphinx
and Pyramids. Also comedy of sailors buying buried treasure.
125 "DO\ra TO DALIvIATIA"
Silent




16mm. - 1 reel
35mm. - 1 reel
A trip through the Straits of Velrzle; views of Cattaro,
Spalato, Ragusa and Venice.
133 "HIGH SPEED" 359
4
Silent Sound
16inm. - 1 reel
35mm. - 1 reel
16mm. - 1 reel
Life on a cruiser v/ith romantic comedy.
136 "THE GRAY ARtlADA" 359
5
Silent
16mm. - 1 reel
Sound
16mm. - 1 reel
35mm. - 1 reel
The United States fleet in action launching planes and
firing broadsides of big guns.

HA.
137 "CAIRO TO CAPETOWN" 359
6
Silent
16mm. - 1 reel
Sound
16mm. - 1 reel
35mm. - 1 reel
A visit to ports on the ooast of Africa with a running
talk by the "Globe Trotter".
139 "FLEET HOI" 359
7
Silent
16mm. - 1 reel
Sound
16mm. - 1 reel
35mm. - 1 reel
Peace time missions of the Navy. Nicaraguan earthquake
disaster. Church services on board ship. Fleet at sea.
140
Silent
16mm. - 1 reel
"SPRINKLES OF SALT" 359
8
Sound
16mm. - 1 reel
35mm. - 1 reel
Navy routine life on board ship explained in dialogue.
Scenes showing sailors at work and play on board ship.
141 "WITH THE YANGTZE PATROL" 359
9
Silent
16mm. - 1 reel
Sound
16mm. - 1 reel
35mm. - 1 reel
A story of the U. S. Asiatic Fleet in Chinese waters
showing commerce on the Yangtze River.
142 "ROVING THE MEDITERRANEAN" 359
10
Silent
16mm. - 1 reel
Sound
16mm. - 1 reel
35ram. - 1 reel
A cruiser's visit to Europe showing American Bluejackets
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16mm. - 1 reel 16mm. - 1 reel
35mm. - 1 reel
j
Training personnel for submarine duty. Life on board a
|
submarine. Operating a submarine and undersea rescue appara- I
tus
.




16mm. - 1 reel 16mm. - 1 reel
35mm. - 1 reel
Showing the part athletics play in training of sailormen
Scenes of boxing, wrestling, football, fencing and some of
i
the Navy’s own distinctive sports.





16mm. - 1 reel 16mm. - 1 reel
|
35mm. - 1 reel
j




146 "SKY FLEETS OF THE NAVY" 359
14
Silent Sound
16mm. - 1 reel 16mm. - 1 reel
35mm. - 1 reel
Aviation in the Navy and part it plays in coordinating
with surface vessels. Maneuvers showing planes taking off
aircraft carriers and from bases ashore, firing torpedoes and
dropping bombs. Thrilling scenes of a sham battle at sea.
147 P^ EASTERN STATION " 359
Silent Sound
16mm, - 1 reel 16ram. - 1 reel
35ram, - 1 reel
Scenes in and near Manila- -native life. Phlllplno wed-
ding. Sports in the Philippines.
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16rani, - 1 reel
35mm* - 1 reel
16mm, - 1 reel
Scenes of Peiping (Pekin) --forbidden city Palace of Kang
Hsi.
149 "MKING i/lAN-O-V^AHSMEN" 359
17
Silent Sound
16ram. - 2 reels 16mm, - 2 reels
35mm, - 2 reels
Scenes at U, S, Naval Training Station showing training
of recruits. Drills, exercises, schools, entertainment, etc.
150 "CROSSROADS OF THE PACIFIC"
Silent




16ram, - 1 reel
35mm. - 1 reel
Showing shipboard scenes and fleet exercises while enroul e
to the Hawaiian Islands. Travelogue showing scenes of variouj
points of interest in Hawaiian Islands,
153 "IMKING CRAETSMEN" 359
19
So\md
16mm. - 1 reel
35mm, - 1 reel
Trade schools of the Navy, How men are taught and
trained in the various crafts.
154 "NEPTUNE’S REALM" 359
20
Sound
16mm, - 1 reel
35ram, - 1 reel
Frollcksome initiation ceremonies of crossing the equator
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ICnmi. - 1 reel
35irmi* - 1 reel
Story of the Panama Canal; of the Balboa Panama City and
early construction scenes.
"MODERN MAN 0» WARSI^N " 359
22
Sound
IGmm. - 2 reels
35ram. - 2 reels
Silent
16inm. - 1 reel
"CROSSING THE LINE "
Sound
16rara. - 1 reel
35inm. - 1 reel
359
23
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U. S. POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT U. S. POST OP’FICE DEPT.
Press Relations Dept.
Washington, D. C.
INTRODUCTION AND METHOD OF PRODUCTION
Only one film is available from this source. Very
little information was obtained on it. The film was pro-
duced by an industrial concern.
TYPE OF AUDIENCE
The film is suited particularly for stamp club programs
and school use. In response to a questionnaire on the sub-
ject, it was reported that the film is suitable for all
grades.
METHOD OF DISTRIBUTION
The film may be secured from the above address upon
application to the Director of the Press Relations Depart-
ment. The film is not available from sub-distributing
centers and it is not for sale.
|
"travels of a POSTAGE STAlViP " 383.2
Soimd
16nim. - 1 reel - 450’
Shows the travels of a postage stamp as it goes through
various services on a letter.
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DIV. OF SANITARY REPORTS Div. of SAN. REPORTS AND STAT
U. S. Public Health Service
Treasury Department




The films are of two types-- "The Science of Life Series 1"
and the series of films designed to show the "work of the
U. S. Public Health Service" from its simple beginning in
1798 down to the great far-flung organization of today. At
|
I
the present time the "Science of Life Series" is no longer
|
i
in deposit at V/ashington as the prints are deteriorated.
IvIETHOD OF PRODUCTION
The films were prepared under the direction of the
,
Surgeon General of the U. S. Public Health Service and pro- !
duced by the Bray Pictures Corporation with the aid of many
|
of the leading Public Health Agencies of America.
TYPE OF AUDIENCE
The "Science of Life Series" is recommended by the
Government through the Surgeon General for use by the State,
County and Municipal Boards of Health, Health Associations,
High Schools, Junior Colleges, Private Preparatory Schools,
Community Centers, Educational Forums, Social, Fraternal and
Labor Organizations and Commercial and Industrial Concerns
having welfare departments.
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The film on the work of the Public Health Service was
j
prepared principally for administrative work and is not
loaned to schools. Occasionally this film is loaned to
j
other stations of the Public Health Service but its use is !
I
in connection with the work of the Public Health Service,
j
There doesn’t seem to be any uniform agreement regarding the'
type of audience for whom the films are intended. The Public
Health Service states that the films are NOT for school use
j
and the producer--Bray Pictures Corporation— specifically
j
states that the films are for such use--at the least the
|
I
"Science of Life Series",
METHOD OF DISTRIBUTION
The films may be obtained free of charge from the Publiis
Health Service in Washington or they may be rented from the
Bray Pictures Corporation, 729 Seventh Avenue, New York.
There are no other sources from which the films may be ob-












Science of Life Series--? reels for $375, -single reel $35. '
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Sound
"HISTORY AND DUTIES” 614
1
16nmi, - 1 reel
Prevention of introduction of diseases from abroad.
(Quarantine)
"PREVENTION OF INTRODUCTION OF DISEASES FROM 614
abroad^* 2
Sound
16irmi, - 1 reel
Bubonic Plague. Prevention of inter-state spread of




16mm. - 1 reel
Cooperation v/ith state and county health authorities.
"COOPERATION WITH STATE AND COTOITY 614
HEALTH AUTHORITIES " 4
Sound
16mm. - 1 reel
Keeping informed on prevalence of disease. Investiga-
tion of diseases of man.
"DISCOVERY OF Tm CAUSE OF PELLAGRA " 614
5
Sound
16mm. - 1 reel
Tularaemia. Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever. Parrot
Fever.
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ISnrni, - 1 reel
Public Health aspects of Venereal Diseases. Marine
Hospitals and medical care of beneficiaries of the Public
Health Service.
"14ARINE HOSPITALS AND PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE" 614
7
Sound
16imn. - 1 reel
National Leprosarium at Carville, La. Medical advice
to ships at sea. Medical service in Federal Penal and Cor-
rectional institutions. Narcotic Farm at Lexington, Ky.
THE SCIENCE OF LIFE SERIES
SECTION I GENERAL BIOLOGY
"PROTOPL/iSM : THE BEGINNING OF LIFE "
Silent
16ram. - 1 reel
570
1
The earliest forms of life as revealed through geology,
characteristics of living things--movements, irritability,
assimilation, reproduction- -shown in the amoeba, stentor and
other forms; nature of protoplasm.




16mm. - 1 reel
How the one celled plant or animal reproduces by divid-
ing; sexual reproduction in pond-scum and hydra; budding in
hydra; structure of a flower; pollination by insects; origin
of seed.
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Silent
"REPRODUCTION IN HIGHER FORMS " 570
3
16imn* - 1 reel
Development of higher organisms from the one celled
j
stage; reproduction in fish, reptiles, birds and mammalia, !
including ovulation, fertilization, development and nourish-
|
ment of the embryo. Delicately jet straightforwardly handled !
for school use.
i




16mm. - 1 reel
The sun as the source of energy in living things; oxida4
tlon and energy; relations between plant and animal growth; I
the role of bacteria.
SECTION n COMMUNICABLE DISEASES
j
"HOW PLANTS AND ANII.IALS CAUSE DISEilSE " 614.93
j
Silent
16mm. - 1 reel
Types of bacteria and the diseases they cause; anti-
septics; animal parasites; sterilization; action of white
corpuscles; tuberculosis bacteria--!resh air and sunshine
their enemies.
"HOW DISEASE IS SPREAD " 614.93
2
Silent
16mm. - 1 reel
A series of dramatic epslodes showing how bacterial in-
fection is transmitted through carelessness in the ordinary
contacts of life; spread of infection; necessity of careful
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"HOW TO PREVEI^T DISEASE" 614.93
3
Silent
16inm. - 1 reel
Contamination of water supply through ignorance and
t
carelessness; reduction of death rate following preventive
measures; pasteurization; quarantine; vaccination; anti- I
toxin; Schick test; death rates from prevalent contagious I
diseases; venereal disease and the need for open, courageous?
discussion thereon.
j




16mm. - 1 reel
Life history of the mosquito; malaria parasite and cycl<i
in the mosquito and in human blood. Prevention of malaria
and yellow fever.
"THE FLY AS A DISEASE CARRIER " 614.93
5
Silent
16ram. - 1 reel
Life history of the housefly and its structure, especially
of feet, proboscis and crop as related to spread of bacteria
breeding and feeding habits; practical suggestions towards
extermination.
SECTION III PERSONAL HYGIENE
"PERSONAL HYGIENE FOR YOUNG WOR'EN" 613
1
Silent
16mm. - 1 reel
Reproduction and important allied subjects carefully ye;
comprehensively treated; relation to health and character of
internal, secretions; wholesome thinking, wise eating and
care in selection of companions, for health and happiness.
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16mm. - 1 reel
j
Internal secretions and their relation to health and
1
power; reproduction and important allied subjects; dangers
i of indifference to self control,





i 16mm, - 1 reel
1
This reel with the two preceding ones rounds out a
clean-cut, wholesome and Inspiring presentation of fundamen-
j tal information as a safeguard to health. Standards of heal
j
promotion; exercise; good air; sunshine; sleep; cleanliness;
j
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\DIV. _0F VENSREhL diseases
U. S. Pub. Health Service
Treasury Department
Div. of Venereal Diseases I





INTRODUCTION AND METHOD OF PRODUCTION
}
The films employ newsreel methods of presentation when i
intended for general public. They have been prepared imder
;
the direction of the Surgeon General of the U. S. Public
Health Service and produced by the iigfa Ansco Corp. of New
York. The film on the "Diagnosis and Treatment of Syphlllis''




Some of the films are intended for the general public
j








Films are available direct from the Division of Venerea]
Diseases of the U. S. Public Health Service. The Division
has NO prints on deposit at State Colleges, Extension Centersi,
i'
Universities and other institutions having film libraries.
i
Prints of the films are for sale.
RULES GOVERNING SALE
The U. S. Public Health Service has to be very particu-
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lar as to whom these films are released as their main object
is educational. It has become necessary to prevent the ex-
ploitation for commercial purposes of these films.
I
j
The silent films are obtainable for purchase from the i
Agfa Ansco Corporation, 245 W. 50th Street, New York at a
I
cost of M5,10 for the film "Syphillis; Its Nature, Pre-
i
j
vention and Treatment", and for the other film entitled I
"Syphillis of the Central Nervous System: A Preventable
Disease", the price is f34,05.
The sound film "Diagnosis and the Treatment of
Syphillis" may be purchased from the Burton Holmes Film
Corporation, 7510 North Ashland Avenue, Chicago, 111. The
cost is Spl59.10 for the 16mm. width and $216.90 for the
35mm. width.
"THE DIAGNOSIS AND TREATI\ffiNT OF SYPHILLIS" 614.54
1
Sound Sound
16mm. - 2 reels 35mm. - 9 reels
Shows how the disease is diagnosed and treated





16mm. - 2 reels
Intended for general public.
I
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"SYPHILLIS OP THE CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM: 614.54
A PREVENTABLE DISEASE '^ 3
Silent
16inm. - 2 reels
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U. S. COAST GUARD U. S. COAST GUARD
Treasury Department
¥/ashington, D. C.
INTRODUCTION AND METHOD OP PRODUCTION
The films were produced to show the general activities
of the U, S. Coast Guard and were produced by a commercial
concern, Bray Studios, Inc^ with the cooperation of the




Neither of the two films available have been produced '




fJETHOD ^ DISTRIBUTION |
i
}
These films may be secured by writing to the Commandant,!
I
U. S, Coast Guard at the above address. The films are shown '
by a qualified Coast Guard operator using Coast Guard motion !
picture equipment. The films are also distributed to the
j
various units of the Coast Guard throughout the country
where it is considered they can be used to the greatest ad-
vantage. Pilms are not shipped to users and pictures can
only be shown when a government operator and government equij
ment is available.
The films "The Story of the Coast Guard" and"Coast Guard,
Communications" may be obtained from the following Coast
Guard units:
I
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Commander, Chicago Division
U. S. Coast Guard
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Chicago, 111.
Commander, Boston Div.




U. S. Coast Guard
Rockefeller bldg.
Cleveland, Ohio
Commander, New York Div.
U. S. Coast Guard
Custom House
Nexv York, N. Y.
Commander, Norfolk Div.
U. S. Coast Guard
Post Office Bldg.
Norfolk, Va.
Commander, N. Orleans Div.










The film "The Story of the Coast Guard" may also be
|
I
obtained from the following Coast Guard units:
Superintendent Recruiting Officer
U. S. Coast Guard Academy u. S. Coast Guard
’
New London, Conn. Custom House
,
St. Louis, Mo, I
Commander, Jacksonville Dijr.






Commander, San Francisco Dtv.






The U. S. Coast Guard does not have prints of these
films for sale. These may, however, be purchased or rented
from the producers, Bray Pictures Corp. located at 729 7th
Avenue, New York. Sales prices are JijjSO, per reel for any of
the subjects. Prices for the complete series are fl50 for
the Coast Guard Communications Series and ^350 for the Story
of the Coast Guard Series. The only requirement this company
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has in the purchase of its productions is that the buyer
use the films for his own purposes. In other words, the
buyer cannot allow the film to be duplicated or circulated
to outside parties as that is in direct competition with th^
business policies of the Bray Pictures Corporation.






16mm. - 1 reel
Establishment of Cutter Service in 1841, of the U. S.
Life Saving Service in 1871. Reorganized as U. S. Coast
Guard in 1915. Duties in time of war. Organization of the
Coast Guard. Divisions, districts, etc.
"AIR SERVICE OF U. S. COAST GUARD" 359
24
Sound
16ram. - 1 reel
Typical stations. Miami and Cape May Air Stations-
-
Types of planes. Duties of the Air Service. Transfer of
injured seamen from ship at sea to plane and flown to shore
for hospitalization.
Sound




16mm. - 1 reel
Classes; formations; radio school; engineering labora-
tory; ordinance; Infantry drill; study; summer cruise; small
arms and gunnery practice; graduation.




16nmi. - 2 reels
Duties; Barge Office, N.Y.; harbor patrol; patrolling
regattas; service to fishing fleet; rescue of disabled tug
and barge; barges in storm; hurricane; flood and earthquake
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rescue work; ice breaking; removing derelicts; enlisted men’
training station at Fort Trumball, Conn,; cutter activities.
ML
""U, S. COAST CUARD SERVICE ASHORE ” 359
27
Sound Section IV
16inm, - 2 reels
Location of life saving stations; equipment; personnel;
duties; pulling disabled yacht off beach; resuscitation,
watches and beach patrol; boat race and drill; beach appara-
tus drill; actual breeches buoy rescues from wrecked vessels
Cost of entire service less than one-half of cost,
”U,S. C.G. CUTTER NORTHLARD ^ ALASKA ” 359
28
Sound Section V
16mm, - 1 reel
Each summer the Coast Guard sens cutter to Alaska to
render such medical adjudiciary and other aid as necessary
among natives. Replenishes supplies of Coast Guard station
at Nome; brings mail; patrols islands, etc. Intimate, in-





16mm, - 3 reels - 1200’
Progress of Communication from the time of inception
up to the present efficient communication set-up of which
the Coast Guard possesses a typical example. This film
shows the complete organization and operation of what is
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U.S. DEPARTMENT
Chief of Air Corps Office




Note ; This office does not distribute any other of the
War Department films. The office of the Chief of the Signal
Officer distributes other films of the Department. The Divi-
sion of Motion Pictures of the Dept, of the Interior and the
Division of Motion Pictures of the Dept, of Agriculture dis-
tribute a number of the CCC activities films.
METHOD _qF PRODUCTION
The films were produced by the Air Corps with the excep-
tion of the following:
Glider Flights American Glider Association
How A Sea Gull Plies Pathe News
Baron Shiba Film Society of Automotive Engineers
Airfoils " " " "
I
TYPE OP AUDIENCE






I METHOD DISTRIBUTION I
All requests for films should be made to the Office of !
the Chief of Air Corps given above. There are no sub-distri-
buting centers. Prints of the Air Corps films are not avail-
able for copy or sale. Note : Numbers on the left side of
film descriptions refer to the code number of the agency and
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79 "GERIMN GLIDER CONTEST 355 i
1921, RHONE , GERr.liiNY '* 1 |
I
Silent
35mm, - 1 reel - 535’
Views of the various entrants and their machines; mono-
plane of Count Von Luttwitz; Budig in biplane glider; Fritz
Sxhwiezer in a glider of laminated wood covered with linen;
entered by Gotha Gliding and Sailing Society; biplane glider
entered by the Bramschwig Plying Society; Aero Club of
Stuttgart, Bremmer, pilot; biplane entered by Fred Richter; I
Waltenaegler entrant of 16 meter span; Martens flying the Haj
over Tech, High School entry; N. Bavarian Aero Society of
|
Nunberg entry, flown by Pelener; entry of Aero Club of
j
Bavaria, Roller, pilot; Kemeree in entry of Aerodynamic '
School, Aachen,




35mm, - 1 reel 684’
The Wright Brothers win $30,000 U, S, Army prize at
Fort Myer, Va. for the first Army airplane. Views of the
hangar and the flights.
107 "COMPOSITE BOMBING PLANE ”
Silent
35mm, - 1 reel - 1,000’
355
3
Showing tests by Army Air Corps, first on the ground
where the outline of a battleship is used as a target for
practice; then off the Virginia Capes on the old U, S, S.
Indiana, the ex-German submarine, U-117, the Destroyer G102,
the Frankfort cruiser and the Ostfrlesland using smoke,
phosphorous and high explosive bombs, also a 4,200 lb, pro-
jectile loaded with 1,812 lb. of TNT attached to a plane,
and a crater in the ground 20 feet deep and 65 feet in dia-
meter, the results of a test
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IThe Mirror reflecting the past and present. Views of
,
Wilbur and Orville Wright; their first airplane; President
i
Pallieres of Prance and General Prench witnessed the first
public flight in history August 8, 1908; Glenn H. Curtiss,
American pioneer of aviation at Rhiems, Prance, 1908; Jean
Bleriot, first aviator to cross the English Channel; Lincoln
Beachey, the first man to "Stunt” an airplane; views of
later models.






3bmm, - 1 reel - 1,000’
Leinweber Bros,, Chicago. Engineers see demonstration
]
of M. Dougheret; Prance attempst to win $20,000 prize offered
by Prench government; the Oemlchen Helicopter "Prance" testecS
with and without gas bag; Pescara Helicopter "Barcelona",
j
Spain, tested by Issy, Prance; Harry A. Berliner & Son,
i
American inventors, test at College Park, Md. ; DeBothezat '
Helicopter, developed and tested at McCook F'ield.
119 " GERMAN GLIDER CONTEST 355
1922
,
BERLIN GERMANY ” 6
Silent
35mm, - 1 reel - 980 *
Views of Gerseld; the Plying Camp; Dr. Schute Engle
j
Urinus; Dr, Hoff; Krupp; Prince Henry; Eng,, Seekatz, others;
the various airplanes, monoplanes, biplanes and glider of
j
Dr. Sultan; the "Vampyr" and "Geheimrat" flying at same time;
Dr, Schute with Hentzen and Martens, !
122 "PRENCH GLIDER CONTEST 355
1922
,




35mm, - 1 reel - 431
’ |
Inventors of many nations compete for prizes for motor-
less airplanes; M. Massoutrot, Prench ace flies one of the
entries; United States is represented by college students;
pilot E, T, Allen; Allen makes a flight of 2 min, 29 sec,;
Prench Parraan glider meets with disaster.
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35imn, - 1 reel - 1,000'
Depicting methods of testing parachutes; studying action
through the slow motion camera; comparison of regular servic€i
packs with largest parachute in the world; tests with dummy
weights; two chutes carried on all test 3Uii5)s--Chanute Field
Parachute Class jumps; ten men jump from transport at Chanutei
Field; Mitchell Field, Long Island, delayed opening jumps*





35mm, - 1 reel - 1,006'
Army Air Corps T-2 trans-continental airplane; rede-
j
signed at Engineering Division, McCook Field and 410 gallon
gas tank Installed in wing. Fuselage modified for dual
controls and extra tanks; assembling the v^ring on fuselage;
weight of plane, 10,850 pounds; ready for flight; inspection:;
swinging the compass; comparison with other Army planes;
Liberty 400-horse pov/er engine; the T-2 taken to Wright Flel<
for attempt at endurance record April 16-17, 1923.








Depicts in detail each part of the turbo- supercharger
j
and its functions, increasing the horse power of the engine '
at high altitudes by maintaining sea level air pressure, i
Plying a supercharged airplane; use of control levers from i
the cockpit of an airplane; the world's altitude record of '
Lieut, J, A. MacReady was made possible by a Moss super-
]
charger.






35mra, - 4 reels - 4,000'
Showing advance preparation. Start from Santa Monica;
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views at Sacramento, Seattle, Prince Rupert; British Columbili^
Chignik Bay, Alaska; Aleutian Islands; Lieut. Smith assumes
command; map showing route across the Pacific; scenes at
Kurile Islands; receptions in Japan; Shanghai; Calcutta;
Constantinople; Gardens at Versailles and Paris.
The flight from Paris, Prance crossing the English
Channel; London and Brough, England; Orkney Islands; Lieut.
Wade picked up by the U. S. S. Richmond; Locatelll aboard thjf^
Richmond; Labrador and arrival and reception at Boston.
Boston to Seattle; New York City; Washington.




35ram. - 1 reel - 1,000*
Depicting the progress of commercial aviation in Europe
under government subsidy; German, French and English routes
and planes; Americans in Europe patronize air lines; 64
American girls visit London on an '*Air Excursion"; arrival





35mm. - 1 reel - 788*
143 "CRASH TESTING ^ AIRPLANES "
Silent
Obsolete airplanes started down a 600 foot runway and
crashed head on into a concrete wall to determine probable
cause of fires, v/ith a view of preventing them; both battery
and magneto -ignition was used in the tests; crash-proof '
tanks were also used.
I
147 "THE OPERATION ^ BOMB SIGHTS
"
Silent






A U. S. Army Air Corps instructional film showing that
the accuracy of bomb dropping depends upon team work, ac-
curacy of sighting, instruments, simplicity of operating it;
that the variable factors to determine the bomb's path are:
ground speed, air speed, wind speed, altitude and type of
bomb; accuracy of instrument depends upon its provisions for
correcting all variable factors which determine a bomb's
path; first consider its path in a vacuum; this depends on
ground speed only; bombs released from an alrplsne; from a
fixed balloon. Animated scenes of bomb sight operation.
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148 "MANEUVERS OF FIRST PROVISIONAL AIR
BRIGADE , 1925 "
Silent
35ram. - 1 reel - 1,055’
355
15
GebFirst Provisional Air Brigade under command of Brig.-
Fechet execute a concentration problem over Langley Field;
views of headquarters; Gen. Fechet and Staff; arrival of
Third Attack Group, First Pursuit Group and a Bombardment
Group; the attack from above and below on bombers by First
Pursuit Group; attack on Attack Group by the Pursuit ers; the
enemy's airdrome, hangars and planes outlined in attack by
the Brigade with bombs and machine guns; bomber attack troop
east of hangars, release 100 pounders; Washington attacked
from the sky.
3
155 "AIR FORCE MANEUVERS, 1926 " 355
16
Silent
35mm. - 2 reels - 1,764'
First Provisional Air Brigade Maneuvers, 1926 at Wilbur
Wright Field in which 44 airplanes and over 100 men took
part; personnel of the First Pursuit Group from Selfridge
Field, the Second Bombardment Group from Langley Field and
|
the Third Attack Group from Key Field; Brig. Gen, James E.
j
Fechet in command; Fechet and Staff; Inspection by Maj. Gen.i
Patrick; execution of flying mission; theoretical bombing
j
attack on bridges across the Ohio River at Cincinnati; Brig.j
Gen. Fechet takes part in the flying; the groups in flight; i
return to V/ilbur Wright Field.




35mm. - 1 reel - 485'
A slow motion picture study of the sea gull in flight
in San Francisco Bay.




35mm. - 2 reels - 1,426'
An instructional film on the operation of the radio
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as an aid to aerial navigation; the radio beacon operated on
course between Dayton, Ohio and V/ashington, D. C. and in
actual use; the beacon station at Dayton, Ohio.
159 "AIR SPEED INDICATOR"
Silent
35mra. - 2 reels - 1,888'
An Instructional film on the operation of aircraft in-
struments; air speed indicators are of two types—dynamic an(£.
true--useful in piloting an airplane and determining the alrj
distance travelled; the parts in operation. I
355
19




35ram. - 2 reels - 2,050'
Preparation for the flight at San Antonio, Texas; per-
sonnel and friends; the start; arrival and reception at Tam-j
pico, Mexico; Mexico City; Vera Cruz; Guatemala City.
Arrival at Frace Field, Canal Zone and views in and
around Panama; Santiago, Chile; Rio de Janeiro; South American
cities; British \¥est Indies; Puerto Rico; Miami, Fla; end of
flight at Bolling Field; congratulations by President Cool-






35mra. - 3 reels - 2,600'
355
21
Joint Ground and Air Maneuvers and Air Corps demonstra-
tions, 1927, Port Riley, Kansas; Fort Sill, Okla.; and Kelly
Field, Texas. Army Blimp TC-10 in flight over San Antonio
and maneuvers area; troops and equipment of various branches
of the Army; Air Force attacking troops and smoke curtains,
j
Anti-aircraft demonstrations; airplanes attack troops;
Bombardment group is attacked by Pursuit group; troops re-
turning to camp review.
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I169 ’'FLYING CADETS" 355
22
Silent
16inm. - 2 reels - 1,990’
Depicting airplane pilot training at the Army’s Plying
Schools, Air Corps Training Center, San Antonio, Texas.
Arrival of cadets at Brooks Field; preliminary work and flyiilji
training, using the smaller type of training planes. Flying
acrobatics; formation practice; night flying; flying larger
ships and specialized training in Pursuit, Observation, Bom-
bardment and Attach planes; graduation.







16mm. - 1 reel - 1,050’
i£L
Preparation for fli^t from California to Honolulu by
i
Army Air Corps pilots; Lieuts. Lester J. Maitland and Albert!
P. Hegenberger in a tri-motored Pokker monoplane; the pilotsj
and Gen, Patrick; the take-off; arrival and reception at
Honolulu; return and reception by San Francisco and Oakland,
Cal.; Milwaukee, Wis. and Washington, D. C.
171 "WINGS OF THE ARMY " 355
24
Silent
35mm, - 4 reels - 4,075’
Depicts the early developments of aircraft; flights by
V/right Bros.; the Army’s first airplane; early types of !
planes and early and modern modes of transportation and i
aerial navigation. Air corps tests of parachutes, airplanes!
engines, all metal and reversible pitch propellers and hy-
draulic brakes; the radio beacon; crash testing of airplanes
six types of airplanes and their uses. Tests for maneuver-
;
ability of planes; Army flight to Hawaiian, Pan-American, I
Around the World, Coast to Coast, Dawn to Dusk and Alaskan;






"BARON SHIBA FILM" 355
25
35ram 1 reel - 878’
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A high speed photo film on aeronautical research from a
report of the Aeronautical Research Institute, Tokyo, Im-
perial University, Japan.
173 ‘'AIR CORPS demonstration, 1928 "
Silent
35mm. - 3 reels - 2,782'
100 Army planes assemble at Langley Field, Va. to de- !
monstrate the offensive and defensive value of modern mill-
|
tary aircraft; attack planes fly over targets firing machine!
guns, followed by others with 30 lb. bombs; Pursuit planes j
simulate an attack on Attack planes; bombers; flying forma-
tions are targets for Pursuiters. Ft. Riley, Kansas demon-
stration of method of attack in cavalry units; Cavalry is
protected by a smoke screen; troops are replaced by targets
and these are attacked by Attack planes; the combined Air
Forces simulate an attack on a regiment of cavalry; final
demonstration at Ft. Riley.
355
26
175 "ENDURANCE FLIGHT OF
PLANE"
'QUESTION MARK ' 355
27
Silent
35mm. - 1 reel - 475'
Depicting endurance flight in January, 1929 by refueling
in the air, the "Question Mark" a three motored monoplane
commanded by Maj. Carl Spatz, A. C., Capt. Ira C. Eaker, A.
pilot; Lieut s. Halverson and Quesada and Sgt. Hooe remained
in the air cruising over Los Angeles and the Pacific Coast
150 hours and 41 minutes; an outstanding feature of the flig^jit
proves the feasibility of refueling long distance aircraft
without landing.







35mm. - 1 reel - 562'
Depicts preparation for flight; oxygen apparatus; Capt.
Gray and Mr. A. B. Lambert, Official Observer; maneuvering i
the balloon; the take-off; the descent from 16,000'; para-
chute jump from 8,500'; Bur. of Standards report on flight oi'
of May 4, 1927
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35imii, - 1 reel - 1,082'
Depicting flights; Peter Hesselbach aloft 57 minutes atl
Highland Light, Mass.; college boys build and fly gliders atj
Arcadia, Cal.; German boys trained as gilders at Rhone Vallej
Germany; Gerfeld, Germany. Herr Hentzen, German student
flies 3 hours and 10 minutes and holds world record; Rossite
Germany; aeronautical experts witness christening and first
flights at Univ. of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.; first glideif
class in the U. S. at Univ. of Michigan is given demonstra-
tion by Dr. Wolfgang Kemperer, holder of German license #1;
Glider Club at San Francisco fly American built craft.
355
30
188 "FIRST PURSUIT GROUP l930 ARCTIC PATROL "
Silent
35mm. - 1 reel - 1,126'
Depicts the personnel, planes and virlnter equipment at
selfridge Field, Mich. ; transport planes carry supplies and
radio; methods of freeing planes from ice and snow; radio










35ram. - 3 reels - 3,037'
145 planes participated in field exercises; 75,000 lbs.
of supplies flown from Rockwell Field by transport squadron;
flight of B-2 bomber by Mechanical Pilot; smoke screen arourl
the Capitol of Cal.; mission of Pursuit planes vs. Bombing
planes and Pursuit planes vs. Attack planes. Attack planes
act as two-seater Pursuit protection for bombers; demonstra4
tion of aerial combats at high altitudes; shows aerial photci
graphy. Protection of San Francisco by transport; Inspectlpln
and review of provisional Wing; a bomber covers Maher Field
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192 "BOMBING TESTS, FT. SILL, OKLA
. ,
CAMP




35mm, - 1 reel - 1,062’ 35mm, - 1 reel - 1,062’
Air Corps’ Giant Condors lay some 2,000 lbs, "eggs" in
the rocky hills near Ft, Sill, Okla,; 3rd Attack group use
old planes as targets at San Antonio, Texas; Camp Stanley
bombing tests,
193 "THE DEVELOPMENT ^ TRANSPORTATION " 355
33
Silent
35mm, - 1 reel - 1,055’ |
From the early use of trained animals, vehicles, loco- '
motives, automobiles and the airplane; early types of plane;^,
the Air Mail and later types of military and commercial air-
planes,
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U. S. V'/AR DEPARTMMT OFFICE OF THE CHIEI’ SIGKaL OFFICE
U. S. War Department
Washington, D. C.
/43
Mote ; Tills office does not distribute any other of the
War Dept, films, with the exception of one film shov/ing gen-
eral activities of the CCC v/hich is distributed for the
Civilian Conservation Corps. The Office of the Chief of the
Air Corps distributes some of the other films of the Dept.
INTRODUCTION AND METHOD OF PRODUCTION
The majority of the films available from this office
has been made up by compiling and editing material in the
Vifar Department historical film library. Since this is the
case, the subjects do not change from year to year as a
general rule. All have been produced by the Signal Corps.
TYPE ^ AUDIENCE
The films are intended for patriotic and educational
audiences. In response to a questionnaire on the subject,
it has been reported that none of the films have been pro-
duced particularly for school use.
METHOD OF DISTRIBUTION
Requests for the films may be directed to the Chief
Signal Office at the address given above or to the Commandlngj
General of the particular corps area in v/hlch it is desired
,
I
vj the film. Tlia ,reuueat_foj a Yilm must be algned by_
|:
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an officer of the Army of the United States, member of the
Officers Reserve Corps, public official, an official of a
patriotic organization or a charitable or educational insti-
tution, No films are for sale. None of the films are avail
able from distributing centers such as schools, museums and
university extension centers.
The following corps area offices have films for distri-
bution:
Headquarters, First Corps Area
Boston, Mass,
Headquarters, Second Corps Area
Governor’s Island, N, Y,
Headquarters, Third Corps Area
Baltimore, Md,
Headquarters, Fourth Corps Area
Atlanta, Ga,
Headquarters, Fifth Corps Area
Fort Hayes, Columbus, Ohio
Headquarters, Sixth Corps Area
Chicago, 111.





Headquarters, Eighth Corps Area
Fort Sam Houston, Texas
Headquarters, Ninth Corps Area
Presidio of San Francisco, Cal.
These offices as v/ell as the office at Washington have
only the general activities film of the CCC entitled "The
Civilian Conservation Corps". For other CCC films request
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-III ^ojiSolriO
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of Motion Pictures and to the Division of Motion Pictures,
U.S. Dept, of Agriculture, Washington, D.C., both of whom
have copies of a number of CCC films for distribution
through their respective offices.
SPECD^L NOTE ; In communicating with the office of the
Chief Signal Officer, a request was made that since the de-
mand for these films is so great, it is not possible to
meet any considerable increase and therefore a request was
made that no distribution or publicity be given their list
of films.
Note : Number on left side of film description refers
to the code number of the film assigned by this agency and
should be given when requesting films.
Mild 6 "SQUR summer ^ T^ C.M.T.C." 355
34
Sound
35mm. - 1 reel
Typical scenes from camps over the nation.
M754 ‘'ARRiY TEST FLEET" 355
35
Sound
35mm. - 2 reels
Q.M.C. truck testing operations at Cair^) Rolavird and
Port Knox, Kentucky, 1933.





35mm. - 1 reel
An interesting demonstration of army ordinance at
Aberdeen Proving Ground.
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'
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H1112 "BATTLE OP ANORE" 355
37
Silent
35inm. - 3 reels
Activities on the British front during the Battle of
Ancre, taken by British photographers.
AEF505 "PRES , W. WILSON »S ARRIVAL IN PARIS "
Silent






M80 "80TH DIVISION "
Silent
35ram, - 12 reels
Troops from New Jersey, Virginia, Maryland,






35mm, - 6 reels
Troops from Kansas, Missouri and Colorado,
355
40
M91 "91ST DIVISION "
Silent
35mm, - 5 reels
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M99
Silent
"BATTLE OF ARRAS" 355
42
35inm, - 3 reels i
i
The activities on the British front during the Battle I
of Arras taken by British photographers. 1
I





35rain. - 6 reels i
The training of the Italian soldier photographed by the
Italian government and received in 1932.
M379 "BURIAL OF THE UNKNOITO SOLDIER" 355
44
Silent
35mm. - 2 reels
The funeral procession from the Capitol down Pennsyl-
vania Avenue and the services at Arlington Cemetery, Nov. ll^
1921.














35mm. - 2 reels
Applying the knowledge of Army chemists toward the cure
of influenza and the eradication and control of such pests
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M725 ''THE NATIONAL AIR RACES " 355
48
Silent
35mm. - 1 reel
j
Chicago, 111., 1930. Highlights of the big ten-day i
show, including spectacular stunt flying by Jimmy Doolittle,,
Marshal Colombo of Italy, Captain Doret of France--unusual
formation flying by service planes, autohelicopters and
gliders in flight—and the thrilling "Crazy Aviator Stunt"
|
by Commander Atcherley of England.
|




35mm. - 1 reel




35mm. - 2 reels
The Cavalry Division on the march and in the field.






35mm. - 6 reels
;
I
Leaving Seattle, August 15, 1929 and through the Panama!
Canal to London where cable is loaded on ship from Siemens i
Bros. Factory. The ship proceeds south to the MediterranesLr]|
Sea and through the Suez Canal on to the Philippines where
,
seven sections of inter-island cable are laid and returns toi
Seattle, February 11, 1930. Interesting stops are made at i
Panama City, Colon, London, Oran, Port Said, Cairo, the
Pyramids, Columbo, Singapore, Manila and Tokyo.
;




3omra. - 3 reels
Shows the manufacture of cable, making a factory cable
|
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35iTmi. - 1 reel
M2 "2ND DIVISION—REGULAR AR^jIY "
Silent





35inin* - 8 reels
M4 "4TH DIVISION—REGULAR AHMY”
Silent
35inm# 10 reels
M26 "26TH DIVISION "
Silent
35rrmi. - 25 reels
Troops from New England
M78 "78TH DIVISION "
Silent
35mm. - 4 reels
Troops from New York and Northern Penn.
M28 "28TH DIVISION "
Silent
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35mm, - 3 reels
Troops from N, J., Va., Del,, and the Dist, of Col,
M32 "32ND DIVISION" 355
62
Silent
35mm, - 16 reels
Troops from Mich, and Wise,
M33 "55RD DIVISION "
Silent




35mm, - 1 reel





N, D,, and S, D,
M35 "35TH DIVISION"
Silent
35mm, - 16 reels
Troops from Mo, and Kansas,
355
65
M36 "56TH DIVISION "
Silent
35mm, - 2 reels
355
66






35inm. - 5 reels
Troops from Ohio and W. Virginia.
M40 "40TH DIVISION " 355
68
Silent
35inm, - 1 reel
Troops from Cal., Nev., Utah, Col., Ariz., and N. Mex.
M41 »41ST DIVISION " 355
69
Silent
35nmi. - 3 reels
Troops from Wash., Ore., Mon., Idaho and Wyoming.
M42 "42ND DIVISION "
Silent
35mm. - 8 reels










AEF399 "ARMISTICE DAY IN PARIS "
Silent
16mm. - 1 reel
35mm. - 1 reel
355
72
With the crowds on the streets, November 11, 1918
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16inm, - 1 reel
NO 35min. prints available
Scenes at Versailles in the Hall of Mirrors during the
signing of the Peace Treaty between Germany and the Allies.
AEF1020 "THE VICTORY PARADE IN PARIS " 355
74
Silent
16mm. - 1 reel
35mm. - 1 reel
The famous march down Avenue Champs Elysees, through
the Arc de Triomphe, led by General Pershing and Marshal
Foch. July 14, 1919.
M487 "THE LIFE OF O’REILLY" 355
75
Silent
16mm. - 2 reels
35mm. - 2 reels
Views of Fort Riley, Kansas and a long fast ride with
a group of officers, showing the good sportsmanship and good,
horsemanship that make the life at Riley.




16mra. - 4 reels
35mm. - 4 reels
A resume of the World War, showing American troops from;
the time they went over till the Armistice was signed.
M51 "shots ^ Tlffi WORLD WAR " 355
77
Silent
16mm. - 2 reels
35mm. - 2 reels
A brief summary of the World War- -Woodrow Wilson- -sub-
marines sinking merchant ships (taken from a German submarin b)—
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declaration of war--training--convoylng troops--actlon shDts-










16mm, - 5 reels
35mm. - 5 reels
Scenes taken in the battle area each day of the fight--
|{ September 12 to 15, 1918#
I
li M54 "GENERAL PERSHING'S FARE’.VELL TO PRANCE 355




16mm. - 1 reel
35ram. - 1 reel
With him all the way from Brest, France to Washington,
D. C.
j; IiI720 "THE PANAMA CANAL"
I
Silent
16mm. - 2 reels
1 35mra. - 2 reels
j!
I








16mm, - 4 reels
35mm, - 4 reels




"THE CIVILIAN CONSERVATION CORPS" 333.7
1
35ram. - 3 reels
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the life of the CCC enrollee from the time of his enlistment
to his discharge, including scenes at the processing work
camps and a cross section of camp activities and various
work projects. Monologue sound picture with music and effec
background.
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‘ZwmB ^ •i'.^ r
CIVILIAN CONSERVATION CORPS CIVILIAN CONSERVATION CORPS’
Information Office
j
Washington, D. C. |!
Note ; This agency does not distribute films shov/ing
j
ii
CCC activities. None of the CCC films is consolidated in
one central distribution office.
i
I
Films are available from the following sources: l|
Ii
a. Office of the Chief Signal Officer ll
U. S. War Dept. i
Washington, D. C. -




by requesting it from the
Commander of the Corps Area
(See list given in the listing of the
Chief Signal Officer of the War Dept.).
b. Division of Motion Pictures





c. Division of Motion Pictures
j





For rules and regulations governing distribution, sale,
|
etc. see the listings for the above governmental agencies. !
I
Films are listed under the respective agencies mentloned|
above
\r
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INTRODUCTION AND IViETHOD OF PRODUCTION
j
The film is on cooperative marketing and shows in a
very interesting vmy not only how the wool goes to market
through the cooperative route but something of how it is
spun and utilized as in cloth. It was produced by the Dept.




TYPE OF AUDIENCE i
The film has largely been used at farmers* and ranchers
meetings but it is intended for anyone interested in coopera










This film may be secured upon application to the Farm
Credit Administration. It also is available from the Divi-
sion of Motion Pictures of the U. S. Dept, of the Interior
and the Division of Motion Pictures of the U. S. Dept, of
Agriculture. The film is not available for sale.
"COOPERATIVE WOOL FROM FLEECE TO FABRIC" 658.83
11
Sound
16rara. - 1 reel - 500’ S6mm. - 4 reels - 1200’
Covers primarily the cooperative marketing of wool.
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U. S. FARM SECURITY ADMINISTRATION U. S. FARM SEC . ADMIN . i“ “ Director of Information i
Washington, D. C.
INTRODUCTION AND METHOD OF PRODUCTION
The Farm Security Administration was formerly called
|
the Resettlement Administration and had produced and distri- !
1
buted two documentary films. Both these films have received
wide aclaim and are well prepared.
Both films have a musical score which is an integral ^
part of the pictures. Special symphonic scores on native !
American themes are by Virgil Thomson, noted young American
j
composer. Music is played by members of the New York Phil-
|




Smallens, distinguished American conductor.
I




haps of interest to mention the men behind the scenes. Pare
Lorentz, author, critic and director, wrote and directed
both productions. He is the author of two books-- "Private
I
Life of the Movies" and "The Roosevelt Year". Virgil Thomsoij
who composed the musical scores also composed scores for the
|
Federal Theatre Projects of "Macbeth", "Four Saints" and
|
other productions. He is known as a writer and an authority 1
on modern music. Other notables are Stacy Woodard, one of
the noted Woodard brothers who produced the "Struggle of Life
nature films, twice a winner of the Motion Picture Academy
}
Award for "City of Wax" and "The Sea"; Floyd Crosby, world
tt
I
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i
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M
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Xi^.eb&oA enxrtolt ncjitoM adt to 'xaxiniw b eoiy/t jSurXlt aintBn
bXiow tv;cfaO‘i0 bY^rX :”Ba2 adT*^ bna ”xbW to y^XO" ^ot b'xswA
famous cameraman; and Willard Van Dyke, a maker of a documen-
tary film on the West Coast,
In "The Plow that Broke the Plains" the film depicts
the story of the land with people as background. Land is '
dramatized--quite the reverse of usual motion picture tech-
j
nique. While the river Itself is the protagonist in the
film "The River", the human background composed of natives
i
in various localities where the film was made contributes 1
dramatic human interest. Photography, music and poetic
j
I




it relates the record of the Mississippi—where it comes
|
I
from, where it goes, what it has meant to us and what it has '
cost us. !
I
TYPE OF AUDIENCE I
i
Both have popular appeal with mass audiences. They are
|
both especially applicable for educational purposes, Al- i
though they have not been produced particularly for school
|
use, they can be used effectively in classes dealing v/ith
j
such subjects as geography, economics, social studies, etc.
|
They probably are best suited for audiences from the seventh
grade up through adults. Both have been shown in many




These films have two types of dlstribution--non-commer-
cial for non-theatrical use and commercially for theatrical
nejiwoob B 'jtc •lyj/flra p. i)*icII‘'W fxna ;rf<'in:an:. mjio 01/0031
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use
Non-theatrical requests should he sent to the Washing-
!
i
ton office of the Farm Security Administration which is
given on the preceding pages. Requests may also be sent to
the following sub-distributing centers:
DIRECTOR OP INFORMATION




U. S. Farm Sec. Admin.
347 Madison Avenue
New York, N. Y.
DIRECTOR OF INFORMATION
U. S. Farm Sec. Admin.
Lincoln, Neb.
Requests for theatrical use of ”The Plow that Broke the!
Plains” should be sent to Mr. George Gercke
,
347 Madison
Avenue, New York City who handles the bookings.
|
Requests for theatrical use of ”The River” should be i
sent to the office of Paramount Pictures, Inc. This company i
I
has taken over nation-wide distribution of this film on a
;
non-profit basis. The company has distributing offices in i
i
38 principal cities and is booking this film in regular




At this time the film "The River” is not available for
i
i
non-theatrical distribution but as soon as it has been shown,
I
in regular theatres in various areas, it will be made avail-'
able for such distribution.
RULES GOVERNING SALE
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I"The River" can be concluded at the present time althou^ '
orders will be taken. "The River" is not available as yet
,
i
in the 16mm. version but will be in the indefinite future. |
!
Films are sold to responsible parties upon application i
to Mr. George Gercke, 347 Madison Avenue, New York City.
|
1
Prices are^ |50.00 for a 35ram. print and $40.00 for a 16mm.
I
I
print. Purchases must be approved by the V/ashington office
|
of the Farm Security Administration.




Dramatization of the Mississippi--what it has meant to
the country, what we have done with the river, what the rive:j*
has done to us. In nine sequences the film traces life in '
the great valley of the last century and a half- -the early !
days of cotton culture; the lumbering operations in the
north and agriculture in the valley. The consequences of
share cropping, soil exhaustion, unchecked erosion and floods
are dramatically shown. The film also shows that "....we i
have taken the valley apart and we can put it together again]
Scenes of regional planning, TVA developments, and coopera-
tive federal efforts close the subject in a constructive and
|
graphic finale.






"The Plow that Broke the Plains" is a saga of the land
of the Great Plains area of the U. S. dramatized in ten prinJ-
clple sequences.
The film traces the story of the plains country during
the last fifty years. This panorama of American history
surveys the various movements in the great plains area— the
n'
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passing of the buffalo, the successive Invasion of range
cattle, the homesteader and the large scale wheat farraer--
dramatlzed too are the dlsasterous dust storms v/hlch wipe
across one’s fertile acres carrying away rich topsoil and
bringing tragedy to the Great Plains. The production also
shows briefly in pictorial and graphic detail the work
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FEDERAL BARGE LINES FEDERAL BARGE LINES
Inland Waterv/ays Corp*
New Orleans, La.
INTRODUCTION AND ]}iIETHOD OF PRODUCTION
This film provides information in an entertaining way
regarding a most interesting governmental agency--the Federa
Barge Lines operated by the Inland Waterways Corporation.
The film is not propaganda. Pew people realize the magni-
tude and efficiency of the work of this agency. Since the
United States owns all the stock in it, all citizens are,
therefore, stockholders and, as such, are entitled to know
all the facts regarding it. It was produced by the Corpora^
tion with the cooperation of Burton Holmes films, Inc. of
Chicago.
TYPE OP audience
The film has been shown at the Century of Progress
Exposition in Chicago. It is intended for showing to schoolji
clubs, business organizations, colleges, civic bodies and
chambers of commerce.
METHOD OF DISTRIBUTION
The film is available from the above address. Distri- >
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R. B. Annis Company
1505 E. Michigan Street
Indianapolis, Ind.
Brigham Young University





University System of Ga.
Div. of General Extension








Oregon State Agrlc. Colleg^i
Dept, of Vis. Instruction
Corvallis, Oregon
University of Minnesota






202-3 Board of Trade Bldg.
Ill West 7th Street
Los Angeles, Cal.




16mm. - 1 reel - 1200'
The development of water transportation in the Mississ3|t»
pi Valley for the past hundred years, from the days of the
flat boats and keel boats to the present Diesellzed, all-
steel, twin screw, tunnel-type tow boats and steel barges.
Shows the development of Interchange river and rail terminall|s
by the different cities throughout the Mississippi Valley,
the various t3rpes of equipment now in use, and the final
coordination of truck-rail-barge-ocean transportation. In
addition, this picture shows the picking, trucking, ginning,
compressing and shipping of cotton; the threshing, harvest-
ing, transportation, milling and handling of grain; the manu|-




U. S. FEDiiKAL HOUiilNG ADMIN. RADIO & MOTION PICTURE SECTION
1
U. S. Fed. Housing Admin.
Washington, D. 0.
INTRODUCTION AND IvIETHOD OT PRODUCTION
The administration has only one film— a technical one.
This film has been produced v/ith the cooperation of the
National Lumber Manufacturers Association.
TYPE OF AUDIENCE
The film is of particular interest to classes in engi-
neering and architecture.
METHOD DISTRIBUTION
Requests should be sent to the address given above.
Copies of the Bbnim. version of the film is obtainable also
from the Federal Housing Administration Office, Bound Brook,
New Jersey. None of the prints is distributed from the
regional offices of the Administration.
The follov/lng universities have copies of the IGram.





Div. of University Ext.
Urbana, Illinois
University of Oklahoma
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U. S. FEDERAL HOUSING ADMIN. RADIO & MOTION PICTURE SECT.
U. S. Fed. Housing Admin,
Washington, D. C.
INTRODUCTION AND METHOD OF PRODUCTION
The administration has only one film--a technical one.
This film has been produced with the cooperation of the
National Lumber Manufacturers Association.
TYPE OF AUDIENCE
The film is of particular Interest to classes in engi-
neering and architecture.
IVIETHOD OF DISTRIBUTION
Requests should be sent to the address given above.
Copies of the 35mm. version of the film is obtainable also
from the Federal Housing Administration office. Bound
Brook, New Jersey, None of the prints are distributed from
the regional offices of the Administration,
The following universities have copies of the 16mra,
film for distribution in their respective areas:
University of Colorado University of Illinois
Extension Division Div. of University Ext,
Boulder, Colorado Urbana, Illinois
University of Oklahoma
Dept, of Visual Education
Norman, Oklahoma
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.noiJS'idaXalmbA odd lo soolTlo lAno.t3 ©i end
TirrOI ©fid Oio aeiqoo evsd aeldla'i^vinir sriXwoIXol ©dT
isAo-jB ©vldoaqesi TLledd nl noXdjJcfi’xdBlb *io'l rrrXX'l
eionXIII "lo ^jdXa'ievXxxU'










"CONSTRUCTION OP THREE SMALL HOMES" 331.833
Silent Sound
IGirnn. - ^ reels - 1600’ 16inm. - 2 reels - 800'
Shows the design and construction of three small homes
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INTRODUCTION AND METHOD OF PRODUCTION
|
I
Note ; Very little Information could be obtained on the !
I
films obtainable from this department. Information was re-
j
I
ceived however that the subjects listed below are obsolete I
1
and that the films are old and therefore there is hesitation I
about loaning them out. All recent film that has been pro-
j
i
duced is of a confidential military nature and regulations •’
prohibit their release, i
i
However, for purposes of reference, the films are listed,
j
i
in this survey although descriptions were not obtainable, I









’’CRUISIN ’ AROUND ”
Silent
35ram. - reel
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eoiIqg4JB 1o :toqoQ
t^OITOlJGQ>>4 gOHasIiV: CIl^TA yiOITungOHTtfT
i




-oi KBW aolim‘£c/ifiI . JnonidtLBqoi) sidd monli eXdBniBd'do EmIX'l
od^Ieacfo 0*16 vtoLad bedell edoercfjja aiid dBdd isvEvorf £>»vl©o
s
nolJsdXeed cX e-ierid o'ic'io'tflild X)ae bio gib antlX i end dari'd bnsi
-oiq rifled 8Bfi dBrld xnlXl jneoerr IXA .d/jo ia3rid j^nlrueol 'cliJcxfB
BnoldBlngsi bnB 6’ixfdBn X'bsdlli'si XBidnebi'lnoa b to sX beonb
,€E.:i0led ‘xtorfd iid'XriO'iq
bedeIX e-iB amlXl arid ,enna'ra'te't to soaoq'iwq *i.o'l tTevewcH
,eId-3£ilsddo don oiew anoIdalioEeb ri^noridlfl aind nx
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INTRODUCTION AND METHOD OF PRODUCTION
The films were produced for the technical public and
have been prepared by the committee to show the results of
some of the investigations conducted at Langley Memorial
Aeronautical Laboratory to supplement the information pub-
lished in the technical reports and technical notes. Duringl
I
the past few years the committee has found increasing use
:








to these data unless they are observed as motion pictures.
!
It is planned to release new films from time to time as!
the result of studies made at the committee’s laboratories
!
at Langley Field, Virginia.
TYPE OP AUDIENCE
Films are technical in nature, produced for a technical!
i
audience and are Intended for use by educational institution^
j
and scientific societies. They are highly technical and are I
not available to high schools or similar schools.
METHOD DISTRIBUTION
Films may be secured by sending requests to the above
I
I




^fOTTC JgOH^ 30 gOH^M qtlA llQTTO'tKlOHT;iX
ofldijq J.aoXnrfoed' ori^t •lol Jbso^JboTq fi'iey; emXIl eaT
lo eJlrjee'i adct worfn od O0^:tlizmco add beTaqa-iq aescf everi
Is’.l-iomeM '^eX^.neJ da iDOdou^noo enoid^gldeavrii add lo anoe
“djjq iiOidamiolnJ: odd dxiomeXqqua od" ^'tods'iodiiij S.Bol^jJBa.o^eA
^fiXipCl .sedon Xp.olnrroeJ drtB edicqaT: XisoXndoed add nX bedeXE
©e.ij jfiXsBb'xonX brxwol ZBd ©oddXmnroo ©dd wel desq odd
noidbiH ;io erLa&w. Bdsb ledneinXioqxe Ic jindbiooeT ©rid ^ol
G.oldauf, Ob od ©XdXeeoqmX el dl darid dial al dl bar, tca'UJdoiq
.eo'iudoiq noljoni bb b&vaesdo eaB Y®dd eealnx/ sdab ©eerfd cd
as ©mid od ©mid raoil axnXil' won 9ss©Iot od bomtsXq el dl :





Xjsolnrioed a 0:01 beosJbo'tq ^vrirJra at I ^elnrloed o-ib srcflt'a |
. noldi/dldanl XsnoldBoi/b© 10I bebnednl ©ib bns eoaetbuB |
©ns bftfi Xnoinriood Ylri^dri &r[a xadT . eoXdolooe ollldaeioe bits
|
.eXoGrioa *iBXlmla 'lO aXoorioa dA±fi od oXosIIevs don
, V;. .
i-IQ I^XUdlK-rSIC W (iPHTak
* ©voriB- 0ri,d od adsonpoi ^nlbnoaVi'^d’ bonnoec ©ri \i\n &kiL 1 % .... ».
'
•" • '' '
^ ^ ^
address. As there are limited numbers of prints of each
subject available, the policy has been not to send more
than two films at a time on any request. Films are not for
sale. However, the committee will allow duplicate copies i
of the films to be made if they are wanted for classroom usej.




16inm. - 1 reel - 400’ |
I
I
Advance angle on combustion in a high-speed compression!
ignition engine. '
”FUNDAI'/IENTAL NATURE OP AIR FLOWS 629.16 !
and AIR-FLOW SEPARATION'^’ 2 i
Silent
16inm. - 1 reel - 400’
”EFFECT ^ AIR FUEL RATIO ” 629.16
3
Silent
16mm. - 1 reel - 400’
Effect of ratio on combustion in a high-speed compres-
sion-ignition engine.
”S0ME EFFECTS OP AIR-FLOW” 629.16
Silent
16ram. - 1 reel - 400’
Effect of air-flow on combustion in a high-speed com-
pression-ignition engine.
”S0I^ EFFECTS OF FUEL INJECTION NOZZLE DESIGN ” 629.16
j
Silent ^
16ram. - 1 reel - 400’
On combustion in a high-speed compression-ignition
engine.
ffo.ao.lo p.d'i'iiiq io eiedirwri jf)9.1imlX o'lji o'isrid’ ek .8ea'il,)ju«
I
e-tora Liiee Q:i don noed B^ci y^olloa ond ,eIcf^IlB7B ^09{.cfi/e
'lol den enk emCiH .dbeiipo'x *^0 erntd- s d-B amlllL owd ncad
eelqoo ediioilq^ij woIIb XIXw oadd-XiTwnoo ecid ^n&vowcid .eXae
,
B&a ffiooissBlo lo’i badnja;” en.B \:ofid 'll ebrm od od eiitlll orfd Tio
ox.esd ’’woiTosiKi .isu'7 qo a'-t’iwqa
j-
dfioixa




nolassiqmoo Loaqs-rtgiil s nX ncXd^jc/d'iiico no elgnje eorfovbA
.onX^jfie noldXrigX
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U. S. SOCIAL SECURITY BOARD
Z2
MOTION PICTURE DIVISION




Note ; At the time this information was secured, the
films were still in production,
INTRODUCTION AND METHOD OP’ PRODUCTION
The films explain various phases of the Social Securit^j
I
Act. The films are being produced under contract with a i
news reel company. The film production is supervised by the!
I
I









The films are of outmost Interest to schools and facul-j
ties. In response to a questionnaire on the subject, it is
reported that all of the films have been produced particu-
larly for school use and that they are suitable for ALL
grades.
IvlETHOD OP DISTRIBUTION
Films are available either from the address listed
above or from the regional offices of the Social Security
Board listed on the following page:







,5e^/ioee eaw ncX;^/3aiolfiX tj/rld- ejirX;^ edJ d^a :3aeil
.aoI.tojjJjo'iq nl Ilids e-iew Etrriil
jlpItt'OvClQHq ^ aOHTgi>! QUA IlQITOUgOHTtll
jj'i'i,yo92 LbIoocI Grid ’io asBBTiq edoJt*iftv nXeXqx© Eiruiq edT
3 ri.tiw XoB'id’noo Tsdmr booB’XjOTq gnXacf ejia axr,Xi'i edT .joA
arid ’,rcf baaivieqjje si aoldox;boiq min odf ,^n^.Tmoo ioe-i swea
^4ii‘ix;ooa XaioOG on'd Xo eQiwdni'i noiioM nc lOsivbA iBOiadosT
.biaoQ
g^>t^>ria»XA m aj[XT
-luoB't ban s roorioe od d-se'iaiai iecjnii/o lo &tJB aciXii edT
3i ii 4d'o9[;dds ©di no ©Tf annoXiSQijp b oi SBnoqeen ni .seid
--'ioid'rsq beotfboiq aoeef svari emii'i odd 'ie xXb b&d'ioq©'!
Jdi\. j.0^ aXcfsdCi/s ©IB dBiXd XrtB sun Xocdos Tco'i ^X*ibX
.a©jbf3*i3
' HoinraTfiTaig 30 gPHTkt/n
b&&eli 8s3*T£>b.Q oiLt
-leddi© oIcfjBXiBVB o-ib QjJtXi'i
V^diax/oad iBlooii ©rid 'io aeoxTip iBfioip.e'i end mo-i't io ©voda
:©8Bq grriv.'oXXo’i ©dd ^o bod all b'ljBoS
Region I 120 Boylston St,, Boston, Mass,
Region II 11 West 42nd St,, New York, N, Y,
Region III Widener Building, Philadelphia, Penn.
Region IV Bond Building, N. Y. Ave. & 14th St., Wash-
ington, D. C.
Region V Union Triist Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio
Region VI U. S. Court House, Chicago, 111,
Region VII Chamber of Comraerce Bldg., Birmingham, Ala.
Region VIII Federal Office Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.
Region IX Dierks Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
Region X Maverick Bldg., San Antonio, Texas
Region XI Patterson Bldg,, Denver, Colorado
Region XII Humboldt Bank Bldg,, San Francisco, Cal,
Films are not for sale,
"vVE, THE PEOPLE AND SOCIAL SECURITY" 331.25
1
Sound
16mm. - 1 reel - 363
»
35mm, - 1 reel - 363’
Explanations of various phases of the Social Security
Act.
Sound
^U'yoUTHPUL OLD AGE'C' ; : , i" 331.25
16mm, - 1 reel - 449
'
35imn, - 1 reel - 449 ’
Act
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- lean X « .raciol
FI35 - loei X - ,f!iL c;6
XsXooS ©Fi Xo o^ej^rfq e^jclisv io anoint anr.XqxlI
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Sound
“application for old age security” 331.25
3
16imn. - 1 reel - 401 ’
35nim. - 1 reel - 401 ’
Explanations of various phases of the Social Security
Act.
Sound
“TODAY'S FRONTIERS” 331 . 25
4
16min. - 2 reels - 877
'
35nini. - 2 reels - 877'
Explanations of various phases of the Social Security
Act.
brcjjoS
* XOJ^ - £ - .raffrdi
'
- leort X -






» VV8 - sX0 ©*T. S; - ..surdX
’vva - el&erc 2 - ..-noiofi
^itX'SJJoeS XsXooe ©flX lo eeaaflq awe£iJ3v Ic encX^sfiEXqxa
. ^ oA
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
New Sprankle Bldg,
Knoxville, Tennessee
INTRODUCTION AND METHOD ^ PRODUCTION
There was considerable difficulty in securing adequate
i
information on the films available. Films show the work anc!
i
activities of the Tennessee Valley Authority. The films arej
I
for the most part by-products of engineering record picturegj
Prom time to time unusual engineering events were photo-




The films are intended for general audiences.
METHOD OF DISTRIBUTION
The films are available upon application to the TVA at
Knoxville, Tennessee. Prom the small amount of information
it was possible to secure on these films, there apparently
are no sub-distributing centers and applications must be
made direct to the main office at Knoxville. Films are not
for sale. Hov/ever, to recognized institutions, “upon assur-
ance that the films will never be used commercially", the
contracting laboratory which made the films is authorized




.^oj '1 0 ?uoHq[ ‘^0 aoH*i’s:.t cm a « 0TT0i;ci«}Kj.^ii
ectiji/pebii :B."^lTrjjoo3 ni oIcfB'reb.taaoo e,<jw a'l&rlT
>fls >ficw &iU wocfe pniXI'5 . ©IdBlljBvjB eirrlll n<o aot^Bm^o'^nl
amIXl eriT . v^tX-xcdcfi^-A eaeaeiineT edj io eeX;tIvl;^ox)
. R3i.vd-oXq Moo&*i j^nl'ioenli^ne fivtowJboiq^d cfiaq ^bohi ©dd ^ol
-od criq eisw^ adnove jinlieenlT^ne Lasj&umi eml:i od aorli £10*1*5
dioffa odiiX Xiodif)© s'lew oserid' nedd .biie i>odqB‘i5
5 on:H:iauA 'iO am'
,eeor£ali?x/B Xa'isna^ ‘lo'i babnadnl ©is anilzl srlT
?iQiTUdTHTaia aQHT:^:>vi
ds AV.r ©dd cd rioXdjeoilqqB ncqif ©XdBliBVJB ©<ij3 beIIjl ©rid*
noldmio'txii: Xo dixo'cipts Iljeme ©rid xqq'i'H .©©Bsann©! ^slllvxonS
^Idns-iBagB aierid ©eorid no e'ljjoas od ©IriisBCo e^w dX
©cf daxjxa enoIdsoIIqqG bna B*iedn0o snXdrjdl-'rdBiri-cfuc on 0*1.9
dofi ©*ij0 e£iII'5 . oIIXvxoxj>i da aod.'tlo nlaci ©rid od dooilri ©bBcn
'i.!je8B ftoqif" *Baoxd.cjdddeni Jboslii^^ooe-i od ^tcovowok .©lae lolt
edd beesj ©ri T:ev©fT IIXw cjPiLi-l edd di>rid oona
’•
oaslTOridwa ai eiirlll ©fid efjBir. rioxdw '^'rodB'rodjel gfiddoB'idnoo
,8nold.;jdxdafid doye od ednliq Xlea od






35mm. - -g- reel
An explanation of the Authority's unified river control
program. Sound version has music by the U. S. Array Band,
but no voice.
"NORRIS DAM CONSTRUCTION" 627.5
5
Silent
16mm. - 3 reels
35mm. - 3 reels
A semi -technical subject, showing how the Authority's
dam on the Clinch River was built.
"ELECTRICITY ON THE FARM" 631.3717
1
Silent
16ram. - 2 reels
35mm. - 2 reels
Explains electricity's many uses in rural areas.




16ram. - 2 reels
35mm. - 2 reels
Excavation of pre-historic shell mounds in the Pickwlcl|E
Landing Dam area.
"WliEELER RESERVOIR CLEARANCE" 627.5
6
Silent
35mm. - 2 reels
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Cc-iX-aoD ‘iQvXi b&lltnsj s 'ij^tlTioricruA eriJ ftoXv-tjanjalqxe oA
tbnaS TjDi'iA .3 .u 'jcf o.tsuOT eari itoXa’iev bnx/oe •ni^'i^oiq
.ooiov Oft
3 .Vi.a ^nTOITOaHT8LOO M aiHKOH”
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ele©*i £ - .iimSI
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vrvs X ISd
I
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oleen S - .flitnSX
elaen 2 - .nawdc.
X©nnn iiX eeejj c ‘ ^^^XoindoeXe anXisIqxS
“ys-i-iAV aao80iviHaT anT hi eanuoM .ijane*'
dftells
cXeen 2 - •irm3I
nXeen 2 - .uiinas
ohv-ilol^ odd nl abnnom XXKxIb oXtodeid-enq ‘lo notdcvBoicS
.Bonis ru3(! gnlbneJ
** aDHAflAa.:TO HIOVhK^SH HEJaaif#”
.nedfiw j^nXXnxjoqmi no'i bnsX
dneXXg
aleen 2 - ,niaic£
end ^niiBoXO:
U. S. VETERANS ADMINISTRATION U. S. VETERANS aDMIN.
Division of Motion Pictures,
U. S. Dept, of the Interior
j
Washington, D. C.
INTRODUCTION AND IVIETHOD OP PRODUCTION
The film was produced v/ith the cooperation of the Dept,
of the Interior, Division of Motion Pictures.
TYPE OP AUDIENCE
pilm is intended for an adult audience and has not been(|
i
produced for school use, i
I
METHOD OP DISTRIBUTION
Pilm is distributed direct from the Division of Motion
Pictiores of the Dept, of the Interior at the above address
and all requests should be addressed to them.
RULES GOVERNING SaLE
The same rules and regulations that govern the sale of
the Dept, of the Interior motion picture films apply here.
Prints are for sale. Requests for purchase of films should
be made to: Director of Motion Pictures, Room 6635, U. S,
Dept, of the Interior Bldg,, V/ashington, D. C. The request
should clearly indicate the use that is to be made of the
film. A full 35mm. reel costs about and a full 16mm
reel costs !$9,00. No change may be made in the subject
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^oiToucio r^'i 50 a(>H'';:?M 1^0 '( to
.3,,oCl 0 iiJ 'lo no.tctfi-roqoo;) erf-f rf^Iw £)©ojjbo*iq s/:fr mill onT
ncj-'icM to aoieivxG ^ToIieJnl ©dJ to
rcu/i w ^7^
[loea toa cij^d orf.'^i ©ofiett-ua jCubp ‘rot i)8ijn©:t£:t si mll'i
.08,1 loorfo?; lot b-3 oisLc'iu
noltoivl to notetvia erii mcnt toei.iJb Jbatncft'rtaib 'e.t mll^
esGTtJjfl evods ©rlt jjs rrof^re^aj. ©ito xo . tqaa 3£i3 to no'cotol^
-f-’orl^ od jjGBse'ihOB ©d tjXxfCfia 8 tB©.upo*i If..-; fjns
auts ^^'11
to otea odt n'nevo;^ ctBfid- saoltja too*! bn3 eelin eniBE ei{9
. i.o.d 5 *i.c;c|-o 2 q rtoljoni 'loitotnl ©xdj tc . tqsci ©rit
b.C'cda arlit to ©B'-'io'iijg 'lot RtgyL'pah .el.^e ‘ir.t £,t:l a'Jnini
- .
. ,c80 ci jitooJ^ aoxTOii' to •ToJos-rJ^ ; Oo’ ©X.-ji,: o'd
teo./po'i 'ert'i .0 .G .nocf^,rJ;r‘a 3 '.. , . ol?! lot^sjnX aila tc .tqeG
edt to ePsm ocf ot ax tua'j oco ori;; ojh-jIpn2 ioXo bX/zctLi
..;iriidl IX/rt b i.x.uj taode r. taco Xc*-x' ,na'Tr6e Hot A .MiXt
to©f;ci>)R oot nX o£)i>fr: 00 yo’^; oT.n^dn uli .QC,^s ateco Xeei
©riX to .Uvc'iqqB ‘icl.H 'Arria^Btcfc Xx/odtXw rrrXtt arid tc 'lOtdB/.i
Division of Motion Pictures
“SERVICE ^ THOSE WHO SERVED " 360
Sound
16irmi* - 2 reels - 629'
35ram. - 2 reels - 2,000'
Shov;s the activities of the Veteran's Administration
Central Office and its facilities.





New York, N. Y.
INTRODUCTION AND METHOD ^ PRODUCTION
The films are dramatized records of accomplishments
under the Works Progress Administration empl03rment program.
They show public improvements and the conservation of human
and natural resources. Prints of the films shov^ing WPA work
in the various states are limited and these are kept on file
at Washington and not circulated for general distribution,
TYPE ^ AUDIENCE
The films are valuable for visual instruction purposes
and have been endorsed by leaders in the visual Instruction
field throughout the country. The films were intended for i
the type of audience interested in government activities,
problems of social significance, industry, construction, the
arts, labor, etc. Teaching guides to accompany the films
are in the process of preparation,
ivIETHOD OF DISTRIBUTION
Films may be secured from the above address. To faclll
tate distribution, prints are deposited in a number of dis-
tributing centers. These include the following:
bn.Q fiol:toi;l lo .via MOI't'A^TtlKTI'KiA 8Xfi'V.
.iilmiJA p.as-i^c'i'i a.iliow
eunev.'x noeii^ijM ciSia
.y .>1 , >''ioY weiif
iiOi ToiTCiOiij w go HT^nv: iioi'^'DgaQHTKi
ecl^ftemdellqraooojB lo sMoosi foosictp.Ati-ib 0*15 aiul.tl sdT
cj-neniYOlqme noiiu^i^sIniiTLbA Beo'ir.o^iq edJ
aflnurf %j nold'fivrtaefioo eiii Dae BJ’nsraovo'iqxni oxlduq Koria
l^iow A'i-: ^niwoda erilil oriJ *io &:)aM . aeoii/oaei ijn;;
oXil no oqsj/ 8*18 oeorld' I)nB berfimil 6 'ib a^i; Ja sjLfoi;'’XBV erio nl
.aoiduffi'id-sxJb lB»ron9?\ lol j36 d-Bli/Giio don nojgqiileBiV dxj
yof^HiGUA sjjyv
I
aaaoqii/q nold'oxridani IbubIv toI aIcfBj;i>.v a^ra anlxl arlT
no.tdoxjtdeni; laxTaiv arid n.t a'xajjaal ycr r’C'errcijns need ©varf bfia
"x.ol bebfiadni eiow airXll ©rfT .y'tdmjoo odd di;cds;jOT;di bXel’l
taeidlvidoB dnernn'xavo?, ni dedr.o-tedrri ©ocisix,!;^ qo
odu tnoldox)‘idanoo .YidaifDnJ: .aoxiaol 1 leiooa ic cmoldc'xq
airLlil odd ynaqmoooi-i od aodJLju^ ^alrioasT- .ode ,/icdBX .adia
.noXdao'aqe'xq lo seeooiq arid nl 8‘ia
ly. yyijy„_
illoal oT .aaoEcdda ©vocfa arid nro-dr. d&qijooa ©d yjBm 3/nII"X
'V
-alb xo ^i9 diDXJn s nl bej-laoqef) e-ca addXT:q , rroXdxdX«xd8ld adad
r^riX^/oIIol ©rid ©bx/Ion;. ©soidX .a'ledrreo ^iildx/cfXid
IYMCA Motion Picture Bureau Free Films Service
625 Madison Avenue Boston University
New York, N. Y. School of Education
84 Exeter Street
Boston, Massachusetts
Practically all University Departments of Visual Edu-
cation listed in the National Visual Education Directory,
as well as a few which although not listed in this publica-
tion have been becoming active in the field, are distribut-
ing films in their respective areas. It was not possible
to obtain a complete list of these sources at the time this
survey was compiled.
A number of school systems which have a city-wide dis-
tributing system such as New York City, Sacramento and Los
Angeles have prints of the films.
RULES GOVERNING SALE
Films will be available for sale. A procedure which
I
will permit the sale of WPA films is now being set up; the
j
I
cost has not yet been determined. Regulations governing
j
sale will probably include a stipulation that no fee be
I
charged for admission where WPA films are shovm and that
j
the 'NPA division of Motion Pictures and Radio receive regu- '
I










16mm. - 5 reels
35mm. - 5 reels
i
Shows representative projects of every kind undertaken i
by the WPA: airports, roads, schools, recreation centers,
j
parks, playgrounds, zoo, restoration of historical shrines,
j
map making, educational classes, traffic studies, etc., etc.!





16mm. - 1 reel
35ram. - 1 reel
Shows nothing but hands. This picture shows idle hands
and hands receiving a WPA check. The check is cashed at the
grocery store and from there on gives a graphic picture of
how many hands this money passes through.
Sound




16mm. - 2 reels
35mm. - 2 reels
Shows the various projects for colored people through-
out the United States. All types of v/orkers--from the com-
mon laborer to the highly-trained technician are shown at
useful tasks under the Works Progress Administration em-
ployment program.
"MN AGAINST THE RIVER " 331.13
4
Sound
16mm. - 1 reel i
35ram. - 1 reel
j
Shows the 1937 Ohio Valley flood and the rehabilitation,
work of various government agencies. The camera records the
rise of the waters in the upper valley and traces the path
of the mighty flood to the mouth of the Mississippi and pro- i
vides a telling argument for proper flood control. !
.•'• '' '
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"RAIN FROM THE BARTH" 331.13
5
lOmiri. - 2 reels i
35mm. - 2 reels i
i
Shows the havoc of drought and dust wrought in the Dustj
Bowl. It also shows what effort is being made by the govern-
ment to furnish water to this area. Dramatic, swift-moving
scenes tell a gripping story of man’s struggle with the
drought in the Great Plains. The opening sequence portrays
sun-parched earth ravaged by blinding dust storms and insect
plagues
.
The following films are on file at the Works Progress
Administration office at Washington and are not available
for distribution at the present time. However, their '
salient features have been incorporated in the film "Work '
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NATIONAL YOUTH i<\DMINISTRATION PUBLIC RELATIONS DIVISION
Nat’l Youth Administration
1734 New York Avenue
V/ashington, D, C.
INTRODUCTION AND METHOD ^ PRODUCTION
The pictures were taken mostly by amateur photographersi
supervising National Youth Administration Projects and show




Film was intended for the general public and was not
produced particularly for school use,
METHOD OP DISTRIBUTION
Film is available only from the Washington office of
the National Youth Administration and may be secured by




16mm, - 1 reel - 500
’
Pictures of typical student aid projects in high school
and colleges.
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PAN AI\1ERIGAN UNION PAN AIvIERICAN UNION
Motion Pictures Section
Washington, D. C.
INTRODUCTION AND METHOD PRODUCTION
The films are all on subjects dealing with the Pan
American coimtrles. They were produced and are distributed
in cooperation with Industrial concerns. Very little in-
formation on these films could be obtained.
TYPE OF AUDIENCE
The films are intended primarily for schools, colleges
and educational groups. The primary purpose of the films is
for shov/lng to schools.
METHOD DISTRIBUTION
Films may be secured by sending requests direct to the
above address. There are no sub-distributing centers and
none of the subjects is deposited with the state colleges
or other educational agencies due to the limited number of
prints that are available.
Although the films are not for sale, the Pan American
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"THE STORY OP BANANAS" 634.772
1
16imn. - 2 reels
35mm. - 2 reels
2 t.r'
A story of the world’s largest agricultural development;.




16mm. - 2 reels
35mm. - 2 reels
i
A trip by automobile over the nev; Pan American Highway •
from Laredo to Mexico City.
"THE V/EST COAST OF MEXICO" 917.25
2
Silent
16mm. - 2 reels
A guide to Mexico’s west coast, including visits to
several interesting cities.
"NATIVE ARTS OP OLD JIEXICO" 917.25
3
Sound
16rara. - 2 reels
35mm. - 2 reels
Showing pottery and tile making, leather work, weaving
figures out of straw reed, basket making, wood turning, etc,
'BLkCK gold BEYOND THE RIO GRaNDE' 553.28
4
Sound
16ram. - 2 reels
35mm. - 2 reels
The oil Industry of Mexico, showing modern methods of
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•'WHERE SEAS ARE JOINED" 355.27
3
35nim. - 1 reel
The Panama Canal, one of the greatest engineering
achievements.
"ASHORE ^ Tiffi ISTHMTO"
Sound
918
35mm. - 1 reel
An interesting visit to picturesque Panama.
"Havana? the siren city" 917.291
Sound
35imn. - 1 reel
Cuba's splendid capital, with its magnificent and his-
toric buildings and beautiful parks.
"PICTURES'v^UE OUaTERIALA " 917.28
Sound
16mm. - 2 reels
35rara. - 2 reels
A visit to the land of the Mayas, with views showing
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STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGES DISTRIBUTING
U.S. GOVERNMENT MOTION PICTURE PIU/IS
«i«>7
A number of State Agricultural Colleges through their i
Extension Departments distribute U. S. Government Motion Pic-*
i
I
ture Films to the respective regions they serve. Films pro- I
I
duced by the Departments themselves, as part of their exten- j
I
sion program, are not included in this survey. The only
ij
!t
films listed on the follov/ing pages are those ordinarily pro-*!
!i
duced and distributed by the regular Governmental agencies
jj
listed on the preceding pages. Copies of some of these
I
films have either been purchased or placed on Indefinite
loan periods by the respective Departments for further dis- '
tribution through the Extension Service of the State Agricul-j
tural Colleges.
Each of the State Agricultural Colleges that do have
films has its own method of distribution and in most cases
charge small fees for the films. In some cases films are notjj
I
distributed but are used by extension service representative^!
t
in motion picture trucks which have coir5)lete equipment and li\
il
some cases electric generators for current, etc.. These
[|
films are shown upon request to interested groups but are
used primarily for agricultural extension work in rural
communities.
Because of the wide variation in rules and regulations
and the incomplete lists of films that are of a U.S. Govern-
Sv'iv.uijuo j:AhJi:aijOiaoA '‘i..*!
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mental nature, no attempt is made in this survey to list
each of the films available. Instead, the names and ad-
dresses of the State Agricultural Colleges that have films
and those that do not have films are listed.
This list included in this survey is not quite complete
due to lack of sufficient information from colleges concernec
•
STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGES HAVING NO U. S. GOVERN-







Mr. P. 0. Davis
Director of Extension Service
Alabama Polytechnic Institute
Auburn, Ala.
Mr. C. U. Pickrell
Director of Extension Service
University of Arizona
Tucson, Arizona
Mr. C. C. Randall
Assistant Director of Extension Service
524 Post Office Bldg.
Little Rock, Ark.
Mr. P. A. Anderson
Director of Extension Service
State Agricultural College of Colorado
Fort Collins, Colorado
Mr. R. B. Corbett
Director of Extension Service
Connecticut State College
Storrs, Conn.
Mr. C. A. McCue
Director of Extension Service
University of Delaware
Newark, Del.
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Mr. Walter S. Brown
Director of Extension Service
Georgia State College of Agriculture
Athens, Ga.
Mr. E. J. Iddings




Mr. H. W. Muihford







Mr. J. H. Skinner
Director of Extension Service
Purdue University
LaFayette, Ind.
Mr. J. C. Umberger
Director of Extension Service
Kans. St. College of Agric. & Applied Sc.
Manhattan, Kan.
Mr. A. L. Deering




Mr. T. B. Symons
Director of Extension Service
Univ. of Maryland
College Park, Md.
Mr. 1/V. A. Munson
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Mr, R. J. Baldwin
Director of Extension Service
Mich, St, College of Agric, & Appl, Scienc(
East Lansing, Mich,
Mr, E, H, Yi/hite
Director of Extension Service
Mississippi State College
State College, Miss,
Mr, J. C, Taylor
Director of Extension Service
Mon, St, College of Agric, & Mech, Arts
Bozeman, Mon,
Mr, W, H, Brokaw




Mr, C, W, Creel
Dir, of Extension Service i
College of Agriculture i
Univ. of Nevada
Reno, Nev.
Mr, J, C, Kendall
Dir, of Extension Service
Univ, of New Hanp shire
Durham, N, H.
Mr, H. J, Baker
Dir, of Extension Service
State College of Agriculture and Mechanic
Arts, of Rutgers University
New Brunswick, N, J,
Mr, G, R, Quesenberry
Dir. of Extension Service
N, M, College of Agric, & Mechanic arts
State College, N, M,
Mr. L, R, Simons
Dir, of Extension Service
New York State College of Agriculture
Ithaca, w, Y,
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WORTH CAROLINAN Mr. I. 0. Schsub
Dir. of Extension Service
State College Station
Raleigh, N. C.
NORTH DAKOTA Mr. George J. Baker
Dir. of Extension Service (acting)
North Dakota Agriculture College
State College Station
Fargo, N. D.
OHIO Mr. H. C. Ramsower




OKLAHOMA Mr. E. E. School
Dir. of Extension Service
Okla. Agric. and Mechanical College
Stillwater, Okla.
OREGON Mr. V/. A. Schoenfeld
Dir. of Extension Service
Oregon State Agricultural College
Corvallis, Oregon
PENNSYLVANIA Mr. M. S. McDowell
Dir. of Extension Service
Penn. State College
State College, Penn.
RHODE ISLAND Mr. G. E. Adams
Dir. of Extension Service
Rhode Island State College
Kingston, R. I.
TENNESSEE Mr. C. E. Brehm




UTAH Mr. William Peterson
Dir. of Extension Service
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VERMONT Mr. J. E. Carrigan




VIRGINIA Mr. J. R. Hutcheson
Dir. of Extension Service
Virginia Polytechnic Institute
Blacksburg, Va.
WISCONSIN Mr. W. W. Clark




V/YOMING Mr. A. E. Bowman




ALASKii Mr. L. T. Oldroyd
Dir. of Extension Service
Univ. of Alaska
College, Alaska
PUERTO RICO Mr. A. Rodriguez Geigel
Dir. of Extension Service
Univ. of Puerto Rico
Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico
STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGES THAT HAVE U. S.
GOVERNMENTAL FILMS FOR DISTRIBUTION PURPOSES
CALIFORNIA Mr. B. H. Crocheron




IOWA Mr. R. K. Bliss
Dir. of Extension Service
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Mr. T. P. Cooper




Mr. J. W. Bateman
Dir. of Extension Service




Mr. P. E. Miller
Dir. of Extension Service
Dept, of Agriculture of the Univ. of Minn.
University Farm
St. Paul, Minn.
Mr. J. W. Burch




Mr. D. W. Watkins
Dir. of Extension Service
Clemson Agricultural College of S. C.
Clemson, S. C.
Mr. A. M. Eberle
Dir. of Extension Service
S. D. State College of Agriculture and
Mechanic Arts
Brookings, S. D.
Mr. H. H. Williamson
Dir. of Extension Service
Agricultural and Mechanical College of Tex
College Station, Texas
Mr. P. E. Balmer
Dir. of Extension Service
State College of V/ashington
Pullman, Wash.
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V/EST VIRGINIA Mr. F. D. Fromme




HAWAII Mr. H. H. Warner
Dir. of Extension Service
Univ. of Hawaii
Honolulu, Hav/aii
UNITED STATES TERRITORIES AND ISLAND POSSESSIONS CONTACTED i
FOR THIS SURVEY !
Through the cooperation and assistance of Miss Ruth
Hampton, Assistant Director, Division of Territories and Is-
land Possessions of the Dept, of the Interior, Washington,
D. C., who supplied certain inforimtion, a list of prospec-
tive sources was prepared.
This list consisted of the Territories and Possessions
of the United States and the names and addresses of Govern-
ment officials or officers in charge of affairs concerning
these territories and possessions. With the exception of the
very small islands having little or no habitation, and con-
sidered very unlikely to have films available, communication
was directed to these sources. Results follow:
The following territories and possessions do not have
U. S. Government films available:
TERRITORY OR POSSESSION OFFICIAL ^ CHARGE
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Hon. Joseph B. Polndextei^
Governor
Honolulu, T. H,
Hon. Lawrence W. Cramer
Governor
Charlotte Amalie
St. Thomas, V. I.
Capt. MacGilllvray Milne
Governor of Islands and
Commandant
Naval Station
Tutuila, Samoa--in care o
Postmaster, San Francisco
Bureau of Insular Affairs
War Department
V^ashington, D. C.
U. S. High Commissioner
to the Commonwealth of
the Philippine Islands
Hon. Paul V. McNutt
Manila, P. I.
The following territories and possessions have U. S.
Government films available: (Descriptions and method of dis-






San Juan, Puerto Rico
"PUERTO RICO - THE ISLE OF ENCH/iNTMENT
"
Sound
16mm. - 1 reel - 800
'
35mm. - 2 reels - 1600
•
Film was prepared with the cooperation of the Puerto Rlc >
Government and its Dept, of Agriculture and Commerce.
Educational and entertaining travelogue replete with his •
tor leal monuments of the Spanish colonization, thrilling v;lth
tropical scenery and accompanied by romantic native melodies.
It depicts the scenes, life and customs on what experienced
travelers have called "Isle of Enchantment". Film is suitabli i
f ••
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for school use. It may be secured by applying direct to:
Dept, of Agriculture and Comraerce
Government of Puerto Rico
1457 Broadv/ay at 42nd Street
Nev/ York, Nev; York
It is not for sale and is not available from any sub-distri-
buting centers.
TERRITORY OR POSSESSION OFFICIAL m CHARGE
Panama Canal Col. Clarence S. Ridley
U. S. Army
Governor of the Panama
Canal
Balboa Heights, Canal Zone
"THE PANAI/IA CANAL"
35mm. - 2000 * i
I
Filiri shows activities in the Canal Zone related to the
i
operation and maintenance of the Panama Canal.
|
I
NOTE : At the time this Information v;as secured (Jan. 22i|
I1938) from the executive secretary of the Panama Canal Zone,
j
I
it v/as stated that the film is not yet avail8.ble and that j'
|i
more information could not be secured. Hov/ever, the film is ii
!i
in the process of preparation and should be available later
j,
on in the year. It should also be noted that detailed in-
jj
;i
formation relative to the proposed picture was expected to be!;
i|
available v/ithin the next six months from date of communica-
i
tion
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PROSPECTIVE SOURCES OP COVERUIvIEIjT FILMS
At the time of this study the following governmental
agencies either were planning to have films for distribution,
or at one time did have films that have now become depleted,
or have films of a strictly confidential nature and are not
allowed to distribute them.
Rational archives
Div. of Mo t'ion Pictures
Washington, D. C.
This is a new agency with considerable pioneer work
ahead of it. At the present time this agency is not produc-
ing or distributing films. Primarily, it acts as a curator
of material. At the present time it has limited its service
to people who come to the building or to simple loan service
to sister governmental agencies.
3
U. S. HOUSING authority
Dept, of the Interior
1/Vashington, D. C.
The U. S. Housing Authority has in its possession
certain films transferred to it from the Housing Division
of the Public Works Administration, Hov/ever, when this
agency v/as contacted, word was received that no policy had
yet been determined as to the disposition of this material.
OFFICE OF T^ CHIEF OF CliAPLiilNS
War Department
V/ashlngton, D. C.
This office has a 16mm. silent film depicting the
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nodeeeaeoti add itl .afiri x^lnodcu’A J:.uXajjoK .8 .U 0dT
noi&dTr.ca gniat/oH arid xtiOTtl dX od bei-rt Xe.rua'id auiXlt ni,ed*xeo
aidd txodv/ ^*x&ViJvroH .rxcid.a'ide tnimoxv edTioW oXIcfxri add lo
Dsri ^oiloq on Jbcid bevXsoo'S' anw bicw .Jbed-oadnoo cav/ vonej e
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Iof the reserve on duty with the Civilian Conservation Corps,
The photographer and projection operator is a member of the
office staff and the film is intended to be shown before
gatherings of chaplains and religious denominational conven-
tions. It is not believed by this office that the film
would be of interest to the general public or to educational
classes as the subjects pictured are military funerals,
chapel services, the laying of corner stones and dedication
exercises of military chapels, etc.
b. S. IVIaRITIIvlE cqmivlissiqn
Washington, D. C.
At the present time the stock of film of this agency
has become entirely depleted. It is expected that new ma-
terial will be released at some future time.
FEDERxiL RESERVE SYSTEM
Washington, D. C.
The Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System
has no motion picture films available for distribution. The
Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis, Minnesota, however, has
a film showing the work of the Federal Reserve Bank and its
relation to banks and business. It may be secured by apply-





The motion pictures of this Bureau are on strictly
technical subjects and their confidential nature prohibits
kl'
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their availability for general distribution.




This Bureau does not have films available for general
distribution as such motion pictures as are in the posses-
sion of the Bureau cover technical and confidential matters
and are issued only for official use,
national bureau of standards
Department of Commerce
Washington, D. C.
This Bureau does not have any films for distribution.
A few years ago the Paramount Pictorial Co. took some motion
pictures of the work going on in a number of the laboratorie j
of the Bureau as part of an educational series they were pre
paring. It was suggested that requests for the use of these




No systematic arrangements have been made for securing
films Illustrative of the v/ork of the Lighthouse Service in
recent years. The work of the service has been of Interest
to private photographers for news reel companies, etc., and
there have been numerous occasions on which short films are
obtained by representatives of these companies. When that 1;
done, copies are retained by the Bureau for its files but ar(
useful only for Illustrating special features of the service
work. In most of these cases the negatives are in the pos-
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sesion of the Bureau for replacement purposes so that it is
not practical to attempt to give these films extensive cir-
culation.
The Bureau has stated that effort would be made to meet
any special requirement which might develop in so far as the
desired matter might be available upon communication to the
above address. The General Accounting Office has ruled that
appropriations of this agency are not applicable to the pur-
chase of motion picture equipment.
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lUDEX ^ FILM SUBJECTS
!
I
Educators seem to "be becoming more interested and ap-
preciative of the usefulness of the film for educational
purposes. The time will probably come when libraries of
films will be established and films will be catalogued in
somewhat a similar manner to that of books and periodicals.
The H. W. Wilson Company, pioneer publisher of catalogue
series, has again proven itself a pioneer in this field. In
1936 they published an Educational Film Catalogue with a
selected list of non- theatrical, films, classified, annotated
and graded.
With the trend in this direction, and the steps taken
by the Wilson Company, it is felt that the Government films
in this study will be catalogued by means of a standard
library system of classification. The Dev/ey Decimal System
has been chosen as it appears to be the one most used and
most familiar to teachers and others who would be particu-
larly attracted to use this study as a reference in their
work.
In con^arison Vidth the complete Dewey System, the one
undertaken here is quite small due to lack of sufficient
film material to classify and the general subject matter of
most of the films which limit them to classification in
certain categories.
In this survey two film lists are used:
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1. Classified list ---The films are classified according
to the Dewey Decimal System of classification. In this sec-
tion are given only the title, class number and distributor
with the page given as to where complete information may be
found
.
2. Index- -The index includes the titles, subjects and
distributors of the films listed together with notations as
to where the complete information on them may be found.
Subjects have been assigned freely as it is felt that
even a few feet of a film on a particular subject is impor-
tant if it may be used as a teaching aid. The subjects that
are quoted are those with which the films deal and not those
in v/hlch they may be used. Often these will overlap. It
v;lll be necessary to check back to the information given on




The follov/lng outline gives only the classes in this list.
300 SOCIAL SCIENCE
Economics
Labor and Laborers - Employers - Capital
Termination of Labor - Unemployment -
Reemployment






331.4 Labor of Women
331.8 Laboring Classes
331.83 Housing
331.833 Dwelling - Lodging
333. Conservation
333.7 Forests - Pasture - Waste





360. Vifelfare and Social Asso. & Institutions








542. Practical and Experimental Chemistry
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551.5 Meteorology - (jlimate
551 . 55 Storms
553. Economic Geology









611.015 Ontongeny - Embryology
612. Physiology
612.392 Foods
612.64 Development of the Embryo
613. General and Personal Hygiene
614. Public Health
614.3 Adulteration
614.31 Pure Food Laws
614.54 Other Contagious & Infectious
614.721 Hygiene of Home & Ground
614.841 Fire Prevention
614.862 Travel on the Highway
614.868 Saving - Service - Protection
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614. 8B Aid to the Injured
614.93 Communicable Diseases
616. Pathology - Diseases - Treatment
616.83 Polyiomyellti
s
616.965 Nematoda - Roundworms
618. Diseases of Women and Children




621.354 Accumulators or Storage Batteries
621.89 Friction - Lubrication - Lubricants
621.92 Machine Tools
621.1854 Steam Distribution & Transmission - Piping
622. Mining Engineering
622.3 Working of Mines - Exploitation
622.86 Rescue and Relief - Dangers - Accidents
625. Railroad and Road Engineering
625.7 Roads - Highways - Streets
625.8 Pavement s
627. River, Harbor and General Hydraulic Engine erl
627.5 Reclamation
629. Other Branches of Engineering
629.145 Aeronautical Engineering
629.16 Aeronautical Coisstruction
629.2 Automobiles - Motor Vehicles
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629.2546 Story of Spark Plugs




631.37 Power - Power Transmission Appliances
631.371 Motor Power
631.3717 Farm Power
631.4 Land - Soil
631.5 Farm Operations
631.53 Methods of Plant Multiplication
631.55 Harvesting
631.6 Reclamation - Drainage
631.7 Irrigation - Water Supply






634.922 Forest Influence - Geophysics
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636 • 9 Fur Farming
637. Dairy and Dairy Products
637.121 Cows
644. Heat - Light - Ventilation
644.23 Fuels
649. Care of Children
649.6 Manners - Habits
6bU. Business
658.83 Marketing - Selling
662. Explosives





671. Articles Made of Steel
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331 LABOR and LaBQRERS EIVIPLOYERS CAPITAL
331.13 Termination of Labor - Unemployment
Reemployment
Works Fro ^ress Administration Activities
(WPA)
331.13
1 Works Pays America
2 Hands
3 We Work Again
4 Man Against the River
5 Rain for the Earth
6 A Better Chicago
7 A Better Illinois
8 A Better Indiana
9 A Better Massachusetts
10 A Better Michigan
11 A Better Minnesota
12 A Better Missouri
13 A Better New Jersey
14 A Better New York City
15 A Better New York State
16 A Better Ohio
17 A Better Pennsylvania
18 A Better West Virginia
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331.25 Pensions Insurance Benefit Agencies
331 . 25
Unemployment Insurance
( Soc . Sec. Board)
1 Vife the People and Social Security
2 Youthful Old Age
3 Application for Old Age Security
4 Today’s Frontiers







Women ’ s Bureau
(U.S. Worn. Bur.)
Story of the Women ' s Bureau
Within the Gates
Behind the Scenes in the Machine Age









(Dept . of Ag.
)
Friends of Man
Good 'Turns For Our Forests
It Might Have Been You
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6 Prevent Forest Fires - Trailer #3
7 Stop Forest Fires
8 Unburned Woodlands






















Conservation of Natural Resources
Price of Progress (Dept, of Int.)
Muddy Waters (Dept, of Ag.
)
Vifild Life Conservation
(Dept . of Ag.
)
Big Game in the National Forests
Forest Fires or Game
Game Management
Why Save the Elk





Activities of the U. S. Bur. of Fisheries
Alaskan Activities of the U. S. Bur. of Fish.
Speckled Beauties
Trout Stream Improvement _( Dept . of Ag. )
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Civilian Conservation Corps Activities
The Civilian Conservation Corps
(Dept, of War- -Off ice of Chief Sig. Officer)
A Veteran of Three Wars (Dept, of Int.)
Outdoors in the Garden State (hew Jersey)
(Dept, of Int.)
Following films are from the Dept, of Int.:
Winter Sun and Summer Sea
Land of the Giants (Cal.)
A Nation Wide System of Parks
Water Lure (Ga.)
Old Lands--New Use (S. C.
)
CCC AcconqDlishments in Penn.
Pilgrim Forests (New England)
For a Changing Empire
Taming the Desert (New Mexico)
Sinews from the Soil
Land of the Ten Thousand Lakes (Minn.
)
Cradle of the Father of Waters (Minn.
Where Trade Winds Blow (Virgin Is.
)
Trees and Stones that Speak (Ala.
)
CCC in Great Smoky Mountains National Park
Summer Ends in the Rockies
Morristown National Historical Park
A Day in Virginia Camps
.
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Saving the Beauty of Alabama
Evangeline’s Haven of Peace
A Forest Playground (Patapsco, Md.
)
CCC in a Crisis (Spring Floods)
Reclamation and the CCC



















We Can Take It
CCC at Work in Lake States







351.823 U. S. Dept, of Agriculture - Its Field and Service
(Dept . of Ag.
)
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(entire groups - U. S. War Dept.
Office of Army Air Corps)
355.
1 German Glider Gontest--1921
,
Rhone, Germany
2 Making Aviation History—Ft. Meyer, Va., 1908
3 Composite Bombing Film, 1921
4 The Birth of Aviation (the Mirror)
5 Helicopter Developments Through 1922
6 German Glider Contest-
-1922, Berlin, Germany
7 French Glider Contest--1922, Ferrand, France
8 Parachutes
9 T-2 Endurance and Transcontinental Plights--1923
10 Operation of a Turbo-Supercharger
11 The Around the World Plight, 1924
12 Commercial Aviation in Europe
13 Crash Testing of Airplanes
14 The Operation of Bomb Sights
15 Maneuvers of the 1st Provisions! Air Brigade, 1925
16 Air Force Maneuvers, 1926
17 How a Sea Gull Flies
18 The Radio Beacon
19 Air Speed Indicator
20 Pan American Flight, 1926



























Hawaiian Flight, Maitland and Hegenherger, 1927
Wings of the Army
Baron Shiha Film
Air Corps Demonstration, 1928
Endurance Flight of "Question Mark" Plane
Capt. Hawthorn C. Gray’s Balloon Altitude Flight,
1927
American & German Glider Flights, 1928-29
The First Pursuit Group, 1930 Arctic Patrol
Mather Field, Cal., USA Air Corps Exercises, 1930
Bombing Tests, Ft. Sill, Okla
. ,
Camp Stanley, Tex
The Development of Transportation
Army Films





Your Summer in the CMTC
Army Test Fleet
Ordinance Day, 1931
Battle of the Ancre
President Voodrow V/ilson's Arrival in Paris
80th Division Troops from N. J., Va., Md., Del.
D.
89th Division Troops from Kans., Mo. & Col.
91st Division Troops from Wash., Ore., Cal., Nev
Utah, Mon. & Wyom.
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Burial of the Unknown Soldier
Winter Day at Fort Bradvlck
Peace Time Activities of the Chemical Warfare Seil^v.
The National Air Races
urdlnance Day, 1931
Ordinance Day, 1930
maneuvers of uhe Isf Cavalry Division
Around the World on the Cable Ship Dellwood
Laying Submarine Cable
General Pershing Arrives in France (June, 1917)
2nd Division Regular Army
3rd Division Regular army
4th " » "





































Armistice Day in Paris
Signing of the Peace Treaty at Versailles
The Victory Parade in Paris
The Life of O'Reilly
(
Plashes of Action
Shots of the World War
The St. Mihlel Offensive





Story of Transportation (Bur. of Mines)
Our Inland Waterways (Fed. Barge Lines)
Where Caesar Joins (Pan American Union)
359 NAVAL SCIENCE
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8 Sprinkles of Salt
9 With the Yangtze Patrol
lu Roving the Mediterranean
11 Submarine Service
12 Sports of Sailormen
13 With the Asiatic Fleet
14 Sky Fleets of the Navy
15 On the Far Eastern Station
16 Peiping - Land of Kahn
17 Making Man 0 Warsmen
18 Crossroads of the Pacific
19 Making Craftsmen
20 Neptune’s Realm
21 Gateway to the Pacific
22 Modern Men 0 V^arsmen
23 Crossing the Line
Life and Work of the U. S. Coast Guard
(U. S. Coast Guard--Treas . Dept.)
359.
24 History and Organization of the U. S. Coast Guard
24 Air Service of the U.S. Coast Guard
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U. S. Coast Guard Service Afloat
U. S. Coast Guard Service Ashore
U. S. Coast Guard Cutter Northland in Alaska
Coast Guard Communication
Life and Work of the l^. Marine Corps
(U. S. Marine Corps)
U. S. Marines Enjoy Sports
Sea Soldiers Serve in Tropical Haiti
Cruisin' Round
U. S. Marine Aviators in China
"
" Marines in China
Uncle Sam's Tropical Outposts
Life in the U. S. Marine Corps
mLFARE AND SOCIAL ASSOCIATIONS AND INSTITUTIONS
Service to Those Who Served (U.S. Vet. Adm.
)
PRISONS DISCIPLIl®
365. Protecting the Public
(U.S. Bur. of Prisons, Dept, of Justice)
371.715 POSTURE
371.713 Posture (U.S. Children's Bur., Dept, of Labor)
582 FOREIGN TRADE
382. Around the Coffee Cup
(Bur. of For. & Dorn. Commerce, Dept, of Comm.)
588.2 POSTAGE STAMPS
383.2 Travels of a Postage Stamp
(U.S. Post Office Dept.)
•jliBaasibSKi
500 SCIENCE
542. PRjlCTICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL CHEMISTRY
542.44 Modem Metalworking with the Oxyacetylene Flame
(U.S. Bur. of Mines, Dept, of Int.
)
546 . INORCANIC CHEMISTRY
546.22 Story of Sulphur
(U.S. Bur. of Mines, Dept, of Int.)
551.5 METEOROLOGY CLIIviATE (Dept, of Ag. films)
551.5 ^ ' A
1 Exploring the Upper Air
2 Fire Weather
3 John Smith Vs. Jack Frost
551.55 Storms
551.55 Dangerous Dusts (Dept, of Ag.
)




1 Story of a Mexican Oil Gusher
(Bur. of Mines, Dept, of Int.)
2 Evolution of the Oil Industry
(Bur. of Mines, Dept, of Int.)
3 Petroleum - the Liquid Mineral
(Bur. of Mines, Dept, of Int.)




(Bur. of Mines, Dept, of Int.)
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570 . BIOLOGY (Public Health Serv., Treasury Dept.)
570.
1 Protoplasm and the Beginning of Life
2 Reproduction in Lower Forms of Life
3 Reproduction in Higher Forms of Life
4 Interdependence of Living Things
571 . PREHISTORIC ARCHEOLOGY
571.
1 Temples of Peace~-Alabama Archeological
(Dept, of Int.)
Excavatic ns
2 Shell Mounds in the Tennessee Valley
(TVA)
590 . ANIMLS (Dept, of Ag. )
590.
1 The Cougar Hunt
2 How to Get Rid of Rats
3 Million Dollar Pockets
4 Porcupine Control in Western States
5 Routing Rodent Robbers
595,3 CRUSTACEA (Dept, of Ag.
)
595,3 Story of the Blue Crab





Pl 3rways of Migratory Control
The How and Why of Bird Banding
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ONTOWOENY EMBRYOLOGY (Dept, of Ag.
)
In the Beginning
Ovulation, Fertilization and Early 'npvelopment of
the Maramalian Egg
612 . PHYSIOLOGY (Dept, of Ag.
)
612.392 Foods
612.392 Food Makes a Difference
612.64 Development of Embryo
612.24 Prenatal Care
613 GEkiERAL AND PERSONAL HYGIENE (Dept, of Ag. )
613.
1 Personal Hygiene for Young Men
2 Persnoal Hygiene for Young Women
3 General Personal Hygiene
614 PUBLIC HEALTH
Wo rk of the U. Public Health Service








History and Duties of the U. S. Pub. Health Serv.
Prevention of Introduction of Diseases from Abroa
Trachoma
Cooperation with State and County Health Authoritlies
Discovery of the Cause of Pellegra
Marine Hospitals and the Public Health Service
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614.3 Adulteration: Inspection of Articles Liable to
Affect Public Health
Pure Food Laws
(Dept . of Ag.
)
614.31
1 Canning and Grading of Lima Beans
2 Grain Grading
3 How Fed’l Inspection of Imported Seeds Protects
the Farmer






(Public Health Serv., Treas . Dept.)
Diagnosis and Treatment of Syphillls
Syphlllis: Its Nature and Prevention
Syphillls of Central Nervous System--A Preventabll^
Disease
614.721 Hygiene of Home and Ground
614.721 Carbon Monoxide- -Unseen Danger
(Bur. of Mines, Dept, of Int
.
)
614.862 Travel on the Highway
614.862 Follow the V/hlte Traffic Marker
(Bur. of Mines, Dept, of Int.
614,868 Saving Service Protection
614.868 Life Saving
(Dept . of Ag.
)
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Aid to the Injured
Live and Learn- -Value of First Aid
(Bur. of Mines, Dept, of Int.
)
Communicable Diseases
(Public Health Service, Treas. Dept.)
614.93
1 How Plants and Animals Cause Disease
2 How Disease is Spread
3 How to Prevent Disease
4 How the Mosquito Spreads Disease
5 The Fly as a Disease Carrier
616 pathology diseases TREATI^/IENT
616.83 Structural Diseases of Brain and Cord
616.83 Polylomyelitis
(U.S. Children's Bur., Dept, of Labor)
616.965 Nematoda Roundworms
616.965 Fungi Snare and Destroy Nematodes
(Dept . of Ag.
)






(U.S. Children's Bur., Dept, of Labor)
The Treatment of Asphyzia Neonatorum
The Treatment of Breech Presentptlon
Complications of the Second Stage















Prevention and Treatment of Eclapsia
The Treatment of Face Presentation
The Forceps Operation
Injuries of the Newborn
The Physiology and Conduct of Normal Labor
Postpartum Hemorrhage
Normal Delivery in the Home
Version
619 COMPARATIVE MEDICINE VETERINARY
619,4
Livestock Diseases
(Dept . of Ag.
)
619.4 This Little Pig Stayed at Home









Duck Sickness - A Menace to Waterfowl
Game Bird Farming
How to Handle Foxes
621 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
621.354 Accumulators or Storage Batteries
621.354 Story of a Storage Battery (Bu.r. of Mines)
621.89 Friction Lubrication Lubricants
(Bur. of Mines, Dept, of Int
.
)
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(Bur. of Mines, Dept, of Int.
)
621.1854 Steam Distribution and Transmission Piping
621.1854 Story of Valves








Working of Mines Exploitation
(Bur. of Mines, Dept, of Int.)
"Wildwood" - 100;^ Mechanized Mine
Copper Mining
Lead Mining
Rescue and Relief Dangers Accidents
(Bur. of Mines, Dept, of Int.)
622.86
1 Making of a Safe Miner
2 Twelve Points of Safety
3 Oxygen Breathing Apparatus
625 Railroad and road engineering
625.7 Roads, Highways and Streets
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Building the Mt, Vernon Memorial Highway
Building Truck Trails in National Forests
The Maintenance of Roads
Men Ylho Build the Roads
The Road Groes Through
A Road Out of Rock
Highway Glimpses of Columbia and the Dutch E. Ind




An International Study of American Roads
Traveler's Toll
America's Great Bridge Test
Impact of Traffic on Roads
Hi^way Beautification
Historical Scenes Along the Mt. Vernon Memorial
Highway
Les
New Roads in Ranier
Roads from Surf to Summit
Roads in Our National Parks
Roads to Wonderland
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2 Granite Block Paving
3 Hot Mixed Bituminous Pavements
4 Low Cost Road Surfacing- -2nd Stage
5 Making Paving Brick
6 Mixed In Place Bituminous Pavements
627 RIVER , HA-RBOR AND GENERAL HYDRAULIC ENGIInIEERING
627.5 Reclamation
627.5
1 Boulder Dam (Construction from Start to Finish)
(Dept, of Int.)
2 Grand Coulee Dam (Columbia Basin Project)
(Dept, of Int.)
3 The Norris Dam (Dept, of Ag.
)
4 TVA at Work (TVA)
5 Norris Dam Construction (TVA)
6 Wheeler Reservoir Clearance (TVA)
629 OTHER BRAI.THES ^ ENGINEERING
629.145 Aeronautical Engineering
629.145 Federal Skyways (Bur. of Air Commerce)
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629,16 Aeronautical Construction
629.16
1 Some Effects of Fuel Injection Advance Angle on
Combustion in a High-Speed Compression- Ignition
Engine
2 Fundamental Nature of Air Flov/s and Air Flow
Separation
3 Effect of Air Fuel Ratio on Combustion in a High-
Speed Compression- Ignition Engine
4 Some Effects of Air Flow on Combustion in a High-
Speed Compression- Ignition Engine
5 Some Effects of Fuel Injection Nozzle Design on
Combustion in a High Speed Compression-Ignition
Engine
629.2 Motor Vehicles Automobiles
(Bur. of Mines, Dept, of Int.)
629.2
1 The Power Within- -Internal Combustion Engines
2 Making a V-Type Engine




1 Salt of the Earth (Dept, of Ag.
)
2 The Will and the Way (Dept, of Ag.
)
3 Home Demonstration Work in the Western States
(Dept, of Ag.
4 Horae Demonstration Work--What it is and Does
(Dept . of Ag.
)
5 The Master Farmer (Dept, of Ag.
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630.717 Extension Work
630.717
1 Carry on (Dept, of Ag.
)
2 The Club College—Farm and Home (Dept, of Ag.
)
3 4-H Club Work— 'i/Vhat it is and what it does
(Dept . of Ag.
4 Under the 4-H Flag (Dept, of Ag.
)
631 THE FARWI
631.37 Pov/er, Power Transmission Appliances
631.37 Story of Power (Bur. of Mines)
631.371 Motor Power
631.3713 Story of Water Power (Bur. of Mines)
631.3717 Farm Power




The Plow that Broke the Plains
(U. S. Farm Sec. Adm.
)
Farm Operations
631.5 Clearing Land (Dept, of Ag.
)
631.53 Methods of Plant Multiplication
(Dept . of Ag.
)
631.531
1 How Seeds Germinate
2 Testing Seeds in Soil
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(Dept . of Ag.
)
Harvesting Cotton by Sledding
Haymaking
Reclamation Drainage
Reclamation in the Arid West (Dept, of Int.)
Irrigation Water Supply
(Dept, of Ag.











Why Strawberries Grow Whiskers
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(Dept . of Ag.
)
632.7
1 Beware--The Japanese Beetle
2 Corn and the Borer
3 Fighting the Corn Borer with Machinery
4 Hoppers
5 The Japanese Beetle—Life History, Damage, Spread
6 The Japanese Beetle--Method of Control
7 Parasites of the Eu? opean Corn Borer
8 Pop Goes the Weevil
9 Barnyard Underworld
10 Control of Worms in Hogs






13 Board Feet or Bored Timber
14 The Clcada--Life History
15 Gypsy and Brown Tail Moths
16 Gypsy and Brown Tail Moths- -Insect Enemies
17 The Mo squito- -Public Enemy
18 The Mosquitoes
19 The Realm of the Honey Bee
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2 Natural Plant Immigrants
3 Agricultural Explorations in Ceylon & Sumatra
4 Bamboos --Giant Grasses of the Orient
5 Date Culture in Iraq
6 Sago Making in Primitive New Guinea
7 Soy Beans at Home
634 FRUIT CULTURE
634. Profits from Cull Oranges and Lemons (Dept, of Ag.
)
634.772 Bananas
634.772 Story of Bananas (Pan American Union)
634.922 Forest Influences - Geophysics
634.9224 - 1 { =
1 Chaparral (Dept, of Ag.
)
2 Forest And Streams (Dept, of Ag*
)
634.9232 Forest Influences - Social
634.9232
1 Forest and Health (Dept, of Ag.
)
2 How Forests Serve (Dept, of Ag.
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New Woods for Old (Dept, of Ag.
)
Two Generations (Dept, of Ag.
)
Silvicul t\n?e
(Dept . of Ag.
)
Harvesting Uncle Sam’s Timber
Marking Timber
Timber- r-r





1 Approved Sheep Management on the National
Forests
2 On A Thousand Hills
3 Shed Lambing in the West
4 Sheep in Psalm and Sage
636.4 Swine
636.4 How to Grow Hogs
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1 Brooding and Rearing Chicks
2 Care of Baby Chicks
3 Duck Farming
4 Embryology of the Egg
5 Layers or Loafers
6 National Poultry Improvement Plan






2 Beavers at Home
3 Rabbit Farming
637 DAIRY AND DAIRY PRODUCTS
637.
1 The Babcock Test (Dept, of Ag.
)
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637.121
3 Salvaging Drought Cattle in Texas
4 Southern Cattle—Yesterday and Today
5 Blood Will Tell
6 When the Cows Come Home
644 HEAT LIGHT VENTILATION
644.23 Fuels
( Bur eau of Mine s
)
644.23
1 Story of Gasoline
2 Refining the Crude
649 CARE OF CHILDREN
649.6 Manners - Habits
649.6 Judy's Diary













Cooperative Marke ting- -Dried Prunes
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8 Preparation and Marketing of Dressed Poultry
9 Wool Marketing and Manufacturing
10 Farm Women’s Markets
11 Cooperative Wool from Fleece to Fabric
(U. S. Farm Credit Admin.)
662 EXPLOSIVES FUELS ETC .
Explosives
662.2 Explosives--Forerunner of Progress
(Bureau of Mines)
669 METALLURGY AND ASSAYING
669.1 Steel
(Bur. of Mines - Dept, of Int.)
669.1
1 Mining and Making of Pig Iron and Steel Ingots
2 Mfr. of Rails, Plates and Other Hot Rolled
Products
3 Mfr. of Wire Products
4 Mfr. of Pipe
5 Mifr. of Sheet Steel and Tin Plate
669.3
Copper
(Bur. of Mines - Dept, of Int.)
669.3
1 Story of Copper Milling
2 Story of Copper Smelting
3 Story of Copper Refining
4 Story of Fabrication of Copper
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669.4 Story of Lead Smelting
(Bur. of Mines - Dept, of Ag.
)
669.7 Nickel
669.7 Story of Nickel
(Bur. of Mines - Dept, of Int.)
671 ARTICLES MADE ^ METALS
672. Of Iron and Steel, etc.
672.
1 Making an All Steel Auto Body (Bur. of Mines)
2 Metals of a Motor Car (Bur. of Mines)
691 BUILDING MATERIALS
1 691.3 Concrete—Construction that Endures
(Bur. of Mines)
!
i 691.5 Cement from Mountain to Cement Sack
























1 White Sands National Monument
2 Seeing Yosemite National Park
3 Glimpses of National Parks
4 A Visit to Mesa Verde National Park
5 Looking Back Through the Ages (Mesa Verde)
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Let’s Study Glacier National Park
Natives of Glacier National Park
Seeing Glacier National Park
Natives of Yosemlte
Carlsbad Caverns
The Olympus Country (Mt. Olympus)
Big Bend National Park
Shenadoah National Park
(Dept, of Int. & Bur, of Mines)
Death Valley National Park (Dept, of Int.)
Yellowstone National Park (Dept, of Int.)
Glacier National Park
Glimpses of Texas--Its Natural Resources and
the Big Bend National Park (Bur. of Mines)
Public Parks - State Parks
(Dept, of Int.)
Heart of the Confederacy (Alabama)
Parks Under the Lone Star (Texas)
Alabama Highlands (Alabama)
Down Mobile Way (Alabama)
Recreation Resources (West Virginia)
796.5 TOURING CLIMBING CAf/IPING
796,54 Camping
(Dept, of Int.)
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900 GEOGRAPHY TRAVEL ETC.
914 EUROPE
914.
1 Through Oil Lands of Europe and Africa- -Germany,
Prance, Spain, Morocco and Algeria
(Bur. of Mines)
2 Through Oil Lands of Europe and Africa-~Italy,
Hungary, The Danube and Roumania
(Bur. of Mines)
3 Through Oil Lands of Europe and Africa—Poland,
Greece and Egypt (Bur. of Mines)
917 NORTH AMERICA
917.18 Colorado










Through the Oil Fields of Mexico (Bur. of Mines)
Rollin' Down to Mexico (Pan American Union)
West Coast of Mexico (Pan American Union)
Native Arts of Mexico (Pan American Union)
Central America
Picturesque Guatemala (Pan American Union)
West Indies











Isle of Enchantment (Gov’t of Puerto Rico)
Virgin Islands
(Dept . of Int
.
)
In the Wake of the Bucaneers (St. Thomas)
Sugar (Rebuilding an Island Industry)
Old Danish Sugar Bowl (Travelogue)
Mississippi River





1 Ashore at the Isthmus (Pan American Union)





1 To Cill (story of the Navajo)
(Dept, of Int.)
2 Indian Village of Antiquity (Pueblo Indian)
( Dept . of Int
. )
Rebuilding Indian Country (General American










Agriculture, U. S. Dept, of 1
Agricultural Extension Work 36
Air Commerce 67
Airports- -Federal Skyways 67
Archeological Excavations 83
Arts and Crafts, Mexican 205
Asbestos 101
Automobile s--Metals of a Motor Car 113




Bananas, Story of 205












Body Making, Automobile 113
Boll Weevil 47
Borer--Corn and the Borer 43
Botflies--Horses and Bots 45
Boulder Dam 84
Boys and Girls Club V/ork 34
Boy Scouts--Good Turns for our Forests 40
Brick- -Manufacturing 57
Brovmtail Moth 46
Bureau of Agricultural Economics . • 1
Bureau of Air Commerce 67
Bureau of Aeronautics 218
Bureau of Biological Survey 1
Bureau of Chemistry and Soils 1
Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quarantine .... 1
Bureau of Fisheries 68
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce 70
Bureau of Home Economics 1
Bureau of Indian Affairs 74
Bureau of Lighthouses 219
Bureau of Mines 92
Bureau of Naval Construction and Repair 219
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Bureau of Plant Industry 1
Bureau of Prisons 117
Bureau of Public Roads 1
Bureau of Reclamation 74
Camping- -Human Crop 83





Carborundum- -Manufactured Abrasive . . . 104
Cement
, 114
Central America ... 205-6
Chemistry- -Inorganic 100
Chickens, Raising 49
Child Life--Judy's Diary ... 127
Children's Bureau .... 124
Cholera 33
j
Cicada, Life History of 46
Civilian Conservation Corps 1-26-77
& 175
Clearing Land 36
Clothes Moth .. 47







Coffee- -Commerce Around the Coffee Cup 73
Commerce, Dept, of 67
Communicable Diseases 142
Conservatlon--Civilian Conservation Corps . • . • 26




Conservation--Soll Conservation • 26
Conservation--Wild Life 29
Construction--Brick Pavements . . • • •
Copper, Fabrication of 112
Copper, Milling Ill
Copper Mining 105
Copper Refining, Story of 112












Crops--Foreign Crop Explorations 31
Crustacea 66
Dairying 38
Dam— Grand Coulee Dam 84
Dam- -Norris Dam 194
Dam--Boulder Dam 84
Dates--Date Culture 31
Deer--Regulated Deer Hunting . 30
Dept, of the Interior 74
Dept, of Labor 119
Dewey Decimal System 222





Dress Manufacturlng--What ' s in a Dress 122
Drought- -Rain from the Earth 200
Drought Cattle 48
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Electricity--On the Farm 194
Elk--v/hy Save the Elk 30
Embryology 49-65
Engineering, Airplane 188
Engines- -The Pov/er Within 107
Engines--V-Type Engine 107
Erosion--The CCC Fights Erosion 26
Europe 115
European Corn Borer 43
Explosives 109
Extension Work--Home Demonstration Work . . . . • 36
Farm Electricity 184
Farm Credit Administration 176
Farm Security Administration 177
Farming- -Duck Farming 49
Federal Barge Lines 182
Federal Housing Administration ......... 184
Federal Reserve System 218
Fire Prevention 39
First Aid 106
First Aid--Learn and Live 102
Pish- -Trout Stream Improvement , 29




Ply- -The Fly as a Disease Carrier 143
Floods--Flood V/eather 56
Ploods--Ohlo Valley Flood • 199
Food Study 64
Forest Service, U. S 1
Porestry--ABC of Forestry 28
Forest Fire Prevention 39-40-41
Forest Influence 42
Forest Management 39







Gas--Carbon Monoxlde--The Unseen Danger 102
Gases- -Oxygen Breathing Apparatus , 106
Gasoline, Story of 109
Geological Survey--Trip Down the Colorado River . 91
Grain Grading 53










Health- -Public Health 102
Highways 57
Highway Safety—Follow V/hite Marker 102
Hog Cholera 33
Hogs- -Worms in Hogs ..... 45
Honeybee 47
Horses--Horses and Bots 45
Hospitals --Marine Hospitals 141
Housing Authority 217
Housing- -Homes 184
Hygiene- -Personal Hygiene 144
Inland Waterways Corporation 182
Insects--Crop Insects 43









Lead Milling and Mining, Story of 105
Lead Smelting, Story of 112
Life Saving 65
Life Saving--Service Ashore 151
Livestock Diseases . 33
Locust--Seventeen Year Locust ..... 46
Lubrication- -Automobile Lubrication 104
Lubricating Oil 103
Lumbering 41
Machine Age- -Behind the Scenes , 123

















Mining- -Coal Mining- -Wildv/ood 105
Mining, Copper . 105
Mining Engineering 105
Mining, Lead • . . 105
Mississippi River--The River 180
Molds 35
Mosquitoes 47-143
Mosquito Control— CCC at Work 28
Moths 46
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics . • • 188
National Archives 217
National Bureau of Standards 219
National Park Service 74
National Parks 86







Office of Chief of Air Corps 152
Office of Chief of Chaplains 217
Office of uhief Signal Officer 163
Oil- -Black Gold 205

rage
Oil Industry, Evolution of . 101
Oil Lands 115
Oil, Lubricating 103
Oil, Refining urude 109
uil Wells 100
Oil Wells, Early 101
Ontongeny 65
Oxygen Breathing Apparatus 106











Postage- -Travels of a Stamp 137
Post Office Department 131
Posture 126
Potato--Sweet Potato Weevil 45
Poultry 49
Pov/er, Story of 108

Page
Power, Water . 108
Predatory Animals and Rodents 63
Prenatal Care 127
Prisons 117
Prospective Sources of Film 217
Protoplasm 141
Prunes 52
Public Health (see Health) 102











Safety--Coast Guard Life Saving 151
Safety-- (see First Aid) 102
Saf ety- -Making of a Safe Miner 106
Saf ety--Oxygen Breathing Apparatus 106







Seventeen Year Locust . 46
Sheep 50
Smelting, Story of Copper Ill
Smelting, Story of Lead ....... 112
Social Security 190
Soil Conservation 26
Soil Conservation Service 1
Soy Beans 31
Spark Plug, Story of the 107
Stamps 137
State Agricultural Colleges 207
State Parks 90
Steel Ingots, Story of 110
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Tennessee Valley Authority 193
Territories and Island Possessions ..•••••• 214
Textile Manufacturing 122
Time Lapse Photography Studies ••••• 32
















Veterans ’ Service 195
Virgin Islands 85






Weather Bureau, U.S 1
Weevil, Cotton Boll 47
V/eevil, Pop Goes the 45
West Indies • • • . 205-206
V/heat Cleaning 33
Wild Life 29
Wild Life Diseases 34




Works Progress Administration • 197
World War 172
Worms, Screw 45
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